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poem,

written

M, A. W

by

college, who was in the habit of coming
into the morning recitation from his night
revelries, if not debaucheries, to nap during the exercise, and to break down when

dt the dedica-

Hen The Temple, Ocean Park, Old Orchard, Aug, 2,

Here, where the tempest swells the mighty
organ
Whose pipes are trembling neath th’ un-

Joining the grand and never-ceasing anthem—
The voice of many waters lifted high.

And while we worship in this mighty temple,
Whose outer courts are glorious with Thy
grace,
;
. Oh, Master, lead us to the secret chamber

"Within the veil, where we may see Thy face,

Where we may see Thy face in all its beauty,
And prove the sweetness of Thy wondrous
love;

Where we nay sup with Thee and taste the
manna,
:
The hidden manna from thy stores above.
As Thy disciples, worn with fruitless labor,
Met Thee at early dawn

by Galilee,

And Thou, with kindest care, didst serve and
feed them;
So meet us here, dear Lord, beside the sea;

As they beheld Thee walking on the billows,
And heard Thee say “Tis
. fear?”

I, why

do

ye

So let us see Thee in the midnight tempest,

So speak to us and let thy servants hear.

lie;
x
And, from the far-off shores where they have
. wandered,
These billows bring the Macedonian cry.—
Like Thy disciples in that upper chamber,

Low bowing at Thy feet, we wait for Thee;
Clothe, us, we pray Thee, with the Spirits
power!
Feed us with bread from
sea!

heaven

beside

the
at

0-0-0
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SOHOOL EXAMINATIONS.
* The season of Examinations is nearly,
or quite past.

The brushing up,

for.appearance’ sake, is over

largely

once

more,

i.

:
_has ceased,
sensitive and anxious teachers breathe
freely again, and (grave committee men
have pronounced judgment on another
year’s school work,
from a specimen
brick, and often a small one at that!
Itis & good time to reflect upon the
character and utility of these annual educational tournaments.

*

oubtless there are advantages in all
this parade and agony; but there are too
many elements of questionable character

1

entering into them, to

warrant

the

most

reliable and useful reuslts. Teachers and
pupils are brought into a competition with
each other, or certainly into comparison,
where too many modifying circumstances
affect

the

results to

allow

fair chance. Let us note
more common.

their merit a

a few

of the

First: The differences, perhaps consti-

tutional differences, in teachers with respect to such exercises. Some have a remarkable faculty for ¢ showing off”

classes on examination. They like it.
It affords just stimulus enough to put
them
at their best. A little shrewd calculation, and maneuvering withal, often
makes all the difference in the world, I

. Fourth : Mere chance enters largely into victory, and work wisely and persistently
the results of these examinations. Take for complete prohibition? The writer has
Las an illustration, an examination of a been pained both by the wickedness of
a six

months’

cess or failure depends on the throwof a
die,

as it were.

Competitive

examina-

tions for places in government employ,
a part of civil service reform so much
talked of, have been treated withyridicule,

school in New York, who recently ' securof his

pupils for the High school, by stealing
the examination

questiens,

and

giving

his class the advantage of them;

but to

other and less barefaced expedients,

bet-

ter known to the craft than to the ordinary committee man. It may be said that the

committee should take the matter of con1

ducting the exercise into their own hands,
and thus secure fair play, But the “av-

erage committee man

is almost

sure

to

take the pupil off on a tangent, into a region unknown

to him,

and thus

what he has not learned,
whathe has.

rather

show

than

Second: A fair trial is ‘often prevented

by certain expedients on the part of the

pupils

themselves.

‘Sometimes 5

to decide the

question of comparative qualifications of
the contestants. Ifthe late examination

“for places in the Custom
York be taken for

House

little

cramming will stand as good stead, for

at New

example, there is still

opportunity to questioa the success of
such experiments. Four questions were

proposed in Geography.

Now it is easy

to conceive that one might happen

able to succeed
three of them,

to be

in rightly answering
and

so pass,

whilst

an-

other, much better posted in geographical knowledge might miss two, and fail,
so far as this department is concerned.
In History of the United States an equal
numberof questions, perhaps, was proposed, as in Geography. One of them
was, ‘‘ When and where was slavery first

introduced inte this country?”

Another

was to name the four leading battles of the
late rebellion. Now, any one acquainted
with teaching, knows that the resalt of
such a test would hardly decide what
would be the result were a. hundred or a
much less

the

cornpetency of.one to discharge the duties of clerk in the Custom House. Of
this chance success I had experience
while in college. My class was to be examined in two branches, viz., Chemistry
and Geology, at one sitting—a part of the

class in one, .and the rest in the other.
Now it happened thatthe class was called
up alphabetically and also that my name
came at, or near, the middle of the list,
and also still, that I was, for some reason,
poorly prepared in the last part of Chemistry, and much better in the first part of
Geology; and, as the last happening,
which

was

a

fortunate

one,

I

barely

escaped Chemistry in which I should have
failed, and was called up the first in Geology, where I creditably acquitted myself.
Well then, is there any other expedient
by which the real work of a school can be
tested? There is, and it is this, especially
in case of our city schools, to say nothing of academies and colleges: Let
there be a board of competent examiners,
composed of men and women, who themselves know how ‘to keep
school.”
And let individuals of them, unheralded,
drop into the class room from week to
week, and witness the real, everyday
work of the school. In this way they
would be better able to judge of the competency of the teacher and the real progress of the pupil, than by an hour's ex.
amination of the teacher before the open-

ing of the term, and a half of a day’s examination of the pupils at its close. It
might require a higher order of men as
examiners and more pay for their services, but it is your cheap schools that
are most apt to be worthless.—J. F.

In the article bearing this title,

<¢ Mrs.

8. B.” hardly occupies the correct po-

sition or does herself justice.

The princi-

i

By the way, read in my last article on
the Revision, obsolete for absolute, and

literalism for liberalism. This suggests
an additional word with respect to two
just criticisms on the work. If in attempt
ing to be literal in translating one language into another, as in the case in question, special pains be taken to employ the
generally corresponding English word for
the Greek, or attempt be made to make

the English conform to the Greek mode of
expression, it will most likely render the
sense obscure, except to Greek scholars,

or the English imperfect, if not bad.

If

fidelity to the original sense be especially
sought, success will solely depend on an
observance of the following rules, First:
we ascertain the exact meaning of the original, say the Greek, by the application
of the principles and rules of interpretation which belong to that language; and
then we express that meaning, in the case
in question,according tothe principles and

rules of the English language. All straining for pure literalness, beyond this, will
impair, rather than improve the result.
Again, what will most operate, with
the masses, against the acceptability of
the late revision,is the number of changes,
whose advantages are slightly, if at all
appreciable. One of the revisers states

over his own signature, that the’. minor

changes” are by far too numerous. Before
the issue of the work, we were told by
those who affected to know, that one, up-

on reading it, would exclaim:
¢ This is
the dear old Bible after all.” When in
fact, at the end of every three verses, od

is more inclined to exclaim:
ferent !"—J. ¥.

‘ How"

A

o-oo
>

NEW YORK LETTER.
THE

NEw YORK, Aug. 6, 1881.

NEW YORK

FRESH

approximated to as near

as

possible.

AIR FUND.

to a Pennsylvania minister

in a solitary ride among the beauties of rural Nature; begun with a sermon in which
he unfolded to his people the conception

thathad taken form in his mind; greeted
with a chorus of objections that arise simultaneously in all well-regulated minds at the

first suggestion of taking

into the family

strange children of whom nothing can be
known but what is unsavory and unpromising; the simple, unworldly-wise impulse
of a yearning Christian love has propagated itself through ten thousand hearts
and

homes,

and

without

erganization

or

influential concert has elicited spontaneous
offerings to the amount of $18,082 for thé
transportation

of 6,340 picked

have the least license possible under a license law, Under this law, in the amend-

misery from the city to welcoming country
families.
Such is the growth of this singular and
singularly beautiful movement in its first
four summers. It is now in the middle of
the fifth, and still growing.
Between July
5th and July 30th twelve hundred children
were sent off, and August will show, as it

Sixty-two

city missions of all sorts, but of course
mostly evangelical, now co-operate with
Mr. Parsons (the father of the movement)
in selecting, collecting, shipping and re-

ceiving back the little beneficiaries.

Quite

want and weakness for which the Fresh
Air

Fund

is intended.

Volunteer

helpers

od
form, there have been granted in the come forward in-varions capacities, and
city of Providence about three licenses such as are capable render gvery necessary
service.
The number of companies sent
where there were five under the law in out, each requiring a well qualified and rethe old form. This means the’ stopping
sponsible conductor in'charge, is too great
of about two hundred legalized places of for Mr. Parsons and all the sufficiently
traffic in liquor. Who will say that this
qualified volunteers. Consequently, it has
is not a decided gain ?

Under the law in

its present form, no respectable community need have a licensed liquor store, un-

less it wants one. Then as to the change
of places of traffic, if there must be a

become necessary to engage two or three
paid assistants for constant and regular
service.
But the whole expenditure for

salaries will not exceed $150 the season.

Mr.

Parsons draws

nothing from: the

given number of liquor shops in a city or

Fund, although

not préfer to have them concentrated

and extending, for the most part, the im-

towg,
hat figend of temperance would

work,

and.in

devoting
fact

himself

personally

to the

sustaining.

pulse that originated with him. It does
not run. itself, by any means.
Sixty ad-

as regards those people who have been so
indifferent as to allow liquor shops to re- dresses have been made by Mr. Parsons in
main, or to be established, in their-own LAs many different places this season to stir

selves, nay, had the professed. friends of

There have been a few marked excep‘tions of impenetrable viciousness; but entertainers have usually been agreeably disappointed to find the poor .children so
much less dirty and ill behaved than they
had prepared themselves to find them.

officials and employes of every grade,

§
i

disappointed

by

a spruce appearance

that suggested better circumstance

than

would call for charity; due however, to
the bounty of somebody in the city who
had been solicitous to "alleviate the self-

denial of the host.
On the whole, the extraordinary efforts of mothers and friends
to be equal to the occasion, have given the
little summer boarders an appearance quite
above their real condition at home.
They
are much like the most of us in this respect.
®
The
writer in Lippincott gives
a
variety of incidents,
some
touching,
some
amusing,
others both at once.
The
newspaper
that does
not copy

Messrs. Crudgington and Bently returned
to Vivi, meeting Mr. Stanley, who afforded them every assistance. The mission is
very hopeful for the future, and having
decided that the best route to Stanley
Pool is by the north bank and the river itself, it is proposed, by the aid of a steel

boat now building, to open

a station, at

the Pool without loss of time.—— Mission ary Herald.
ree
pt
——i——

;

What is [more consistent with faith than
to acknowledge ourselves naked of all virtue, that we may be clothed by God; empty of all good, that we may be filled by
him ; slaves to sin, that we may be liberated by him ; blind, that we may be enlightened by him; lame, that we may be guided;
weak, that we may be

supported

glorious, and that we

|. Calvin,

He that knows how

may glory in

:

to pray has

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10, 1881.
G. F. MOSHER, Editor.
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS :
PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D., _

though

never walked, but spends his life

has

lying on

a couch in continual pain.
The brute was
not a mule, I am sorry to say, but his own

father.

The poor

emaciated

mother

had more than a baby burden

of him, to this day,and will have to the end
of one of their lives. She seems also to have
the suppozt of both to procure and

has of-

ten lacked the necessaries of life. Yet in
point of intelligence, this helpless shape
appears to be perfect;

and piety are

while

described

as

his

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

has

in the care

patience

saintly.

For

the first time in all these tragic years,
whhese two afflicted children of God go out

THE SACRED WORD.
The recent issue and unexampled circulation of the revised New ‘Testament
afford another evidence of the hold that
the Scriptures have on the hearts of men.
It is said that within thirty days from its
publication ten million copies were sold ;
and it is diffused, read, studied wherever

the English language is spoken.

Let us briefly review the history of the
to-day from the furnace into fresh air.
It
The books that comis hoped that they will find more than a New Testament.
pose this collection were written ‘by the
fortnight’s refreshment.
:
The money for transportation of the Apostles, or their intimate associates uncity’s victims comes without squeezing.
der their supervision, in the first century.
The Evening Post has been from the begin- This is the original Greek.
Before the
ning the publishing and collecting agency, close of that century it was received by
but kas had no task of solicitation to per- the churches as the word of God throughform.
If money should chance
to fall out the civilized world.
Its manuscripts
short—of which there has never yet been
were numerous in all lands, and by carea symptom—three lines in the Post would,

no doubt,

suffice to bring

in

all

that

was

necessary.
In the more difficult~part of
the work, a good model of systematic cooperation has been set by the people of
Montclair.
They have raised a fund, hired

a honse and matron, and intend

to main-

resource

quite

from the poorhouse.
eB

ER

different

VipL

6. (ft

0 CI

THE OONGO.
Mr. Stanley has reached his second
station on the Congo, Isangila, about
thirty miles above Vivi, which point was

gained only after encountering
ficulties.

great dif-

The expedition carries with it

a flotilla consisting of a small steamer,
three steam launches, an! two steel
whale-boats. These are designed for use
in vavigating the Upper Congo. Mr.
Stanley is now awaiting the arrival of
seventy-two natives from Zanzibar, who

are eoming to him by way of the Cape.
The Livingstone (Congo) Island Missionreports that it has now five stations in
the first 200 miles up the Congo, the,highest being at Manyanga, 135 miles below
Stanley Pool. Mr. McCall says that the
natives on the north side of the river are

far easier to deal with than those on the
side. He belieyes that many, per| soyth
ps most,

of the falls on the river can

© passed in canoes.
:
The Congo Mission of the English Baptists is pushing forward vigorously towards the interior, and at length sees its
first great design to be nearing its accomplishment, namely, the estibliShment of a
mission station at Stanley Pool, to be used

as a base for operations beyond. Messrs.
Comber and Hartland started from San
Salvador by the Makula road, but failed

to got through. Messrs. Crudgington and
Bentley went by the river bank, and after
twenty days’ walking arrived at Stanley
Pool, The natives ut first appeared

sentences, but they are comparatively tri-

lication.
The oldest and best of these is
the Peshito, in the later Hebrew of Pales-

tine. The next
These versions
particulars with
|
Greek original,

best is the Old Latin.
agree in all substantial
@4th other and with the
and are next in authority

to it.

The Christian writers of the first three
centuries, whose works have come down
to us,make numerous quotations from the

sacred volume.

So full and

minute are

these quotations and references that if the
original and all the early translations and
versions were lost, the entiré New Testa-

ment for substance -could be collected

from them. The quotations and references of early heretics and opposers are
very full, and show that the original text
has never been changed.
:
The New Testament has been translated into almost every language and dialect
of mankind, and universally diffused.
It
has been from the beginning accepted: as
a revelation from God by all Christendom,
and for fifteen hundred years has been
received as the foundation of the Christian
religion by the whole civilized world.
Nearly three centuries ago the common
version, that of king James, was made

in

English, and has been used almost universally by English speaking people ever
since. Its great excellence is acknowledged by all. The New Version is the
result of eleven years’ labor by a large
number of the best scholars and Christians
of Great Britain and America. It has

numerous changes

from the former ver-

sion, but they nearly all relate

to minor

into the town.

It subsequently appeared

that M. de Brazza had ‘* annexed” several

towns about, the Pool to France, and inasmuch

as

these

missionaries

French, they must be enemies.
accomplished

their

immediate

were

not

Having
purpose,

Foreign Mission in India was undertaken
while the dedomination was yet in its infancy, and the sturdy faith with which ic
has been maintained under, attimes, very:
discouraging
circumstances.
Consider

the appreciation of educational facilities,
which enables a denomination with less:
than eighty thousand communicants tosustain two fully-equipped colleges, fit to-

take rank with the first-class colleges of
the country, and three theological schools,

besides a dozen other collegiate Wea
the courage-

BE

Consider

inary institutions.

with which Free Baptists early
advocate the cause of abolition
and then boldly grappled with
problem of educating the
Consider the talent, zeal and
exhibited at our

began to
of slavery,.
the great
Freedmen.
enterprise:

centennial Conference.

calling forth favorable comment from al}:

quarters. And if further evidence is required, it is to be found in the latest project undertaken—namely, that of providing a desirable seaside resort for physical
and mental recuperation, together with
the advantages of spirithal culture, dur-

2

Conference, last ‘year, where

;

it

was first conceived—has taken substantial form in Ocean Park, which has already had more than a formal introduc—

tion to the readersof the Star.

The his-

torical prejudice of Free Baptists against.
the camp meeting mode of religious worship, might naturally have been expected
to prove a hindrance in the way of successfully carrying out this scheme. But
prejudice, in this case as in several others
in the history of the denomination, seems
destined to give way to the progressive:
spirit of the age,—which must needs affect a change in all, irrespective of name,
party, religious

condition.

preference,

or

But then, the camp meeting,

previous,
so-called’,

may also itself have changed—at least,
with those among whom it is the greatest
power for good.
DESCRIPTION

OF THE

PARK

AND

TEMPLE.

a mile), ahd comprising an area of fifty~ nine acres, half of which is covered

with

a beautiful young grove of pine trees. It
is a charming place. A broad avenue:
runs through the center of the grounds:
longitudinally,and about midway of its-two ~
‘extremities stands the house of worship, .
which is designated the ¢¢ Temple” and
which is, as far

as

known,

the

largest

and finest structure devoted to such purpose at any seaside camping grounds
in this country. The building was constructed by Mr. James Bickford of Portland, Me. ; is octagonal

in form,

eighty

feet in diameter, and is surmounted by a
lantern, the summit of which is about A

feet from the ground. The * Temple” is:
capable of seating from 1200 to 1500. persons and a chapel or vestry adjoins it
which will seat about 200 more and which

is so connected with the main building
that they can at pleasure be
pade virtually one auditorium. ~The dettees (made
by J. Batchelder & Sons of West Water-~
ville, Me.) are very superior ones.
i
Building was not begun on the grounds
until June last, but already, twenty-eight
or thirty houses have been built or are in

process of erection—including a first-class.
boarding house situated right on the.
beach;
a restaurant,
and the
As
sociation Building, which is divided into
offices for the Directors of the Associa

tion and for the F. B. Printing Establish~
ment, post office, reading room, ete. Ex
cellent water is obtained by boring to a
moderate depth.
Altogether, Ocean Park will, when the:
intended improvements shall have been:
made upon its present crude conditionbe,
one of the most attractive summer resorts.

upon the coast.
New England Free Baptist Assembly.

Ocean Park was formally opened to the
public on Tuesday, Aagust 2ad,, by the

inauguration of the ‘‘ New England Free:
Baptist Assembly.” The opening day:

points of idiom and style, leaving all the
great matters of fact and doctrine the

brought together a larger congregation of’
people than was expected.
/
OPENING DAT.

likely gradually to take its place.

The mepting began with a devotional
meeting at 9.30 o’clock, A. M., which was

friendly, but on crossing to Ntamo, 150 same.

or 200 natives armed ‘with spears and
knives appeared, forbidding them’ to go

Does any one want evidence that the
spirit of enterprise and progress exists.
among Free Baptists? Consider
the
bravery and confidence with which our

Ocean Park is situated on Saco Bay, the
long stretch of whose beach shore is fa—
mous among Americans. It is just south:
of Old Orchard from which it is distant:
Orchard>
The Old
about one mile.
Beach railroad runs through it and has a ful copying have been transmitted to us. station on the grounds. The Park may.
-Throughall this extent
of space and “be described
as a strip of land, ranging
length of time it has.suffered no essential from 45 to 48 rods in width, extending.
change. Of course there are minor dif-. from the Boston & Maine railroad to the
ferences in orthography, in words and ocean (a distance of about three-fourths of:

tain a permarent Children’s Home,in which vial. After the most careful collection of
a dozen sickly little ones can at once find a manuscripts by the ablest critics the dissanitarian, throughout the warm season. crepancies are not such as to effect any
We have the
More than a hundred will thus taste the important fact or doctrine.
fresh air this seasen. Thus far, no money
original Greek text for substance identical
has been spent for provisions; the ladies
as it existed in the first century.
of the village having kept the tables bounTranslations and versions from the ortifully supplied from their own.
Inciden- iginal were made in various languages
tally, too, any local cases of destitution
within a hundred years from its first pubthus find a ready

PARK MEETINGS.

A SIGNIFICANT ENTERPRISE.

General

PROF. J, A. HOWE, D. D,

Aa All communications designed
shoul be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
sddressed to the Publisher, Dover,

THE OCEAN

This enterprise—entirely novel to Free
Baptists until the meeting at Weirs of the

REV. W. H. BOWEN, D.D.,
PROF. R. DUNN, D. D.,

:

and following its teachings that they may
make us wise unto salvation.
:

ing the heat of summer.

REV, J. M. BREWSTER,

eighteen years

physical development, and

¢

PROF. J, J. BUTLER, D. D.,

of age. Ten years ago, by the kick of a
brute, he was delivered to life-long ar-

rest of

se-

The Worming Star.

Mr. Par-

and in helplessness,

the

in trouble. He has the art of overruling
every enemy, and of turning every loss into
a gain. He has the power of soothing every
care,of subduing every passion,and of adding a relish to every enjoyment. = Many
things are good for me, but none are so
good as to draw nigh to God.—Jay.

sons gives me one of the most pathetic
cases I remember to have heard of. This
week a very poor woman goes- to the
| country with her little son, a baby in size

scissors.

him.—

cret of safety in prosperity, and of support

that had to be planed off,” misses two of
the choicest bits of miscellany thatthe sea-

son offers to editorial

by him;

to divest ourselves of all ground of glorymay be eminently
ing, that he alone

the ¥ Scotchman’s Story,” and ¢ The Boy

children of

as many more individual friends of the
poor, such as physcians, the medical
If’ agents of the Board of Health, ministers,
&c., have this season furnished cases of

We can not have a prohibitory law, let us

py

Lippincott's Magazine for August, besides being an entertaining number generally, contains one of those good things that
ought to be used by all editors and read by
everybody.
It is a brief history of the
New Yo
unbidden thought, or I should say inspiration, that came

children are generally too much surprised
and delighted, as well as impressed by the
visible superiority of their surroundings,
to be otherwise than careful to do the best
they know how. And the spell of a kindness the most unwonted of all must be
reckoned, in fine the most potent restraint
of evil that can be applied.

ly

ONE WORD MORE.

1

In almost all cases the gratification of

these visits (usually for a term of two
weeks) has proved’ to be mutual. .The

Sometimes they have been even unpleasant-

0-04

times larger cnes will help whole classes.
+, Lknew of one case in which a whole class
neighborhoods, but little or no pity can up communities to action in this matter.
by concerted action succeeded in deceiy- be expended upon them. It stands them With barely two or three exceptions, these
appeals have been successful in eliciting
| 4
ing both the committee and teacher, and in hand to be on the alert
~ undeservedly passed a triumphant ex: number of licenses grantednexttime. The offers of homes in sufficient number to jus|
would have tify sending out companies. The railroads
\
\
amination, when, without it, by their own been even less had
the
owners
and occu, take them at quarter fare, and the greatest
\f confession, the recitation wonld have
pants
of
land
properly
bestirred
them- kindness and consideration are shown by
been an ignominious failure.
i

1

of

the professed friendsof temperance.—g.

ple of prohibition is the only correct one,
and if not fully attained to," it should be

in
the occasion, as a hard term's sud
¥+
|.one
locality
as
much
as
possible
?
Then
And

then little pet devices will help wonderfully in individual cases, and some.

the liquor-traffic and the folly of some

ought, a much larger total.

‘“ RHODE ISLAND'S IMPROVED LIOENSE LAW.”

do not refer to such shameless devices as |
E.
that of the head master of a Grammar
ed an unusually large per centage

ple of Rhode Island should do the best
they can under a form of law the ‘passage

thousand questions asked,

Thy work, © Lord, is vast, it presses on us;
The fields, all white for harvest, round us

pants of property objected to license.
Is it not best that the temperance peo-

of which Was regarded as a temperance

the test is too meager

billows

the license commissioners that they were
surprised that no more owners and occu-

to fail on examination days!

partly because they are not germain go
> fathomed seas,
54
Here, where the rippling waves, and dashing | the service required, and partly because
‘With restless fingers sweep the hidden keys,
Jere let us worship in the awful presence
Of God and nature, neath the bending sky ;

temperance been duly active. Hay must
be made while the sun shines. We must
«+ pray and keep our powder dry.” There
is a sense.of humiliation in being told by

called up to recite ; but I never knew him

happens to be most familiar; or that with
which he is least familiar. “Hence, sud’

Mrs, V. G. Ramsey

Bacherder,

in

or'even a year's study. Each pupil can
be tested only on the minutest part of it,
and it may be that part with which he

GOD'S TEMPLE: |
Dedi

of ten times the

I had a classmate

large class for an hour of
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any Youd gd

a reckless, brassy

youngster will pass at least a fair exam-
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ia

So far it is generally conceded to
be an improvement on the former, and is

Great is our debt of gratitude to God
that he has revealed himself and his truth

conducted by Rev. J. B.

to men, and that the record of this revela-

Qcean Park enterprise,

burn, Me.

Jordan of Au»

The subject of prayer was the
that the

tion, made by inspiration from him, has ‘of God might rest upoan it.
been transmitted through the ages to us.
To it we do well to take heed, accepting

blessing

|- After a recess of a few minutes the more
(Continued on fourth page.)
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Commmmications.

(For, ‘Questions see Star Quarterly and Lesson Papers.)

THE

MANNA.

DAILY
.

The manna."

During the Reformation, Pastor Brentius,

a Lutheran clergyman, was compelled to
hide in a garret for a fortnight, unknown,

READINGS.

Exodus

16: 1-8.

Food provided. Exodus 16: 9-26.
The people murmur. Num. 11: 4-15.
The bread of life.

The true manna.

\

John 6: 27-+41.

the true bread

6:

and

past,

friends could give him relief.

;

+40

GLEANINGS FROM

heaven. »”—John

from

was

danger

immediate

the

GOLDEN TEXT:—‘Moses gave you noi that
bread from heaven; but my Father giveth

you

went

within reach, and then

He

away.

lived upon the food thus provided until

John 6: 4658.

Neh, 9: 7-21.
God’s forbearance.
Ps. 78: 1=30.
God’s care of the people.

.

laid ‘an egg

came and

Every day a hen

food.

without

and

friends,

his

to

even

:

32.

THE NOTE-

Torics—

The

MAKERS.

wilderness;

The

Very noticeable is it, that those who,
to all appearance, have the most to be

murmur-

Manna promised.

sng;

thankful for, are not, commonly, ‘the most
Jeshurun waxed fat, and, inthankful.

Notes and Hints.
After crossing the Red Sea the route
of the Israelites was southward down the
east side of the

the

along

gulf of Suez,

days’ march

three

shore.

During the

much,

Their next trial was that of hun-

‘through the wilderness of Shur they were
tormented by thirst, and complained very
ger, spoken of in this lesson.
The Israelites had been about a month
on their journey into the wilderness. The
~ organization and arrangement of so great
a company, probably not less than 2,000,000 in all, required much time. ‘ Their
first camping-ground was at the Wells of
Moses, a half-hour’s journey from the
shore. Then followed a three days’
march through the wilderness of Shur, to

Marah.

Thence to Elim, the-ntedern Ga-

rundel, with its twelve wells,

or

stead of being sweet spirited, he kicked.
Ordinarily, if you want to find, not merely submission,

but

cheerful

happy trustfulness,
tude, you must go
and habitations of
creditable to human
but it is a fact.
The Manna.—It
Not when they first

they had

when these failed,

resignation,

and glowing gratito beds of sickness
poverty. It is not
nature te say. this;
came when needed.
left Egypt, for then

provisions

with

then

them.

fell

the

But

manna.

« perhaps,

be

sometimes

turned

to good

- ‘account.
The first enthusiasm

and religious fervor of the Israelites soon
passed away.

and

hard-.

- ships of their journey affected
spirits, and they began to complain.

their
The

The difficulties

‘manifest presence of Jehovah with

the destruction

of their enemies

them,

in the

Red Sea, the sense of a new-found free-.dom, and the novelty of their experiences,

- -sustained them for a while ; but when the
supplies taken with them were exhausted
and

willing to try to write the answers are
furnished with the questions, paper and
pencils, and are expected to write the an-

The murmuring.

the

immediate

resources

became

scanty, and the real pinch of hunger was
=felt, they yielded to discouragement, and
“murmured.
They complained bitterly
against Moses and Aaron, forgetting the
hardships of the bondage from which
#hese servants of God had led them cqut.
Ht is often quite easy for men to ‘trust

swers.

About

thirty young

peoplé are

accustomed to attend to this exercise, and

the answers in many instances give evidence of thorough, thoughtful study of
the lessons of the quarter.
Connecticut has an organization for
Sunday-school work in every county
and

during

the

past

year

conventions

have been held in every couuty in the
State.—S. S. World.
Of the 2,255 scholars belonging to the
schools of the East London Auxiliary of
the London

Sunday-school

Union,

1, 652

presented themselves at the recent annual
examination. Of these, fifty-four received prizes and sixty received honorable

mention.

First-class

cerificates

were

gained by 394, and second-class certificates by 770. The proportion of successiin the Lord,” and hold -his servants and
ful candidates is somewhat lower than
ministers in high regard while every that of last year.
thing goes on prosperously and to their
Mr. H. 8. Newman fells} in The London
-satisfaction; but when the course of Christian of the introduction of Sundayevents changes, and things take a differ- schools into India: ‘A young American
«ent turn, they find it convenient to *‘ mur- | lands at Lucknow.
He has been active
mur? against somebody ; not quite liking, in Sunday-schools in his own land, and
or daring, to .gomplain against God di- longs to engage in the same work ie In-.
rectly, they turn their complaints against dia. But the senior missionaries shake
the

minister, and

not

unfrequently

cuse him wrongfully.
Manna promised. Jehovah,
mite

-other

patience,

attention

seems

with

fo have

to- their unjust

"against his servants than to make

ac-

infi-

paid

no

clamor

it the

oceasion of a fresh manifestation of his
‘merey and loving-kindness towards his
chosen people. He at once promises to
*ghrain bread from heaven” for them, and

gives directions in regard to its use.
‘This he continted to do, year after year,
during their journey. It was a constantly
repeated and long-continued miracle, and
was the best way in which the vast mul-

“titude couldbe fed.

Their food was the

gift of God, but no more truly his gift
than ours is. He often rebukes the fears
.and faithlessness of his children by un-

* looked-for displays of his merciful kindmess.

It was

a wholesome

and

needed

rebuke when Moses said to the people,

« Your murmurings are not against us,

“but against the Lord.” |

THOUGHTS AND ABPLIOATIONS.

I.

‘

vof God's power sometimes forget them in

©

II.

their

heads

and

say,

‘We

must

stop Craven's Sunday-schools, or the Hin-

dus will take their children from our Sunday-schools.’ Just then Dr. Thorburn of
Calcutta steps in and says : ‘He is a young
man with alot of fresh zeal. Let him alone

awhjle.’

Young Craven is let alone, oth-

ers come to help him, and when I lately

visited Lucknow

there were a thousand

heathens attending the American Sundaysschools in that city.”
On Sunday, June 26, about twenty of
the delegates from the United States to
availed
Convention
the International
themselves of an invitation to visit the
Sunday-school of the St. James Cathedral
in Toronto, which is claimed to be the

largest Sunday-school in Canada, the roll
including the names of 1,325 children and

sixty teachersy The average attendence
is about six hundred, not including the
infant class,

tendance

school b

which

has

an average at-

bout threq hundred.

The

_is a {dommodious one,

with lofty ceilings and flying arches. The
Men fresh from marvelous displays : school Teéts on the ground-floor
v

~ Tless than a month.

Faith. which seemed strong in days

Meader, ' but . a few

Q.

held

M.

‘Wolfborough

Q.

main building, while the ladies’ Bib

and the young

men's meetings are held in

the wings. The infant class meets in the
i: Jat prompts may fail at the pinch of - 1 second story. The delegates were re-

ficient for thee.” ‘Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them
that fear him.
For he knoweth our

In sovereign majesty and power,

of mission

In a recent article I spoke

and

work among the cabmen of London,

‘When darkness brooded o'er
Our trembling country’s life and fate,
And ehch man only cared
-_ For honor, fame orprincely state;

gave some incidents of work among them
in the day-time. But there are several
thousand cabs out in the night,’ and two
or three of the missionaries devote them-

words

them

of

sympathy and kindness, and such visits
are generally appreciated by them.
But what is the work ? and how is it performed? There are in London, numerous
regular cab-stands, where the cabmen
The missionary visits
He - wait to be hired.
other places.
from night to night,
order,
in
stands
in Rode Island, these
with reference
cabmen
the
with
talking
labors were conto eastern New to their spiritual welfare, and as he can
was best known ‘not read the Scriptures in the dark, he

spenta few months
also in Canada, but his
fined almost entirely
Hampshire, where he
has committed to memory ‘a number of
and most beloved.
and thus is able to repeat a porchapters
He removed to Dover in 1858, settled
to the tone of the conversation
suited
tion
had
he
as
on a small farm, and preached
of the person to
circumstances
the
or
gave
he
time
that
About
ty.
opportuni
Not unfrequently
speaking.
is
he
whom
considerable attention to the study of |
missionary into
the
invite
will
cabmen
a
e of them became
bees, and his knowledg

so thorough, and his familiarity with
them was so great, that no apiarian in
of the couniry surpassed
this section
him. Several years ago hefell from an apple tree and broke his leg, from the lameness of which he never fully recovered,and
four years ago paralysis still further disabled him. But his trust in God was always
unwavering, and he gradually came down
to the riverside, ready, almost anxious,
to pass over. His work was done,and well
done, and on the 11th of July he was
called home, being over 78 years of age.
But few of those self-denying men are
now left'to us, who went out without

me, and forbid them not ; for of such is the
kingdom of heaven.” “My grace is sufi

Who heeds the cry of faith
In this our dark and trying hour.

BY W. H.

and| these’ men, and speak’to

M.,

*« Suffer the little children to come unto

8S. A, SMITH.

He lives —thank him who rules

His gift was rather that
in Barnstead.
selves entirely to the men who drive these,
of an evangelist, and he was very sucare therefore night missionaries to the
Land
cessful. He did not feel called to settle
night cabmen. When I was in London,
down as a pastor, though he had the pastwelve years ago, I spent a night with
toral care of several churches at different
Mr. Grimmett one of these missionaries,
times, but if a revival interest ceased he
and was much interested in his work;
usually soon went to another field.
and I now have his two last Sypusl reIn 1832 he was united in marriage with
ports before me.
Hannah D. York, and for almost fifty
Most of these night cabmen are aged
n
childre
Six
union.
years it was a happy
very poor.
and ,
worn out
grew to maturity, and they lay one after men, nearly
to obtain
able
longer
no
are
they
‘When
another of them away in the grave till
secure
they
,
day-time
the
in
ment
employ
surim,
only one, a son who lived with
neiis
course
of
which
de it for the night,
vived the father.
:
profitable
so
nor
ie
comfortab
His pastorates whereplre livedswith the ther..so
part
spiritual
the
of
now
speak
to
not
and
church, were Rochester, Candia, Pittsit is an act of charity to visit
field; Kittery, &c. He traveled for a year of the work,
or two in the

“What I do thou knowest not now, but
‘| thou shalt know hereafter.”

That God our Chieftain’s life would spare.

THE NIGHT OABMEN OF LONDON.

a speciality.

Durham

2, 188

> o-oo

a part of the time for several years, sometimes making grammar and penmanship
When 26 years of age he became an
active Christian, and at once commenced
holding meetings; received license in
1899, and was ordained in 1830, at a

JULY

In answer to a nation’s prayer;
A cry from stricken hearts’

worthy

our

ity, the young about us, and

the dark sky, shine-out the sweet prom-

eses of our God with wondrous power.

JAMES .a

Thank God he lives ;—he lives

schools and colleges.

in 1803. In early life he taught seliod

to the church in many

. A very successful session of the Island
"of water, and seventy palm-trees, where
Park
Assembly, located near Rome City,
they remained several days. They then
descended to the shore of the Red Sea Ind,, was held in July, under the direc(Num. 33: 10), and thence turned inland, tion of Rev. A. H. Gillett, of Mich. It
and entered the desert of Sin, thé “place was conducted on the ** Chautauqua pian,”
and afforded most excellent advantages
of our lesson to-day.”—Peloubet.
The only fault
The wilderness. The route traversed to all in attendance.
‘by the Israelites, after crossing the gulf seems to have been an over-full pro-of Suez, was through a district, much of gramme, but it wouldn't have been at all
which ‘was sandy and
unproductive. like Chautauqua without that.
The Dakota S. S. Association held its
Here and there were springs, and in their
vicinity some vegetation. A portion of annual meeting at Parker, June 21—23.
‘the road was over a hard, gravelly soil The attendance was large and the intermixed with sharp flint-stenes, which-must est good. There are 200 schools, and
have been troublesome to travelers. 6000 scholars in the territory.
The Wilderness of Sin, here spoken of,
There are now laboring in Utah over
-stretches along the eastern shore of the 100 Christian ministers and teachers, rep“Gulf for many miles, and extends inland, resenting five denominations.— National
‘to the Sinaitic range of mountains, some
Teacher.
ten or twelve miles distant. There was
Public Sunday-school examinations are
.also a Wilderness of Zin, or Tzin, mena great feature in England. In those un‘tioned in Deut. 32: 51, and other pas- der the auspices of the London Sunday-sages, situated along the south-eastern school Union, 82,000 scholars entered for
‘borders of Canaan, from which this the examination.
is to be carefully distinguished. The
Rev. F. S. Hatch,of W. Hartford,Conn.,
spelling of this name has suggested to: has adopted a plan of conducting written
some an analogy between the experiences reviews in the Sunday-school, which works
of the Israelites here, and those of the sin- quite satisfactorily. A list of questions is
sper in his life;journey, and though the prepared, one for each lesson in the quarayord is here simply a proper name, such ter, and on review Sabbath such as are
- a likeness may be easily found, and may,

Jesse

OF PRESIDENT

BY

world? Thus shall we be helping human-

He
facts and reflections must suffice.
was a native of Rochester, N. H., born

LIFE

GARFIELD, WHO WAS SHOT
BY CHARLES J. GUITEAU.

He who is boundless in resources, is too the churches were greatly strengthened;
frugal’ to expend
them
needlessly. additions of more than a hundred were
Ninety were
some of them.
to e
«Man's extremity is God’s opportunity.” mad
God never directly interposes till that ex- #dded to the church in Candia under his
tremity is reached.”—Baypt. Teacher.
‘labors, and large accessions were made
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.

springs

bors of Bro.

session of the New

(From Rev. Dr. P. 8. Henson.)
Exodus 16: 1-8.

REV. JESSE MEADER.
Much could be said of the life and

THE

set-

tlement or stipulated compensation, but
the example of their usefulness will nevS.
er be lost.

ONE WAY IN WHICH ALL CAN HELP.
BY O. L. GILE.

his cab, and ther the conversation can be

more quiet and confidential, and prayer

can

be

added.

missionary goes up

Sometimes
to a

the
and

speaks to the first man he sees, a number
of others will gather around him, and

has the opportunity of
ally on some important
text in the Bible. Some
tions, and others may

he

speaking geuertruth, or on some
will ask ques:
offer objections,

and either way, an opportunity is afford-

ed for giving further instruction.
This missionary has in his district six
large railway stations, and trains arrive

at these in the early morning. Here the
cabmen are waiting for passengers, and

he

dust.”
life.”
And

‘“J am

it.”

a

the

might,

and

the

cabmen

Mr.

wait

in

Grim-

bo

When men grew fiercely wild.

of

our

mett says

have an ‘interpart of those who ought™to
more than
hundreds
est in these things
at present might be fitting themselves for
;
noble places assigne by God.
presits
to
The world needs in addition
edu-,
thoroughly
of
army
an
number
ent
cated Christian men and women, and
drafted
these recruits must enlist or be

these, instruction and

given on
subjects.

During the\last
went
times,
seven
them

exhortations

humane, moral,

and

are

religious

is

year,

the missionary

over hig district about thirteen
conversing with many of the nen
or eight times a month, as he ‘met
in different places. He distributed

stricken

dumb; I

“The

Lord gave;

the Lord

hath

i]

-

A | DANGER IN EDUCATION.
A phase of Sunday-school education is
thus presented in the Sunday-school
Times:
It has long been the danger of so-called
practical education that it overlooks the
necessity for learning something more

Then the assassin’s ball
Aimed at our noble President
A thrillof agony
Through every loyal bosom sent.
hearts

The cry to God for help arose.

than how to do the one thing to which its

breathed from heart to heart,

training

God save us from our household foes.

is properly directed.

In these

days, when the Sunday-school is such a

power, when appliances for farthering its
purposes are multiplied, when it has become, in the thoughts and lives of many,
a specialty, there is a similar dapger oc-

Strong men with tear-wet eyes

Looked to the great Omnipotent
woman's faith and love

. With childhood’s accents sweetly avent

casionally threatening its me

Tp to the Father's throne,
He will not empty turn away

% Fee

much may be made of special routi

Those who in confidence .. = .aA pproach, in Jesus’ name, and pray.

little of the full and exact ktowlongs
surplus of it) which is essential to real
success in the leaders. The special rou-

How glad we are to-day
Thatin:sugh bitterness as this

| tine will

We may to Jesus come

for the

time

cient piece of work;

And all our doubts and fears dismiss. .

make a more efli-

but in the possess-

ion of full and exact knowledge

lies the

pledge of growth, of improved method,
higher aims, and larger victories. The
former tendency speedily degenerates in-

Bat not alone our prayers,
A halo round the sufferer’s bed
By trust unmoved and true
And Cristian fortitude is shed.

to living from hand to mouth; the latter

makes rich, and is enriching.
Our theological seminaries should fully
and fairly recognize the importance of
training pastors to lead in the SundaySay not we have no God;
schoo! work.
Methods of teaching are
When in the presidential home
quite as important to a teacher as are
Christ reigns supreme te day,
; methods of preaching to a preacher, and
We'll hope for brighter days to come,
a minister ought to have fitness as both
‘When, through the grace of God ,
preacher and teacher.
On this point
Our Christian chief shall guide
there ought not to be room for difference
Our rocking ship of state’
of opinion.
But it may be properly
Through breakers, storms .and swelling
questioned whether it is wise to expect
tide.
divinity schools to conduct students at
God bless our President’
once into ‘ the hand to mouth ™ style of
And in Him may he calmly rest.
labor. To make young men good exe‘And may his life a blessing be

Thauk God for Christian light,
Which radiates from the altar fires,
And burns with flame so bright
And love that néver faints nor tires.

getes isa better preparation for the end

To North and South, to East and West.
Hutchinson, Minn.

we desire than to teach them the Sundayschool lesson in the exegetical class-room
week by week. It is not necessary to
break them into the routine methods be-

BY. REV.

> HH. ‘DRAKE.

-

Few are the friends who have not

fore they have felt the need of wider
felt

the crushing sorrow of the first dead child
in their own home.
Familiar as all are
with such events in other circles, none

institutions and upon the necessity of
more funds to perpetuate them. In reply

comfort, and with

of

o>4-9
o-O

All through our burdened, groaning land
To reach some eminence
And write their names in shifting dan

he has known
‘‘more than are ready to give up their own little ones.
three thousands cabs waiting outside Though death has robbed the cradles of
these places” in one night, within *‘ a fo- our race for six thousand years, yet the |
And here there is heart-ache of the last smitten home is
to these articles many have said, ** I have cus of three miles.”
opportunity
for
work.
But most of us
none the less for being the last of millions.
given all I am able.”
At four o'clock .in the morning, the Often-as the minister is called to comfort
might do more; although afew are doing
Coffee Houses open, and here the cabmen others, when there is a coffin in their
all that their means will allow.
“We are not able to judge about this are to be met with, and conversation held nursery, little did I realize the- terrible
matter, nor are we so disposed even if we with them. And not only the cabmen, but significance of the loss of "a little child,
had the ability, but God understands it the scavengers who sweep the streets dur- until cholera infantum stole inte our
fully. He to whom we are to account ing the night,and other persons whom daty home, the twentieth of July, and smote
for the dollars with which we in our or inclination call out in the night, are our own sweet baby * Daisy.” Her brief
prosperity have been blessed, knows found 1n these houses, and are spoken life of one~year, lacking only five days,
with. Then there are Coffee Stalls which was one of unusual brightness and promwell whether or not we are making a
being well conducted, are allowed to ise. Her little spirit was all sunshine.
proper use of our means and will so hold
remain
open all night. These are erect- And now that she has left us, it seems as
us accountable.
ed
against
walls, near railway stations, if we had had the visit of an angel in our
the
giving
annually
But while some are
or on a vacant spot of land, and a smull home. Thank God for her visit, thongh
« tithe,” and while others seem indisLittle do we
posed to help with their substance let cup of coffee and a slice of bread and but- it seems far too short!
ter
may
be
obtained
for
two
cents,
A
such tiny.
power
in
strange
way
what
one
is
know
us remember that there
large
number,
and
a
great
variety
of
and
hands
possess
to
sweep
the
harp
of the
effort
little
with
aid,
can
all
which
affections of a parent for both joy and
little cost to ourselves,—and this is by persons are to be met at these stalls.
The missionary has a Mission Hall sorrow, until they have come and gone
persuading the young to secure an adwhich
will hold three hundred persons, again. As we stand with tearful eyes bestudents
our
of
Most
education.
vanced
now in college received their first impe. where he holds religious meetings which side the thin veil that separates the’ seen
tus towards a thorough education from are well attended, not only by cabmen, but from the unseen holy into which: our dear
the counsel of some pastor, friend or par- by persons who live ia the neighborhood, one has passed, how real becomes the exwho would net be likely to attend any istence of the eternal world, and how the
ent. It was a small thingto give a litother
religious meeting. Here the gos- very breath of God is‘felt as he speaks to
tle ‘advice favoring college discipline,
pel
is
preached on Sunday evenings, and our hearts in the «exceeding great and
now
but the result is that hundreds are
at
other
times. Suppers are also given. precious promisés.” * The eternal God
the
at
even
study,
of
pursuing a course
from
time
to time by persons interested is thy refuge ; and underneath are the evexpense of pleasure and the sacrifice of
in
this
work,
and in" connection with erlasting arms.” ‘Cast thy burden upTile an ‘upon the

Much is written upon the needs

answer

Lord.”
For we know that all things
Goa” together for good to them who love

And governmental need;

And

the

:
hearts

taken away; blessed be the name of the

Thought only of himself

g

are

of the infinite Father :—*‘Y was

And heart aflame with lust and greed

Twas

the

that we

the resurrection and

opened not my mouth : beeause thou didst

When each with grasping hand

And up from many

remembereth

ought to be, as they bow upon the bosoni

here there is opportunity for similar work

to that done at other cab-stands.
Between Christmas and Ient is the
time for public balls and private parties. . These are continued late into
the vicinity till they. close.

pa

when

cab-stand,

frame ;

on the

Lord, and

« As one whom

he shall sustain

thee.”

his mother comfortéth,

knowledge.
Our ‘pulpits show already
quite enough of disconnected preaching,

without taking the years of connected sgientific study and wrenching them to suit
the order of the Sunday-school lessons:

Progress

in the great work we are en-

gaged in will be more likely to come, if
the younger pastors have. more solid
training in biblical exegesis as such, than
if they neglected their Greek Testament
to study some one’s Sunday-school commentary.
To divert them from the former labor too soon is like eating seed corn.
The pressure of necessary routine labor
will come soon enough ; let there be time

for the study of Scriptute for its own sake.
Out of

this

will

come a method of Study

which will do more than supply the demands of the pulpit, the lecture room,
and

the Sunday-school room.

This, at

least, is the testimony of some of our busiest workers;

they do too much to ven-

ture upon living from hand to mouth.
Nor is this thought without its applica{ion to our spiritual needs. We may indeed

pray

for sufficient grace, but

why

not ask for abounding grace? It may be
necessary for us to live on, just keeping
the head above water, able to do what we
must in our Christian life. Bpt might we
not ask Him who giveth liberally and upbraideth not, to

enrich

us

in

the knowl-

edge of himself, to enlarge our spiritual
desires, that we may receive from him a

fullness of blessing?
us to do so.

Just

He has encouraged
now, as

we study

the

Book of Exodus, it may be well to recall
the promise which runs thus: ‘Iam

the

Lord thy God, which brought thee out of

so-will I comfort you.”
What hopeless sorrow ‘must fall upon
the hearts of heathen or evenof unbeliev-

the land of Egypt: open thy mouth wide,
and I will fill it.”

ing parents, when the “early frosts ‘of

A young man was recently found in the
Mersey drowned. On a paper found in

death smite the fairest flowers in the gar-

‘den of their affections.

How much better

bis pockét, was written: ‘‘ A wasted life.

forty-three copies ot the New Testament in prepared for such afflictions are those be nop
ask anything about me; drink
large type; distributed 17,000 religious whose trust is in Him ‘who doeth all was the cause. Let me die; let me rot.”
tracts and other useful pamphlets, paid things well.” Bereaved parent, when ‘Within a week the coroner of Liverpool
360 visits to the sick and dying, some of your little one was cold in death and you received over 200 letters from fathers and
at
world
the
s
persons themselve
In left her in the manor house—all that mothers all over England, asking for a delarge, but also the schools and colleges. whom had no other religious visitor.
another
paper,
I
propose.to
notice
some
remained of hér,—and ‘you turned ‘home scription of the young man, and saying
And we shall be diding them by our
of
the
results
of
this
mission
work
among
to gather up her little garments and toys, that the boy they loved had been drawn
their
patronage not only in widening
night
cabmen.
/
and.
even awoke in the night from away into the shining halls of sin and
enin
but
influence
sphere of favorable
PUPP
| hancing their finances; for money paid
the dream of the little arms twined about gi, —Eng. Temp. Record,
i
Throughout the history of the Church, your neck+to' find it all a dream,—and
+--+
by students is just as helpful as that
|
and
of
ached
and’
date
er
which is donated, and there is need of it has always been found that the silent when the heart ached
John Adams in IY letter, ‘und
experience of the pious ‘people of God ached day by duy,—then, if never before, August 98, 1811, writes to his friend, Mr.
| both.
to
s:
Most of schools in our demomination has been truer, and has led the Church in did you not feel ‘the utter worthlessnes of Rush: * Listle Turtle ‘petitioned me
a
hecessity
the
for
on
and
nati
things,
y
his
to
earthl
a
safer
path,
than
the
public
decrees
of
all
sold
of
be
pro rum to
are crippled on account’ of 'scatcity of
‘eterof
things
g
funds, The receipts do not cover the ex- those who claim to be authoritative lead- an interest in the ‘abidin
of God small
‘penses. But a few more students in each| ©ers of theolugioe though. —W. Robertson nity? ¢ Are the ‘eonsolations
persuading
Now by
from the young.
these individuals to obtain a college edunot only the
cation we shall be helping

of the schools together with the moneys | Smith.
donated would enable them to

cost. B) a little effort upon the”

a

:
:
pie, superintendent
the people, the attonnge of oni” phos1s
i tr "God can at any tiie open the win- Jogaoy ‘and the Hon. 8. H. Blake,
colleges might, be ory’ nearly: doubs
and
who
conducted
the
quarterly
réview
in
“dows of heaven ‘to pour out a leasing heirvis
that being the lesson for led.” "0
|
: "upod men,
At the conclusion of the lesson,
‘Words ‘vost but little, yet avail Winch,
CGHT AND STUDY,
the
so vio were presented with illumi- and while it is almost a upiversal testiand fruits of a |
ipture cards as a memento of the
mony among students that the advice of
preg

)

J Toki

Phe wise men came to the Saviour by

| following the atar, and before what man
in this enlightened ‘time does not some

with

thee?” If you

can not find rest in

these, where will the tempest-tossed soul

hope to find ‘its safe anchorage? Oh, if -

there is ever a time when aching hearts
and dizzy "heads feel the need of the di-

star hang ? What if it only glimmer be- vine hand for support, it is ‘when we hold
tween the'rifts of the cloud’? Let him’ in ‘ourarms the cold clay, out of which

follow it and every step will increase its
brightness 4. Rhodes.
8

~

From ‘The
Study.”
Illustrations.
The widow's cruse. (1 Kings 17.) The
widow’s borrowed vessels. (2 Kings 4.)

Sunday-School Lesson.--Aung. 21.

FOR

~

~&

A HYMN OF THANKSGIVING,

some one interested led them to contemplate study, shall not pastor and, people,
=| friend, parent and teacher, endeavor to
prevail uppn young men and women to
Ia- fit themselves for usefulness to the

the white spirit of our darling has just
flown!
Then, t ever, like stars out of

3

II. Forgetfulness of favors received.
III. Early observance of a Sabbath.

S. 3. Bepurtment.

-

uray anu
+ -0-re

God does not spoil His creatures by
undertaking to rake up to them what
they choose Yo forfeit by their own heglect;

i

SE

J

Laine SU 1 BE

f

a

NE

G, C. WATERMAN.

FAIR AND FEASIBLE.
asking prayer for themselves. There are
The plan for ** Homie Mission Co-oper- many reasons at the present time why
ation,” presented

in the Star of July 27.1 Russia should have a place in our intercessions, and why we should seek for the
We most earnestly bope that it willbe venerable evangelist now laboring there
|
at
ons
izati
organ
State
our
all
agreed to by
‘the strength and grace needful to sustain
upon it. him in a position full of the deepest interonce, or as'soon as they can act
orm est and hope.— Monthly Record.
"It will establisha definite and unif

policy, and secure several desirable results, among which are :;:—

MR. SANKEY ON OUHURCH CHOIRS.

1. One third of all the receipts from

the
contributions, for the general work of

Society, which is now mainly among the
freedmen.
9. Local control
funds appropriated
3. Uniform and

2
in the disbursement of
to any State work.
complete statistics in

regard to funds raised and disbursed.

The plan is evidently the result of care-

fal deliberation and pains-taking labor on

representing

committee

the part of the
the Home Mission

Board, and

deserves a

prompt and hearty approval and immedi-

ate trial. It will remove one source of
‘embarrassment in our Home Mission

of

the

church

where

the

minister

is,

either behind him or beside him. The
choir and‘ minister are not independent
-performers—the one to preach and the
other to sing. ‘They unite in leading the
worship of the congregation, and ought
to be in harmony with each other. And
in order to have harmony, the singers
ought to be Christians. How can a man
raise God acceptably when there is no
prs for God in his'heart? A great deal of
the proverbial troubles with church choirs

can understand

given,

and

it

was

desired

each

should give as
These invitations

God had prospered.
met with
a hearty ac-

ceptance.

gathered

Many

at the

ap-

pointed time, and from the beginning the
' presence of God was evident. . Every
heart was full of tenderness and joy; all
gladly brought silver or gold for an offering, while their grateful praises ascended
to the throne.
The offerings so much
exceeded the necessity of the object specified before the meeting, that $109 remained to send to starving Persia. One
woman came from the mountains far up

Platte Canon;

sit together, and

the

‘but

Scripture

reading

und

the sermon.

What we like to do is one thing. What
we ought to do is too ofien another and
very different thing. ¢ Why do you use
tobacco?”

asked

one friend of another.

** Because I like it,” was the prompt reply. This was honest, but ‘was it truly
Christian? Is a good man justified in doin auyshing merely because he likes to do
it?
Should not every ‘I like,” be tried
by *“ What ought I to do?” One may like
to read a bad book, to indulge in excessive eating, or to taste intoxicating
drinks, or to visit a theater, or to join in
the mazes of the dance, or to do some
other equally unchristian act; but is it
safe, is it right, to do either because one’s

I

wish I had more to give the dear Lord:
it is so blessed to give.” °
:
“Well, mother,” said the husband,
comfortingly, “I am going to plant an
extra field of potatoes this year, that you
may have more missionary money.”
So the influence of that meeting reaches
far up one mountain gorge of Colorado,
and a tithe of its virgin soil is given to
Christ. —Report.of Faith Home.
THE KING'S YOUNG DAUGHTERS.
This is the name of a mission band in.
Racine, Wisconsin.
It is composed of
girls and young ladies, who are learning of the need of Christian missions,
and doing what théy can to raise money
for missionary purposes. Can not some

of our young

great pains are taken to

And, finally, the bymns and the sermoir
ought to be in harmony with each other.
—N. Y. Tribune.

returning home, she at-

she persisted,

church

train them in singing. Ministers ought
to pray for a special blessing on the singing. It is a means of grace as well as

tempted to give her husband some account of the meeting, but seemed unable,
“Try,” said the husband.
© Oh, I can’t,”

, The

is not an opera, to gratify a taste for artistic music. It should furnish the music
that will please and edify the majority of
the worshipers, and not merely a cultured and fastidious few. The children
should be brought to the church and accustomed to take part in the Singing. In
Mr. Spurgeon’s church the rn
all

For this purpose a praise meeting was
held in the church parlors; envelopes
were

-the words.

heart desires to do it?

A purified heart

will like to do just what it ought to do.
Its “I like” and its ‘‘I ought” will
agree; but if a difference arise between
them,

the perfect

man

will use

the #1

ought” as a cross upon which to crucify
his “I like,” ever saying+to his divine
Master,

“Not

my

amid

will,

the

pangs

but Thine

of

Lord, my Saviour! "—Zion's

self-denial,

be done, O
Herald.

A NATIONAL DIVORCE LAW.
This is the subject of several editorials
and other articles that have appeared in
the newspapers and the International Re-

readers organize a band for

this purpose?
‘* Whatsoever thy hand
findeth to do, do it with thy might.”

view the past week or two.

Itseems that

the New York Herald sent a reporter to
New Haven two or three weeks since to
get the opinion of ex-President Woolsey
dred and twenty-one undergraduates in- upon the subject, and printed the interthe Syrian Protestant College, Beirut.— view at length, - We have hitherto said
Mr. DeForest reports a visit made by him nothing of it as we saw little that is new
to our readers in the reports of it, and
to the province of Ise, Japan.
He because we preferred to wait until the
preached ‘twenty-two times in six days, reading of Dr. Woolsey’s paper on Diand in three places where no foreigner vorce Legislation at the annual meeting
has ever been before.
Thirty formed of the American Social Science Association early in September should give his
themselves into the ‘“ Christ's Ever Per- views more accurately, and the only thing
severing Company,” and over two hun- we will do now is to call attention to the
dred books were sold.——Mr. Smith of fact—overlooked by the articles we have
Tientsin, China, tells of a young priest seen—that the proposition for a conferwho gave up the control of a temple and ence of delegates to be appointed by the
thirty-eight governors, to agree upon a
his means of living in order to be a uniform law to.be passed by the LegislaChristian; he has lately refused the tures of all the States, does not appear
control of a larger temple and a full originally to be Dr. Woolsey's suggestion,
year's wages as bonus, and earns his liv- bat that of the -reperter. On this Dr.
ing by weaving in winter and hoeing corn Woolsey gives a favorable opinion as to
its desirability, but does not seem to have
in summer at five cents a day. He is much faith in its being done. He does,
Items.

AMERICAN

BoaArD.—There

are

a hun-

now studying, and it is expected he will
become a preacher of the gospel.——The
work in the Hsien Hsien district prospers.

however, say that the

ter divorce laws.

man to welcome the missionary, there is

the churches at

the special request of the

ing laws and the great need

growth toward

is

a

good

self-support. in the E481] al change, if it

ern Turkey mission also,——The govern-

Church of Scotland, carries on a quiet
“work in St. Petersburg. A recent meefing of English residents, and of German

i and

(o

receiv

editor.
of

the

meeting
of Swedes.
Somerville

askéd if any

of the assertion he makes that

¢ the so-

vorces were granted in Maine,

or one

>
HEART DISEASE

to

SOLD SINCE

Souring
the

It acts upon the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purifies the Blood,
x Quiats the Nervous System.
Se
motes Digestion,
'ourishes
It carries off the

proportion to the population in 1878, than
in any other State except Maine and
Rhode Island,—the ratio in Rhode Island
being one to fourteen hundred eleven, in
New Hampshire one to fourteen hundred
thirty-nine, and-in Maine one to thirteen

Laboratory, 77 West
« WEW YORK CITY.

him.

or no foreign’

being 70 years old, I was

appreciable proof of the incoming of New
York people, as has been asserted by
others. Some of these counties are better
than their States. A man of large and
wide experience as a lawyer, judge -and

ie

writes us that ten per cent. would be a
large estimate for foreign divorce. It is
our opinion that while it may rise a little
higher for all New England the number
is

is much greater.
Other errors of this writer are in ascribing to Mr. Dike an assértion he did
not make—except by a forced construction—as to divorce being distinctly a Connecticut institution, the utter misunderstanding of President Dwight and a blundering inference from it, the assertion of
the existence of a law in Connecticut giving * general jurisdiction to grant divorces in the discretion of the judges”—a law
repealed three years ago,—and the assermore

tion of his

work,

and

gives

or must modify.

has

For this,

pw

opinions

abandoned

the

writer-is excusable, as Mr. Bishop's sixth
edition is a late issue. All these mistakes
are made on two pages in an attempt to
correct the errors of others, and they are
vital to nearly all his points.
We call attention to the fine paragraph
on marriage, page one hundred sixty-nine
of the same Review, in the able article of

ny

be

ever

made,

important

pomt.

VANDUZEN

1

and

- Great

ty Them.

Mandrake

pills, for they do more than

cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for yedrs, and it is sure cure every time.
)
Junius W, DEE,
MoOINGONA, Towa, March 12, 1881.

1 have used your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of

cramp, colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost

I. E. CALDWELL.

ears
ve
ok] any Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, andit always cures.
Would
£)
without a bottle in the house,

8400, ME., Jan. 23, 1881.
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER for
twelve

oars,
It is
sure, and reliable, NO" moO!
2hould allow th be out of the family.

)

Biymyer Manufacturisg

Co.y

hoy hom»

23,

1.

com “i

clentific, Lad)

courses

!

of

ish and

RN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vi.

Next term and

year

begm

two courses of study,

Systematic

of Hillsdale
:

Sept.7.

embracing

Theology,

letics: and Church History.

There

the

Pastoral

are

Scriptures,

Theology, Homi-

Theological

students

have access to the classes and lectures of the col-lege. Financial aid is rendered to those needing
4
J. J. BUTLER,
Sec.
Hillsdale, Mich., July 2, 1881.
Bee
IKK

Peri

SEMINARY .—Pike, Wyoming

Co.,

N

This sonter Was never In better condy.

tion for doing
thorough work in Academic Instruc~
tion. No primary instruction. With three care.
fully arranged courses of Study, The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
or full
i
address
the Principal,
gaslogue
3
IRVING B. SMITH.
N
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. — Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.

Full board of teachers.

Expenses low.

Fall term begins Aug.
Nov. 7, 1881.

M;,

i

22,

For Catalogue address
Principal,

1881,

2

Winter

term,

J. H. Parsons,

A.

Pittsfield, Me., July 11, 1880.

R° CHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical. Admits both
sexes. Secures good influences. For further in- :
formation address the Principal or A.J, Russell,
Secretary, Rochester, Wis.

have

ARSONSKFIELD

sEMINAKY.

Parsonstieid

Me. Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with
competent assistants. College Preparatory, Nor-

Pill.

mal, Classical and Scientific

both

sexes.

Board,

Jouses per

courses

$2.50

year, $125..

of study

per week.

Rooms

for

for

Total

ex.

self boarding,

2 to $4 pet’ term. Training department for teach.
ers free. Fall term begins Aug 30, 1881. Winter
term begins Nov. 22, 1881.
Spring term begins
Feb. 14,1881. Summer term begins May 3, 1882.
For catalogue address

the

Principal.

Adamsom’s

N ORTHWOOD SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge
N. H. Three terms per year, commencing on
the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec., and March.
J.
H. Hutchins, A. M., Principal, with a complete

Deacon T. G. Earle, of Park St. F, B. Church,
Providence, R. I., says, “Ihave used Dr. Dyer’s
pills for headache and dyspepsia, and have re.

or college.” For further particulars address the
Principal, or E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.

ty in them is, a continued use requires a less dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,

lege. The course of study extends over three,
years, of three terms each. Expenses are moder,
ate. For Catalegue address,
a
?
ja
~ A.M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston,
Wier VIRGINIA COLLEGE. This institution is
now under management of Rev. D. Powell,
with Prof, O. G. Augir, A.M., principal.
rot.
Augir is a graduate of Hillsdale College.
hose
wishing to attend this Institution wi
address

of

Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, ‘ Dr.Dyer’s pills are better than they are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly in.
creasing.”
{

]

board of assistants.

Students

fitted

of the school is to pre

"EDSON DUNTON.

5 for $1.00.

Price 25 cents per

Address all orders

to

the

pre-

DR. D. DYER, & SON,
=
Burnham Waldo Co. Maine.

for

business

CORRODERS

AND

GRINDERS

GREEN OURAN SEMCIAR,
WATERBURY,

OF

LIZZIE

PURE WHITE LEAD,
AND

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD
AND

NARROW

FRANK

ly

A. BROWN,

of.

tion

low,

Englich,
to

those

will be conveyed,

LEAD.

SALEM,

=

VT.

== Principally’.

Commercial,

preparing

Advantages

Commercial Department

Spo

to

excellent.

in-#lre

MASS,

State.

XX,
INT
RAS

introdu

and after years of
presence in my
ensable Nioaaity,
. 8. PorTER,
U. 8. Consul.
BURTON-ON-TRENT, ENG.
I had been sev:
ys suffering se
ly from
hea,
ed with in
when I
tried your PAIN
and found
instant
NOONE.
i
21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
During a residence of twenty
in India,

ery
Wholach, yand Never Know R.36 toCLARIDGE.
fail 0 give
x.

Ti price brings it
a bottle, =
:

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. IL.

WESTERN

CHICAGO

RAT

—)THE(—

Chicago

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED! and hence the

LEADINC
WEST

It is the short and
all
Io

Northern Illinois,

braska, California, O

Council

route between Chicago and
ints in
, Dakota, Wyoming, Ne.

n, Arizona,

Utah,

evada, and

Colo-

for

Bluffs, Omaha,

DENVER,

SALT

!

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

Cedar Jiapide, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
oints in
the Territories and the West.
Also, for

ilwaukee,

Green

Bay,

Oshkosh,

Sheboygan,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah; Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,

Volga, Fargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatonna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest,
At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
North-Western and the U. P. Ry’s depart from, arrive at, and use the same joint Union Depot.
connections

are

made with

Handle Routes.

Close connections made at Junction Points,
Itis the ONLY LINE running

Pullman Hotel Dining Cars
BETWEEN

:

CHICAGO and COUNCIL BLUFFS.

are highly Tecommened for il diseases re-

I
spepsia, InterIndigestion,
quiring& certain and efficient tonic; especially
mattent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, ete. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm oi wieyipetive organs, removing all dyepeptie gymptoms, such
The only

Iron Prepara tion that will not blacken the teeth or give §
Sold by all druggists. Write for the A B C Book; 82 pp. of
headache.
}
useful and amusing reading
— sent free.

_ BROWN CHEMICAL CO., Baltimore, Md.

Students

from the

Pullman Sleepers on all Night Trains.
Insist upon Ticket Agents selling
you Tickets
J Hite Foad. San he
r Tickets, and eed
u
ey
do not read
over the
Chi
North. Western Ratiway.
g Sago x
If you . wish the Best Traveling Accommodations you will buy
your tickets
th
te,

¥AND WILL TARE NONE OTHER ® "°°
All Ticket
ts sell Tickets by this Line.
MARVIN HUGHITT, 2 V. B, & Gor} Moons,
]
rs

Chicago.

lied

8. M. PETTENGILL
& CO., 37 Park
Row, New York. are our Agents, and are authortzed to contract for advertizing at our lowest
Aine WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles. = Prices reiced 838 per cent. National Pub. Co., Phila. Pa.
Ee

N. H.C. C., N. H. SS Engina.
Ses
Hampton, New

SEP

of

Hampshire.

.

ts

The SH oruin

Star.

is a large religious paper
of eight pages, in i
fifty-third volume,
It is able, bdo
and
gressive.
communications,
should bx

dressed to Dover, N. H.
Terms ;—$2.00
per year,

In advance; $3.50 if
first

?

e aa
paid strict]

if

paid ‘within ‘Ol

The Little Star and Myrtle

are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrate:

Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR

is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
:
Terms: Single copy, each, - . 88 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one adA

dress,

each,

-

~-

+

«98

cents

Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time SEpires, and no commission allowed on mon.
ey sent.
Sample copies sent free,

§. 8. Quarterly.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the

Rational lessons

for gure

and childfen,

printed

months,

Inter

Jiptionary,

maps and various other helps. Itis
in
be equal to ythe best.
»
gated
ERMS : 20 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 25 cents to single Subscribers. 6 cents tor
one copy.
.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults
are

100,copiegéo_one.. address

in

advance.

Discontinued

monthly,

at

for $5.00.
when

time

the rate of

Payment

expires.

Sample copies sent free.
The Psalmody
isthe denominational Hymn Book, exten
sively used, Large book, in Sheep,
£0; Moroce
ce, 90; Morocco Gilt, 1,25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cents each, Small, Morocco, 65 cts}
postage 4 cents,

Spiritual Songs.
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churchés as the best of all books of
the kind now before the public,
The abridged
edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns ,
and more than halt of the tumes found in the

larger book, and is designed more particularly:
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used
in churches,
°
TERMS; $1,60 for single copy, $1,20 for the sup.
ply of churches. Abri
book, 75 and 60 cents.
Whe Sacred JM
.

is a small book of

225 hymns

and several

tunes selected sepecially for prayer meetings.
cents.
The Memorials of the Free Baptists
ve the rise and progress of this body
Christians in New York, till the time of

30

.oents; postage,

union with the Freewill

Baptists.

ot
their

$1.00,

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in Lamphiet fprm at the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace
the Jiocsedin s of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
i
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KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
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instant relief for cramp and pain in
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Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell, Me., says,
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At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and ay
through lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.
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broad

easily named as essential to the making of
the transfer of power from the State to
the National legislatore sound and consistent. The reasons given by the editor
Mor a national law and the necessary constitutional amendment are weighty, wellut, and worthy of careful attention.
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By the side of it,

‘Why Wear Plasters?
They may relieve, but they can’t cure that
lame back, for the kidneys. are the trouble, and
you want a remedy to act directly on their secretions, to purify and restore their healthy
condition.
Kidney-Wort has that specific action—and at the same time it regulates the
bowels perfectly,
Don’t wait to get sick, but
get a package to-day, and cure yourself. Either liquid or dry for sale at the druggists.
—Binghampton Republican.

row
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Pills.

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free,

our writer’s reference to marriage as ‘a
contract, although of an exceptional and
peculiar
nature,”
seem
inadequate
enough.—New Hampshire Journal.

instant relief.
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Headache
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JOSEPH WAINE.
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ceived more benefit from one box of them than
RY GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Manchester, N. H.
from all other medicines I ever used.
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
This is to certify that I have used Dr. Clark
terms of ten weeks each.
From
an
honored
member
of
the
Society
of
Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup in my family
Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 30, 1878:
The
courses
of study are
the
Normal,
for the past two years, and consider it the best
* I have been aflicted with dyspepsia for years,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College,
family medicine known.
When the children
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
courses, viz. : €lassical and Scientificget a slight cold, and are threatened with fe- and that distresced me. My back was 80 weak
Board, (including room rent) $2,15 per week.
ver,a few doses will set them right. In m
that I had to lean en the sink to wach.
Feet and
For further information apply 1a A. A. MouLhands were socold that I had to warm them in TON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia Co., Ohio.
own case I use it, and think it the best medimidsummer.—Death seemed just before me. I
cine I ever took for bronchial difficulty and
commenced
using
Dr.
D.
Dyer’s
pills
in
October,
EBANON
ACADEMY-—Puplils
fitted for busiconstipation, which has become chronic and
1877, and found relief at once, and am enjoying :
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
stubborn; but I think the Syrup will finally good
health, eat any kind of food, work al day
MORIUS ADAMS, A. B., Principal.
cure me.
with ease.
I have sold 36 dozen in one year, an
For further particulars, address the principal,
WILLIAM McPHERSON.
or
they have given good satisfaction.
©
"ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.
DANIEL
AYER.
Agents wanted for the sale of the Indian Blood
From
a
Deacon
at
Madison
Bridge:
DR.
DYER—
Bais
COLLEGE
T.
LOGICAL SCHOOL,
Syrup in every town or village, in which I have no |:
DEAR SIR :—I have used your Golden Ointment
—For further Information address the Pres.
agent. Particulars given on application.
for piles and your pills. Iwas-so low when I comident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN F¥L-_
menced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends
LONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
:
J. A. HOWE, Sac.
and physicians despired of my life. I have been
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY cured by your pills, and now enjoy comfortable
ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work ~
Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
health.
They work like a charm. One peculiari-

frequent

however,

EPHRIAM

DR.

mend it to be a reliable remedy.

among the lower classes than it is among
the higher.” We suspect, too, that his
quotations from Mr. Bishop are made
from aa old and not from the latest ediwhich Mr. Bishop either

prostraled,

ed

29, 1881. Winter term
Spring term begins
\Summer term begins April 24,
21,

February 6, 1852.

No family should be without LYDIA E, PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure congtipation, bilio
;
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
“
Aa Soldby all Druggists. <&8

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day beforé [took your medicine.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H,
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefited by its use. I recom-

legislator from south-western Connecticut

no

3d St.,

with no appetite.
I concluded
to try
Dr.
Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although
I had little faith in it; but, to my surprise, it
soon made a great chante in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had
no sickness since. I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying the Blood.
4
?

York with the rest of their States gives no

is

entirely

each.

Fall term begins August

of Life,

For the cureof Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Compound
is unsurpassed
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE OOMPOUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,
Lynn, Mass, Price $1. Six bottlesfor$5. Sent
by mail
inthe form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for either. Mrs, Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphlet, Address as above. Mention this Paper.

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
Tn 1877 I had an abscess on my Breast, and

is nearly as bad as Maine with many. A
comparison of the statistics of the western
counties of the States bordering on New

of 10 weeks

E. PINKHAM'S

" harmony With the laws that govern the female system.

There areno spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being pee fr sh in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.

divorces—if he is correct as to the law—

tion that ‘divorce

and Invigorates.
Blood and makes new

internal humors.

bundred fifty-eight, he would see at once

the West

: &

lL

'
Bangor, Me,
EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION. —Neé Hamp-

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
an early stage
of
dev l
t. The
tend
fo cancerous humorsthereis checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
' That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always p
tly cured
by its use.
1t will at'all times and under all circumstances
act in

It opens the pores of the skin and induces
De
ra
oF
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the blood, which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and

New Hampshire were more numerous, in

to

:

Change

of food Is pre-

Lt

PROF. JOHN 8. SEWALL,

N ton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers.
courses of study
for both sexes. Connected with
the Institutionis the best commercial co
New England.
Tele
phy a ghecialty, ‘Best
teacher of Penmanship
in” the State.
penses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms

Spinal Weakness. and is particularly adapted to the

of the food in the stomach.
If
medicine istaken immediately
after

eating the fermentation
vented.

fy

for nll those Painful Complaints and. Weaknesses
socommon to our best female Populption,
1t will cure entirely the worst form of
Female Complaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent

defiand

The

year will open on

Sept. 8. Entrance examinations at 9
that day. For catalogue or information

apoly to the Secrelfry,

1870.

Sugar of the food into glucose. A
ciency in Ptyaline causes Wind

in

SEMINARY.

_ sixty.second academical

Thursday,
A. M. of

\VEGETABLE COMPOUND.

It
Stimulates
the
Ptyaline in the
Saliva, which converts the Starch and

but we do not believe that a majority
of
the cases, or a quarter of them, are of this
class. This writer himself leads us to distrust the assertion when he says on the
next page that New Hampshire practically excludes foreign applicants for divorce, yet if he knew ‘that divorces in

us

LYDIA

This Syrup possesses Varied Properties.

facility for non-residents in their business,

of those who go from

Nervous debility, etc.

11,000,000 Botiles

the State for the purpose. Now the truth
probably is that’ Maine affords especial

New Hampshire with few

‘i PLL

Heart Disease, Bil=

The Best REMEDY ENOWN to Man!

*¢ 1880.”

against

Liver

seases Fever &
Ague, Rheuma-

tism, Dropsy,

iousness,

Then he further says that the majority of
these four hundred seventy-eight cases
‘were in all probability brought by persons

that the probabilities are

>
esse

:
:

one divorced person to every six hundred
seventy-nine, as Governor Dingley put it,

acquiring only a temporary residence

Goucational,
B ANGOR THEOLOGICAL

begins November

: (TRADE MARK.)

thousand three hundred fifty-eight, or else.
not

THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,
&
BLOOD,

0 |] R k S Dyspepsia

every six hundred seventy-nine of the population,"—thé italics are the writers.
He should have said one to every one

and as the fact was in 1878,

A ILL DISEASES OF

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
CONLIN,

,

uni- |

who are studying the subject will
After the do hose
well
to read it.
lib
writer in the International Review
would desire to be specially made sub- forA August
advocates a
constitutional
Jects of prayer, One woman rose asking amendment and a law by Congress. By

sented at a

address, Dr.

topic

we
attention to his mistakes. Before
going to his real subject, he devotes a little space to an attempt to show the truth

Mr.

Tribune, adds the important one of Legit:
imacy. And we think others might be

dienceof two: nationalities, not understanding each other's language, but both
vo

last

while the Congregationalist, following the

the speaker the novel experienceof an an-

Jing—in' one case direct,in the other
through an interpreter—the same message. A most touching scene was pre-

seen

that there is forcein it is seen in the fact,
not to name other considerations, that the
Christian at Work specifies two points to
be covered by the sixteenth amendment it
proposes, viz: Martiage and Divorce,

Dr. Somerville, of the Free

_ listening to the same

Jgaving this writer and the general

be,
On

the family. - The editorial seems to miss
this last and very

ious tolerance.— Bapt. Miss. May.

children at ‘the same time, presented

have some merit, but its effect would
on the whole, to make divorce easy.

enough to cover all the essential points of

ment of Austria is reported. to' be more
and more reactionary in respect to religEurope.

by the courts of the State where the marriage took place. This plan seems to

al by a constitutional
amendment, calls attention, first, to the
difficulties in the way, and finally to the
need of making the proposed constitution-

Parner and Kolgaw now begin to support
own _pastors.——There

the actual jurisdiction of the court, except

Dike, acknowledging the evils of confliot-

pay one-eighth, and one pays one-ninth ; formity aimed
their

;

have

cle in the same number by Mr, Dike,
written, as the editor states, before Dr.
Woolsey’s utterance upon the subject, at

One gives one-seventh of his sala-

and both this church and

Di-

Christian at Work. This is called out by
the opinion of Dr. Woolsey, and an _arti-

bers, and an interesting school attached.
——There are six ‘paid agents connected
with the Jaimbgaw church, Mahratta misMost of “them

of

on the subject is the editorial in the

truth; with a church of over twenty mem-

ry for religious purposes.

.

By far the ablest article we

now a,village permeated with Christian

sion.

formation

vorce Reform associations in all the States
is greatly needed and will hasten the desired end of having both uniform and bet-

Where, one year ago, there was only one

ment he would prohibit the granting of a
divorce when both parties are not within

Mr. Wasson on Rights.

>oe

MAS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,

of one State, with proper exceptions, valid in all the others.
And by the amend-

Mr. Sankey made some" pertinent sug- called statistics which have of late been
gestions relating to church music at the given us are often misleading.” This efrecent convention of clergymen in San .fort seems to us very weak. A few of his
errors are mentioned. He makes exFrancisco.
He believes that the singing
the
in the churches should be led by a choir. Governor Dingley say *¢ that during
diThat the choir should be at the same end year 1880 four hundred Shiba

‘work, as it clearly defines the relations of grows out of the fact that the singers are
the General and State Societies, and gives not Christians. ' Mr. Sankey does not object to quartet choirs, but he would have
no undue advantage to either party. The a large chorus choir around the quartet,
h.
Let us work it to join it in certain parts. He liked solos
plan is good enoug
and special pieces by the trained singers,
thoroughly and vigorously.
yet he would have only one or two such
COLLECTING MONEY FOR MISSIONS.
pieces during any one service, and would
In the Helping Hand (a ladies's misave atleast two hymnsin which the whole
He says that
sionary paper) was an article entitled, congregation could join.
+ Better than a Fair.” It gave an ac- the minister should join in the singing,
aud not be fumbling over his notes as if
count of the way ladies in Denver collect- he
had nothing to do with praising God.
ed money for missions,—a way free from The minister should not only sing himfairs, self, but urge all toSing. Choirs ought
connected with
the objections
Written invitations were sent to each to behave like ladies and gentlemen.
woman whose name was on the church They have nu business to be whispering,
or flirting, or reading newspapers while
list, to present a thank-offering in remem- the minister is preaching.
They ought to
brance of the manifold blessings God had sing distinctly, so that the congregation

" bestowed upon her as a Christian woman.

i

the law he would render the judgments

of the Race.
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CONDUCTED
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is the Hope

MISSION WORK.

rayer for herself and her family: Ina
fiero interval one and another rose, men
and women, until the greater portion by
far of the congregation were on their feet
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public exercises began, Rev. I. D. Stew-art of Dover, presiding.
Invocation was made by Prof: B.
‘F. Hayes, Ds D., of Bates

College,

after

which an anthem was beautifully sung by
‘the choirs of the Saco and Biddeford F:
Baptist churches.
y
The Rev. H. F. Wood, of Concord, on
behalf of the building committee, then
formally presented the ‘‘ Temple” and
delivered

its

keys

to

the

Association,

stating that the edifice had been constructed in a manner that met the entire satisfaction of the committee as well as of the
architect. The keys were accepted by
the President pro tem.
The Rev. E. W.
Porter,

:
of Lowell,

<hairman of the Committee of Arrangenents, next addressed the assembly and
«gave a sketch of the history of the Ocean
Park enterprise. He stated,
that at
“Weirs, last summer,

a committee

ter, Deacon Deering, Deacon Durgin,
Messrs L. W. Stone and B. F. Haley,was
-appointed to select a suitable site. During the monthsof August and September
last, this committee examined

a

number

of locations on the coast from Old Orchard
to Buttonwood, Rhode Island, and finally
recommended the one now occupied as
the most
desi
The owner was Mr.

James

Gilford, and a bond of the

proper-

ty was taken from him on the 24th of De-cember.
On Februrary
22, 1881,
the

~«<(Ocean Park Association,” having previously been incorporated by act of the
Legislature of the

State

of

duly organized with the

Maine,

was

following

chief

officers, viz.:
President, O. B. Cheney,
D. D., President of Bates College; Sec-

-.retary, L."W. Stone, of Biddeford,
Treasurer, B. F. Haley, of New

Me.;

Market,

N. H.; Agent, Deacon Obadiah Durgin,
of Saco, Me. On March4, a deed of the

.property was taken, and on April

12 the

“Agent began clearing up the grounds.
‘On June 6, the foundation of the Temple
was laid. In all 145 lots have been sold,
mostly to Free Baptists.
Mr.
Porter

stated that the class of people who had
already located here and the way in
which they had pushed the work of building gave evidence of the confidence felt in
the enterprise. - He concluded by extending a hearty welcome to the New England Free Baptist Assembly.
A beautiful and appropriate poem,
composed by Mrs. V. G. Ramsey, was
ihen read by Mrs. Bachelder,
after
which a hymn was read by the Rev. A.D.
-Jones of Vt. and sung by the congregation, and the Rev. O. D. Patch

of Green-

wille, R. I., read a passage of Scripture.
Next followed the dedicatory sermon
by the Rev. Wm. H. Bowen, D. D., of
Lewiston, Me.
It was an able, logical

discourse ; theme: God with his people.
The dedicatory prayer was offered by the
Rev. J. L. Sinclair of Lake Village, N.
A. Another anthem by the choir and the
"benediction by the Rev. D. Waterman of
“Laconia, N. II., concluded

the

exercises

-at noon.
After dinner, until 3

o'clock,

the

time

‘was spent in viewing the grounds and in
- social intercourse.
:
. The congregation re-assembled to listen to a lecture by Mr. G. F. Mosher, enti-

“tled ‘Glimpses of Rome.” Introducing his
sabject with the statement that there are
three Romes—the modern, the

medisval

«and the ancient—the speaker gave a word
(picture of the existing features of life in
the city of Seven Hills, referting to the
want of enterprise among its inhabitants
and its numerous rich treasures of art;
-described some of the most.famous works
«of art and relics in Rome, representing
the medizeval age of the great empire;

‘and portrayed the magnificence of the
wonderful ruins of the ancient city.

The

‘references to the prison where the Apostles Paul and Peter were confined, the
‘Basilica of St. Paul, and

the

catacombs,

in which the early disciples kept alive
the spark of Christian faith, were especially interesting. The lecture was lis-

tened to with marked attention.
Rev. E. W. Porter presided at the evening meeting. The exercises began with

* awocal duett by Misses“ Chadbourne and
Emery,

and prayerby the

Brewster

of Providenge,

Rev.

R.

J.

M.

Ii, after

‘which the'Rev. 1. D. Stewart gave an
address on the timely topic,

‘Recreation

and vacation made profitable.”
He stated that financial profit was not
‘the object in view in this enterprise—
‘but physical, social and religious advan-

‘tages.

Observing that an annual period

-of rest and recreation is needful in the
+present busy age, he proceeded to consid-

and for the present visitors here would

was conducted

have to ¢‘ rough it;” but that was what
Thirdly, freedom from
they needed.
restraint is a necessary element in bene-

important than any of the foregoing cop-

Portland, Me.
;
At 3 o'clock the Rev. William H.
Bowen, D. D., of Lewiston, read an essay
on ** Theology and practical piety.” He
defined theology as the science which

siderations, vacation is most profitable
when most enjoyable. Joy and gladness
are most conducive to health, and there
is a responsibility resting upon each one
to contribute to the general happiness of
The
the community in such a place.

piety as the ‘expression of man's filial
feeling towards God. If aman’s theology is defective his piety will suffer. Eminent piety must always be associated

ficial recreation ; and fourthly, and

more

courage and cheerfulness inspired by th®
heroism displayed by Mrs. Garfield when
the President was prostrated by the terrishow

how

one

an contribute to the enjoyment of others
if they forget
of Ocean Park
mean between
and religious
es religious

self. In the management
it is sought to secure the
excessive social freedom
restraint. At most beachprivileges are not to be

by Deacon Deering

“vacate
the cause of our weariness—that

must be left bebind. The air we breathe,
“the food we eat-and the friends we meet
seing different
from those at home, a
~ +wise
use of them will make" the change
1. «Secondly, we must replenish
natural
powers
with an 8 ifvigorating
To-do
Hothing
thy iors
) task we can attempt.

He here

Baptist denomination has lost in the number of its members in the past twenty
years.

of

treats of the nature and attributes of God.
and his relation to ‘man, and practical

with

eminent

usefulness;

men.

are

We must have revivals,

or

die.

good use of analysis and of the descriptive

severing.

‘power; and Is metaphysical.

and was of a very interesting

Spurgeon’s sermons is the fundamental
truth of the Bible; he is dogmatic, stating
the truth as facts; he explains clearly, and
effectively holds colloquies with his hearers, and doesn’t hesitate to put his own

tharaeter.

The, devotional meeting at 9.30 o'clock,
preliminary to the more public exercises,
was conducted by Dea. I. D. Piper of Low-

willing to let their tiieology or creed take
the place of practial piety. There is
among Christians too little understanding

ell, Mass.

;

The Rev. Smith Baker (Congregation-

of doctrine ; for instance, a man is apt to

think if he has a religious nature that his

alist) of Lowell, was calledupon to contin-

heart is Tight before God : there is a dif-

the subject of Prayer-meetings, discussed
on Wednesday. He spoke of the human
means to be employed in the prayer--

ference between a religious nature and

a

The real question

of

religious character.

Christian character is too often overlook- meeting, it being agreed that the Holy
Spirit is to be relied on, first and last.
obtained—a deprivation which is sad for ed in the churches, and too much import1. Remember that the object of the prayance
is
attached
to
the
manifestation,
or
the nominal Christian and painful for the
er-meeting
is, helpfulness to Christians
real one. He hoped that no Sabbath the lack, of zeal and emotion ; there is no
and spiritual influence on sinners.
In
getting
on
without
zeal,
but
it
must
be
wouldsever pass with two or three Christhe
first
place,
its
exercises
should
be
zeal
according
to
knowledge.
The
truth
tians at Ocean Park without their meetMay all concerning God must be sought for with restful : a great many of the people come
ing for the worship of God.
‘to the meeting weary physically. Don't
:
who hither come, come seeking a bless- earnestness.
find fault. Don’t complain of the low
The
Rev.
O.
D.
Patch
of
Greenville,
R.
ing upon mind, body and soul, and God
state of Zion, nor of your own condition :
I.,
followed
with
a
practical
talk
on
the
will reward them.
The lecture was followed by singing by subject, ¢* The training of converts.” He it discourages, and it makes wrong im-,
pressions on the unconverted. On a’
the ladies before mentioned, and a read- said this is a work which devolves not
certain
occasion, in prayer-meeting, the
alone
upon
the
pastor,
although
he
is
ex,
of Rhode
ing by Mrs. E. 8S? Burlingame
pected to lead in it, The great mass of speaker felt very ** blue” and gave vent
:
Island.
churches of the present day are character- to his feelings in words: a man who was
WEDNESDAY.
:
ized by idleness in Christian work. It is unconverted but under ‘conviction went
An early prayer meeting at 6 o'clock
important tat all converts should be away from the meeting and said, ¢ Ifthat
was inaugurated this morning, being
trained into work before being received is the kind of religion ministers enjoy I
held in the vestry. It wasled by Rev.
into the church. = A large number of the don’t want any of it!” 2. Don't preach
L. W. Raymond,of Me., and was fairly atmembers of the churches give the lie to: in prayer-meeting. It is the business of
tended.
what their pastors say in the pulpit; min- the brethren there to bear witness to the
| The devotional meeting at 9.30 o’clock isters sometimes do the same.. More at- truth. 3. Don’t let the minister take up
was conducted by Mr. A. C. Russell of
tention should be given to impressing up- too much time.
Give the laymen the
Lowell; subject: The descent of the
on converts the importance of a consist- easiest part. His practice was, not to
Holy Spirit. The interest was good.
ent Christian life; and some impression open the meeting himself, leaving it in
By » misunderstarding on the part of
should be made at the outset as to the the hands of the brethren; giving them
the Committee of Arrangements, the progreat object of the Christian life—not just an hour and allowing na one to speak
gramme had been so made that the
meetings would interfere’ with those of simply to get happy, but to be useful. over five minutes; if they did'nt occupy
To worship God and to work for him are the time he would speak and then close
Dr. Cullis at Old Orchard.
Accordingly,
the two things they should be taught to the meeting. 4. Every minister should
numerous changes were made in the prodo; and that this service is to continue labor with the weakest and youngest
gramme, and the Ministers’ Institute was
throughout eternity. They
should be and let the oldest and strongest take
begun to-day. Dr. Callis’s ‘Faith méettaught to be skillful workmen, that need care of themselves. He related his exings”
proved, however, a ' powerful
not to be ashamed. They should first of perience in the use of what he called the
counter attraction, to which large numall, be led and taught by the Holy Spirit; *¢ behind-the-curtain secret” of making
bers of F. Baptists yielded.
The attenyet pastor and Christians can help greatly the prayer-meeting a success. It was to
dance to-day was, consequently, thin.
in this work. In the first place it will not give the weaker ones a little lift, going
MINISTERS? INSTITUTE.
be accomplished by scolding. Meetings to them privately before the meeting and
should
be held for their especial benefit, asking them to speak or pray at the be~The Rev. I. P. Stewari presided, and
the exercises began with singing a hymn, which should be made a kind of Bible ginning of the meeting. To have a list
followed with prayer by the Rev. E. C. meeting, with some theme to be studied of subjects for the prayer-meetings gives
Cook of North Berwick, Me.
The first and discussed ; encourage them to partic- the younger Christians something
to
topic presented for consideration
was, ipate in the régular services and in the think about.
Again, be cheerful.
Have
¢ The Prayer-meeting: how to make it work of the church, and the system of frequent and spontaneous singing. ° Let
interesting,” which in the absence of the conducting the public meetings should be the minister do the ‘‘clinching”—make
Rev. G. S. Ricker, was introduced by the such as to make'it easy for converts to the application,at the close of the meeting ;
Rev. J. Mariner, of Auburn, Me.
He take part; commend them in their efforts, the testimonies of the brethren will have
spoke first on the question, whom it was however poor these may be; try on them filled his mind with thoughts.
The praynecessary to interest in the prayer-meet- the force of a good example.
er-meeting can not be “run” without
Opportunity being given for discus- work.
Let the tendency, the whele
ing. It ought to be an object to interest
the unconverted. Then different classes sion on the subject, a number of persons drift, be towards the object of saving
:
of Christian people are found in different made remarks. Rev. J. Mariner observ- souls.
“places and different kinds of people in the ed that converts talk much with the * old
Questions were asked by a number of
same place—indicating the need of variety folks,” which shows .the importance of persons, in answerto which Mr. Bakin the prayer-meeting. He disfavored good example. He knew a church in er said he made the rule regulating the
the plan of providing beforehand a series which there were twenty converts, and a length of remarks impartial to all, so as
of subjects for every meeting that must prominent brother—a local preacher—be- to give offense to none, He thought the
not be changed; and yet he would al- ing requested, in one of its prayer-meet- ‘pastor should have control of all the
ways hgve a subject for thought and ings,to pray, declined to do so because work of the church but would not have
prayer, allowing, however, the widest he ¢¢ didn’t feel like it!” The older Chris- the prayer-meeting depend upon his
liberty to all to pray for what they want- tians should let converts know there is presence ; it was the special duty of one
ed to pray for. He would have a suitable something in religion to feed on besides of his deacons to .iead the prayer‘number of brief prayers in the first part dry bones and moldy crumbs. Another meeting in the pastor's absence.
It
of the meeting, with the testimonies fol- speaker said, ** If you want the lambs to being suggested that his model prayerlowing, and he showed how a dry prayer do well, take good care of the sheep.” meeting would not suit the circumstances
in the middle of the meeting would pro- Rev. J. D. Waldron would teach the con- of a small and feeble country church, he
duce a depressing effect. As one can not verts denominationalism—to love their said that he tried his plan in a church of
tell who will bring the blessing to the own church and be constant in at- about ten members, among whem there
its services.
Another was only one man, and he trained the
prayer-meeting, he would encourage the tendance on
young and weak, for they might be the said he would educate converts out of sisters as workers in the prayer-meeting!”
instruments. There are unanswered pray- the idea that talking in meeting is the Mr. Baker was pressed somewhat closely
ers before the throneof God just as good most important thing in Christian life, or with questions about the part of women
as any that have been answered, and they that this duty is the chief burden in bear- in the prayer-meeting ; he stated that he
will receive recognition in God’s time. ing the cross. Rev. D. Waterman would gave them the utmost freedom to take
The Holy Spirit's presence may be had keep the three parts of Christian living— part, but they did'nt do it as a “general
and is “essential in the prayer-meeting, feeling, talking and doing, along togeth- thing.

and He only knows how to lead a prayermeeting properly.

The Rev. C.F.

er.

ELE

The Rev. E. W.

:

Penney, of Augusta,

Me., followed with a very able and inter-

LO

Porter presided atthe

evening meeting, which opened with devotional services, after which the Rev. G.

esting lecture on the subject, ‘ The par- C. Waterman read the 60th chapter of
tialism of Christian Knowledge.” He said Isaiah and offered a- prayer appropriate

that very much of the trouble which many to the theme which followed; namely:
persons have on the question of religion, « Necessity of revivals.”
This subject was treated in an able and
very much of the honest skepticism supposed to.be directed against religion,is in elaborate lecture by the-Rev. J. J. Hall
fact directed against human notions of re- of Auburn, Me.: It was an exhaustive arligion. There is a great deal of honest -gument against the objections to revivals,
doubt and trouble in the

minds

of men,

that might be relieved by presenting to
them the Scripture in precisely the light
in which it presents itself. And the broad

many of which, he said,arise from wrong

impressions with regard to revivals.

The

design to the spiritual development of the as the result of special impulses on the
human family,
and end there.

and its teachings begin
The arrogance of theolo-

gy in contrast with tha humility of Sacred

Seripture is very striking.

religious sensibilities of 4 person, church,

or community, wrought by the Holy
Spirit. The necessity of revivals is sug-

The emphasis gested. by, analogy—analogy in

| of ecclesiastical discipline is wholly
‘changed ; it rests upon nice: metaphysical

|"

.

aabasuls

i,

:

The ‘foregoing exercises took place in
the vestry, after which the meeting adjourped to the large audience room—the
Rey. H. F. Wood of Concord, N. H;, presiding. The Rev. O. D. Patch having read
a passage of Scripture and offered prayer,
a lecture was delivered by Prof. J. A.
Howe,

D. D., of Bates college, on the sub-

ject of ** Preaching.”

Loot illumined.

Dr.

Alexander

when

he

feelings

years which lave elapsed since the last

study ofthis subject, to discuss

the meth-

ods and styles of four representative and
eminent preachers of the present day, viz.:
Spurgeon, Robertson, Bushaell and Brooks.
There was a question among ministers,
whether the New Testament should be

drawn from more than the Old, in choosing
texts: Spurgeon takes two-thirds, Robertson nine-tenths, Bushnell and Brooks threefourths of their texts from the New Testa-

ment. Robertson chooses the most suggestive and the strongest text that can be
found relating to the subject he
preach upon; Brooks selects very

is to
plain

and practical texts; Bushnell takes texts

ginning with a thought just outside of the

in.glowing terms the varied ad- camé to die, baving been all his life a favorable for the steady growth -of the have these charactebistics
:
attractiveness,
ed by Ocean Park with its teacherof theology, made this wise de- church, so much preferred by some—ihe brevity, directness, simplicity
ifa
and splendid grove, and claration: ‘‘After all, the only two church has actually been ‘at a standstill. ness.’ As to the method of preaching,
a privilege-of a delightful ride in things that 1 now insist upon are, that I It is admitted that allowing for additions whether it should he textual or topical,—
"
/
’

in analogies

Robertson is
with his

text,

and is fond of showing

the progress of

thought.
The matter of
sermons does not widely
of Bushnell’s; there is an
free, conversational tone
These great preachers all

Phillips Brooks's
differ from that
unconventional,
in his sermons.
have conclusions

to their sermons.

The

attendance at the afternoon public

service showed an improvement in numbers. After the singing ‘of a hymn, and
reading from the Scriptures and prayer by
thre Rev. C. Purington of Maine, the subject for practical talk, ¢ Tact in the ministry,” was introduced by the Rev. J. M.
Brewster, as substitute for the Rev. A.L.
Gerrish who was absent. He defined tact
to

signify

in

this

connection,

his ‘fleld.

with

love to

meeting, which dates back to the Pentecost.

The use of the inquiry meeting is to

bring
anxious sinners into
immediate
saving acquaintance with Christ: note the

meeting is

not the place for the careless, hostile sfi-

ner,or the lukewarm Christian; but only
for anxious souls.
The qualifications necessary for persons to labor in the -inquiry
meeting are—vital piety, common sense,
| and modesty; to be successful they should

remember the one

He must heal divisions in the

thing

they are there

for, should be careful not to leave the anx-

ious soul until he has found Jesus, and de-

pend upon the Word of God and on prayer

to bring
conviction,
repentance and
peace.
If anything is wanted in the

Christian church

to-day,

it

work for the salvation of souls.

The Rev. E.

is personal
Pi

W. Perry of Great Falls,

N. H., followed with a sermon from the
text,
Therefore leaving the principles of
the doctrine of Christ let us go on to per.
fection.” He proceeded to show that pro-'

gression

is the law,” and perfection the

goal, of the divine life.
’

(To be continued.)

Benominational Hetos.
The Buffalo Church.
A correspondent writes as follows from Buffalo, N, Y., under date of Aug. 2:

The

closing services in the old Niagara

membership ; the speaker had preserved uni- Square F. Baptist church were held yesterday
ty in a parish by calling into action the good "morning and last evening, in the presence of
traits which he found in two influential large congregations. The society has occupied
members, who were unfriendly to each oth- the old structure for many years, and when
er. Individual opposition to the minister servicesare agwin held by the church, they

might be overcome by seizing the opportu- “will be in the new and elegant building now in
process of erection on Hudson street at the
nity when it offered, to do some kindly act
corner of Fargo avenue.
:
to the disaffected person, in order to prove
The pastor, Rev. George H. Ball, D. D.,
friendship towards him:
The question officiated at.both services. In the morning he

of salary is sometimes a difficult one in our

preached a historical sermon on the church, 7

denomination; the difficulty arises often
from the false notion (sometimes on the
part of minister as well as people) that the

basing

pastor is to be “hired” to do his work
like

a mechanic.

Tact

is needed

in con-

versation in making visits; direct, personal appeal, seeking to win souls, is impor-

tant.
The pastor needs also to exercise
tact in choosing subjects for sermons.
In
answer toa question Mr. Brewster sald

he thought tact was very largely a natural
endowment, but it might be cultivated.
Rev. O. T. Moulton thought the minister
should copsult with confidential friends
aud brethren ip the ministry as to his
needs in reference to this matter.
A lady who had comg from Dr. Cullis’s
meeting at Old Orchard, stated that he had
said that Christians did not use common
sense in their religion. She thought that
if tact

sanctified,

then if

one would take his common sense
Lord he: would have a little tact.

to the

Rev.
should

is. common

sense

J. Mariner asked what a pastor
do to preserve harmony in a new

parish where several elderly ministers had
settled with the intention of dying there
and who were jealous of the new comer.
The reply was that kindness and courtesy
would do a great deal towards overcoming the difficulty.
After the singing of a hymn, Prof. B.

F.

Hayes, D. D., of Bates College, delivered
an address on the subject, ‘‘ The method

of the Christian life.” He stated that all
life is from God; life exists before form
or organization.
Christian life is human
life, but the results differ from an ungod-

ly life, because the natural desires and propensities are brought into subjection to

the will of God.

(1) Christian life comes

from God especially, and (2) it is received

in and through

fellowship with his

Son

his

remarks

on

the

following

words

from the 13th verse of the 3d chapter of Phil.:
‘ Forgeiting those things which are behind

before, I press toward «the mark of the high
calling in Christ Jesus.”
ey
In following his theme the reverend doctor

said:

*“ Paul was from fifty to sixty years old

when

this

text

was

written

and

had

been

preaching from thirty to forty years.
He had
done much, suffered much, enjoyed much, and

.

if any one might be excused from further effort
he was excusable.
But he asked no release,
he spent no time nor strength over the work
done, but reached eagerly forward for a larger
service. The text has an external and internal
uspect, refers to work and to character.
I

speak this’ morning

of work,

and will preach

this evening on character.
“By forgetting things behind,

mean that he banished

them

He speaks of the

he

things

Paul

did

not

from his mind.
suffered,

did

and

enjoyed,in this very chapter; also in Galatians, first and second chapters,and often elsewhere.
Inthe same way we refer to things
past. Thirty years ago I came to this city
without money, without acquaintance, except
with one man, without a church: and without
a knowledge of any Free Baptists in the city,
besides the one man referred to, Silas Sweet,
to establish a Free Baptist church.
Our first

meetings were held

in a hall occupied by the

Young

Men’s

street.

After a few meetings

an

Association

indispensable

on South Division

condition

we

decided that

of success

was to

secure a place of worship of our own. I advised that a chapel be built on the corner of
South” Division and. Chestnut streets, but
Brother Sweet thought it better to purchase
the church which then stood on the corner of
Genesee and Pearl streets. So that was purchased for $5,000—$1,000 to be paid down, and
$1,000 a year for four years,
The first $1,000
was raised mainly among the Free Baptist

churches in-Western New York, though

$300or $400 were raised in this city,
Sweet and Stephen Dudley

paying

I think the purchase a mistake.

some

Brother

each

$100.

It would have

been better to have'located outsideof the bus-

intercourse

have been gathered.

of the soul

with God,

what

shall be the result? The passage, ‘Ye
must be born (or begotten) of God,” shows

the dependence of Christian life upon God
for its existence.
There are various degrees, phases, stages
of Christian life. Christ said there is tirst.
“the blade, then the ear, then the full corn
in the ear; but if the blade is neglected the
weeds will grow up to check: development,

and maturity will not be reached.
There
method in the stages of growth in

{4

Christian life, and we are to learn
that method

what

is.

The first stage of the method of 'Christian life is called justification; the same
is repentance.

The

act of baptism is the

expression of what has taken place in
human mind.
So Christ requires first
we should submit our wills to his;
| when he says, ‘“ Except ye be born of

the
that
and
the

taken

says
place of

which baptism is the expression.
the human side of it. Christ on

That is
his part

that the act must

have

will not take back the life thus begun.
The speaker proceeded to show

the

re-

iness centers, where a local constituency could
The lack of that

has

al-

ways embarrassed us. But we began work in
good earnest. The old house was gloomy, the

roof leaked, it was cold and dark, and personal
efforts, going from house to house, was about
the only way members could be gathered.
In 1851 a church was organized of thirty
members. They were all poor but united and
earnest,

and

church

numbered

at the end

of

three

years

the

Then

my

health broke and I wag forced to leave.

At

210 members.

the end of two years the work was resumed,
but had to be begun again as at first, with a
very small

number,

and

what: was

worse,

a

discoyraged company of workers.
“Through various experiences we came till
1864, when the old church on Pearl St. was sold

for $7,000 to Geo, W', Tift, and this house bought

for $8,000." For sixteen years we have occupied
this house, und have seen

many

souls saved.

Not less than 600 persons have been gathered
into the church since its organization, yet, on
account of removals from the city and other

changes, our membership is still small. These

incidents and many others we have not time to
mention, we can ‘not forget, nor need we, to
imitate the example of the Apostle Paul.
¢Neither-did Paul’s forgetting preclude profit{ng from remembrance of the past. He bad
learned many lessons which would help him in
reaching forward to a larger work and a bet-

lation between the desires (also called thie ter life. His own mistakes and that of others;
sensibilities or susceptibilities), the intel
lect, and the will.
Having submitted

the will, the regent faculty of the mind, to

God and knowing ‘that he will fulfill his
promises toward us, the sensibilities will

be drawn into harmony with God’s will and

the intellect will be developed in the
direction.

same

ACR

taal with God, and the human mind.

God

help us tobe so steadfast that we shall
prove what is his plan with regard: to the

of Christianlife in us.

his successes and

those

of others;

both gain

and loss, wisdom and folly, joy and sorrow,

false brethren and true, good men and bad,

bad taught bim.

So also have we ‘been help=

vd, and ought in the future to, do more and
better than before on this account,

:

“But ¢ forgetting’ does mean

in our text

that the past shall in no respect obstruct our
work in the future. - Paul resolveil to spend no
time nor

strength ‘on the

past, nor

‘to be

hin-

dered by what he had done or suffered; by
success or fallure.

Many are thus hindered.

They recall what they have done, and call it
enough , they think of failure and become discouraged; they muse over: burdens borne and

resolye‘to have no more; they thinkof the

years they have struggled and retire from the

didlho such thing, but addressed
strife. Pau
’
subject of himself with fresh zeal to his work.

At the evening meeting the
* Inquiry Meetings” was presented in a
He reached forward, What. courage for a
practical talk by the Rev. H.J. White of man of his age! I feel the inspiration of his

Bath, Me.

He said the idea of the inquiry

meeting 1s, that anxious sinners are seek-

log aftér Chyist and need some Christian
i

~

|

.

and reaching forth unto those things which are

our Saviour.
Our end is to be partakers
of the life of God, and if we shut off the

be

“a

overflowing

Christ are anxious to lead souls to him.
He would speak of the revival inquiry

common

sense
sanctified and put in practice. In
the first place, the minister needs to know

\' "The development of Christian life is called
in Scripture, sanctification. Sanctification
of the sublimest and most exalting nature, _medns, toset apart a thing to holy service,
like regeneration, is muAs to introductions, it is too common a Real sanctification,

general revival in Amgrica—a period subject, and that the introduction should

ly

The matter of

into his sermons.

direct; deals

During the two |should curb force in the introduction, be- | development

sults being spoken of.

.

consecutive. As to matter—Bushnell makes

of a striking character, without being sennatare; | sational; Spurgeon makes choice of texts

in secular history, in sacred history. The
last mentioned point was gone into exten-

iid

prolixity,—he makes his subject known by

to lead them’ to Him.. And Christians

with hearts

a definite statement. There are two gen- two words ‘‘ anxious” and * immediate”
eral principles on which thoughts are L.It is a very important occasion ; the meetbrought into effective sermons, namely,
ing may. be a savor of life unto life, or of
logical, {. e., reasoning, and rhetorical, i. ¢., death unto death.
The inquiry

He proposed for the "water and of the spirit,” he simply

thing to dispense with them and to'rush at
distinctions about which the Bible is en- ‘sively, the great revivals of the Christian
once .into .the sermon. .. The example of
era
and
their
glorioud
and
‘enduring
retirely silent. ~The popular notions of the
these great preachers teaches that one

Bible will inevitably tend to produce
doubt, distress and infidelity if they are

in this country preaching is textual, by
law—the law of custom.
The preaching
in Englandis topical.
If topical preaching does lead the preacher away from his
text he has not sinned thereby. Regarding
the style of these preachers, Bushnell is the
happiest of the four; he is definite without

There is need of a revival in our Foreign
Mission field as well as at home: the
present membership in India shows a gain
of hardly eleven per year since the Mission was established. Essentials to a revival: 1. The power of the Holy Spirit. 2.
Strong faith on the part of pastors and
people in the efficacy of revivals, 3. An
earnest ministry. 4. Prayer—earnest, perTHURSDAY.
The early prayer-meeting, which was
led by the Rev. Mr. Blake, was more
largely attended than on the previous day

too

assertion that ‘ survivals”
are better,
«er the question, how they could be made
was
shown
to
be
historically,
philosophiprofitable at’ Ocean "Park.
The desired
object could not be obtained by inflexible declaration of the Bible in regard to all" cally and scripturally erroneous. So also,
Why not live in # revival state
‘rulesto control the movements
‘of all ‘the knowledge which it contains is that: tha question,
constantly
?
is
answered: Because we
‘alike, nor yet by taking the seaside *‘ton- we are to accept it, not as a whole and
ic”in allopathic doses for the purpose perfect truth revealed to us. It limits its can not. A revival the speaker defined

simply of increasing an appetite for eating and a desire for sleep. To make
one’s vacation profitable, first, we must

from other bodies coming to us, the Free

the open cars of the Beach railroad, to am a sinner and that Jesus Christ is my
Old Orchard where the city crowds and ‘Saviour!”
The meeting resolved to request Brother
bustle are observed, or in the opposite
direction four miles along the seashore. Penney to prepare a series of articles on
True, many things are yet in their prime-- this subject to be published in the Mornval state—and God forbid that some of ind Star.
The devotional service at 2.30, P. M.,
them should ever be made, otherwise—

of fif- . ble deed of the assassin,

teen persons was appointed to consider
the question of establishing a Free Baptist camping ground. A sub-committee
composed of Prof. B. F. Hayes,
D.
D., Rev. I. D. Stewart, Rev. E. W. Por-
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‘example. Thirty-five years I have laboredin
the ministry, but in my inmost soul I reach

forward to that which is before, asking no
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We

“ We go with a good corps of workers.

public think well of us, and

.do more

;
r membership.
by an excellent popbe om ee

gence of

bond, in addition to existing

before

we never

cy, ry & favor

churches, and among a floating
will afford increased ‘advantages

:

QUERU’S

pray.. It willgost

us something to perfect our | New Madrid on the 29th of July, Elders J. 8, |

succeed, and bY

the favor of God, shall

|

|

Some lego moti

Emap

suc: | Five churches were represented and. went into

.

4

3

Liberty
Montville

admission

ing

The associations

into the

South River
Salem, Neb.

The

sermon in the evening

*‘ reaching

forward”

on the

other items of business was adopted.
Two
men received license to preach the gospel for

effect of

in Christian

character

made the following points:

the spirit of the Lord

overcomes discouragements; ’ it creates a relish | itual and full of interest;

Winchester

Good as

Appointments.
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trines of the gospel; Christianity is so emphatically a life that believing is largely dependent
on earnest, useful living : it sweetens character
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well be narrow, crabbed, morose; it convinces
the unbelieving; no argument is so strong to
couvince as heroic endeavor to save nen.
Living epistles ure always read, pondered, felt.
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good seed which was sown

CEDAR VALLEY Q. M. (lowa) with the Orchard
church, Sept. 9—11.
H.C. INMAN, Clerk,
WATERLOO Q. M. (Towa) will hold its next session with the Lester church, Friday before the
full moon, Sept. 2, at2 P. M.
HirAM CHAMPLIN, Clerk.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY Q. M.(Neb.) will be held with
the Drybranch church, formerly Albia, begioning
on Friday night, August 26, at 71-2 o'clock.’ A geu-
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stations at Fairbury on the arrival of the trains
from the east and west, to convey any persons to

the

of righteousness long after many of those who
enjoyed its immediate blessings shall have passed away.
The
people of West Falls bave
overhauled and rearranged their house of worship, and it is now one of the most tastefully
arrznged meeting-houses in this part of the
country.
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FoRrT SCOTT Q. M. with the Clintonville church,

shown to excellent advantage,
Stained windows will light the interior. The entire basement will be used for a chapel.
.It will be
twelve feet high and the entrance from Hudson
street will be at grade.
[tis expected that the
congregation will be able to worship in the

be steep, and

will

ay

we have good reason to believe that the spirit
of devotion to which the meeting attained,
‘will be remembered with pleasure, and the

roof will

&
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isters for unavoidable reasons was not as large
as common; but the number of lay members
and delegates was unusually large; and from
pulpit and pews there was manifested an earnest desire to make the session a lasting bless-
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tist Church. The foundations are all laid, and
the laying of the brick will begin to-day.
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Music Edition, in Boards, 192 pages,

INDIANA Y. M. with the Zion church in the
Ripley Q. M., commencing on Friday, at 2 P. M.

Money raised
The meeting was continued.
for missions, $33.83. This Q. M. lies along the
Mississippi river, 237 miles from one extreme
to the other, and we have one church and minister 240 miles below the extreme of the Q. M.
Plenty of missionary work.
Nebraska.
The last session of the Jefferson Co. Q. M.
was held with the Fairbury church; a very
pleasant and profitable season was enjoyed ; the
churches were well represented and the words
of cheer they brought gave evidence of success
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Boretry.
Around it still the sumachs grow,

And blaekberry vines are running.
Within the schoolmaster’s desk is seen,
Deep scarred by raps official ;
The warping floor, the battered seats,
The jack-hnife’s carved initial;

The, charcoal frescoes on its wall,
Its door’s worn sill, betraying
The feet that, creeping slow to school,
‘Went storming out to playing.

climbing

my

baby!

My

baby’s | both graduated in a brilliant,

intellectual

iterary

be quarreling

posies in his little hand.

Clark.

¢ Because, you see, I love you.”

repressed faces whick say

more mischief.”
pin:

Bat as he turned te go out of the

door he saw the office

—John G Whittier.
©
+4

LIFES BROKEN PITCHERS.
When the ruthless foot hath crushed it
Learn we how we prized the flower ;

When the hand of Death hath touched it -

"Feel we all the wondrous power.

boy

office

eying

his

bunch wistfully.

*¢ Here, John, would you like a spray?”
he asked kindly, and without waiting for
the eager answer he saw on the boy’s

lips he tossed him’ one.

Then he ran

down the office-steps humming

again the

tune that had haunted him that morning.
‘He looked so pleasant as he stood at
the streel corner waiting for his car, that

‘When the cruel word is spoken
And its arrow past recall,
For the heart which it has broken,
Ours must wear the funeral pall.

as

plainly

as

Vainer yet to talk of fate,
Sad it is to treat life’s pleasures
Like the careless child who stands
By the sea and easts its treasures
In its deep with idle hands.

little one ?”

For the ties of love are holy,

And by God’s own hand were given,
But sometimes we learn it only
‘When for aye those ties are riven.

Ward in N. H. Journal.

“Yes.

Here, child,” breaking off an-

other little branch and giving it to her.
He watched her from the car window
take off her old hat and stow away her
treasure

in

that,

and

then,

clasping

it

close to her breast, set off on a run down
toward the lower part of the city.
‘When he reached his home and gave

Family Circle.

the branch to his wife, her faded, peevish

when

Mr. Castor, of the law firm ‘of Castor &
Brush, entered his office, he found on his

desk a bunch of fragrant ‘white flowers
with that delicate flush at the heart that
makes apple blossoms so irresistible.
«¢ Apple blossoms, sir,” his clerk explained. ¢‘I spent Sunday in the country, and brought them down. thinking
you might like to see some.”
Mr. Castors preogcupied face lighted
up with pleasure.
‘'¢Thank you, Mr.
Clark,” he said. Get me some water,
will you, John? We must keep them as
freshas wecan.
I shall want to take
some home tQ my wife to-night. There ;
that looks quite country-like, doesn’t it,
Clark?” arranging the blossoms to advantage against the law-books and falling
back a little to look at the effect.
went to

But something

was the matter with him. His thoughts
would go wandering off to the green
meadow by the side of the river where

face relaxed ito a smile that was almost
sweet as she took them from his hand.

“Apple blossoms!” she said.
beautiful they

are!

Do ‘you

.* How

remember,

Daniel, the apple blossoms that we gathered thirty years ago?” and in another
minute he and she together were recalling

old times and

associations,

until the

years that lay between their apple blossom times and now had dropped away,
and the light and glory of past days once
more shed itself upon the gray hairs of
the husband and the faded cheek of the

with her

“I'm

sorry,

“because

mistress
.

ma'am,”

so with

said

we all love

the

so

sweet.

She

much,

can sing ‘Jesus loves me’ all through,
and not miss a word.” ¢
¢ Superstition?” I exclaimed angrily.
«Tell you mistress for me that I do not
wish my child to learn those senseless

I'll have
suffer or
His eyes

rested an instant longingly on the appleblossoms ; but the next moment he drew
back, asking, coldly, ¢‘ Did ‘you wish to
see me??
,
:
4
~
“Yes, George,” answered Edson, fingering the flowers awkwardly, ‘I came
to see about that matter—that—that property, you know. It's a pity we should
quarrel about it and—and—well, I don’t
care. You're the oldest and had the
hardest row to hoe always, and I guess
likely. there was fully my share spent on

me when I was in college; and see here,
old fellow, I'll do whatever you

say if

you'll speak to your lawyer and send him
up to my office.”

;

There was a moment's silence, and the
younger Edson, looking down, saw his
brother put his hand to his throat as if he
were choking. The next moment the
elder spoke almost as awkwardly as his
brother had done.
‘It wasn’t the money I cared for, but,—

but I wanted the old place. I—well, I
had some associations with it.”
The younger brother started. Associations? What associations of pleasure
could George have with the old place?

and

hymns.

she’s

really

Why,

you

ain’t

a heathen,

you?”

T dismissed her curtly, and

heavy.

being

afraid of it as we were, for that was

no baby was in their home.
Oh, that dreadful time!

1 can

in

ex-

hard; but you see I never had

a

wife

to

soften me,
your share
well, it's
course you

this

old blacking-bottle full of water,

into
Then
to look at it and listen’ to

place in a'dawyer’s
think?”

office, don’t you
Vem

she sat down

don’t know,”

said

Mr.

Edson,

8 from
the ONIY, you

“ful posies like ‘hers by a shrill ery of ter- |

ror and agony. | |

I did not
There were
the School.

of ‘ The

master—it was half the first volume

your answer;

the

to

but as

baby

what I sent you by instinct, without knowing
Now I must set to work
where I was going.

| to find my way.’

An article in a newspaper

put him on the right track.
Wheu the first
installment appeared in the Debats, M. Considerant, editor of the Democratic Pacifique,

And it was all over, and only the memory remained of so much beauty and
sweetness ; and our hearts were going back

sent the article at once to Sue.

‘Thanks,

wrote back. ‘ I have had

with

Come up to dinner with me, won't you ?”
«I will,” answered his brother,

heart-

floor.

He

hesitated

a

moment,

then

hailed théjnew story asa veritable literary event,
‘I see what are the author’s intentions,’ (said he
knew more about them than the author himself).
¢ He is setting foot on a road that has never

been explored. He is undertaking to paint the
sufferings and the needs of the laboring classes.
M. Sue has been called the novelist of the

* . SUNDAY WORK.
I had worked for

my

employer

ly.

* But not like ours, John,” I said quickpn’
Jie

*¢ Well, no, of course not, but I don’t

with our baby.

Besides, I won’t have

them teaching that child any more relig-

ious nonsense, and they

may as well know

it; when they bring her back this time
you mayas well settle it up once for all.”
I forgot to say that John and I were
Free Thinkers, and did not go to church

She started up, calling, * Biddy! Biddy ! or subscribe to any of the religioys beliefs
what is it?” and was answered by the cry, to which we had been educated. We had

atalk

sea;
he

the au-

thor, and now I see clear,’ ”
A novelist of the people must be acquainted
with the people, and this acquaintance Sue

seven

now

years, when upon a certain Saturday
night in paying me off he said, ¢‘ John, I
want you to be on hand to-morrow morning, to push forward that machinery, for
it is to go to South America by a given

set himself -to

obtain.

He

bought

a

blouse, a cap and a pair of big boots, and thus
equipped haunted the workmen's quarters,
the cheap restaurants of the barrier, and the

drinking shops at night. In this way
Mysteries of Paris” came to be written.

* The
Once

he had taken up this idea of being the novelist
of the poeple, 1t interested him, and he udher-

time.”

¢¢ Sunday morning!” I replied. I can
not work on Sunday; it is against the
commandment of the Lord, and my conscience forbids it.” *¢ That is nothing to
me,” said my employer. ‘Yon may

ed to it; but it came to®him

in

the first place

on

Sun-

‘been called upon to work on Sundays, |
and have

had constant

employment.

¢¢ In keeping His commandments there is
great reward.” . Selested.

comm@

mieux.”

le rossignol je nen chanterai que
Lk

The tender pity provoked at the sight of this
cruel martyrdom, that he bore with such hero.

ic resignation, is told in many interesting
pages. Madame Jaubert gives us also many

facts as to his taste in music, painting ang:
sculpture.
She tells of the attraction that pale

beauties, with regular features and a spectral
sort of charm, had for him. - She dwells on the
extraordinary and fatal fascination that his
last love—his -wife—exerted over him to the
very end.
A round,
full-faced
woman,

with large black eyes, a smiling mouth filleq
with whitest teeth, and fully developed figure.
Her voice in p
cular was a perpetual : delight
to Heine,~his praises of it were constant;
and he told Madame Jaubert that, during his

long agony, that voice had. recalled his. spirit

‘at the very moment when decidedlyit was

the sure prelude of death itself, his wife took

his cold hand, chiafed and warmed it, snd he
heard her say amidst ber sobs, “ No, Henri,
no! you shall not die; you must have pity on

me!
My parrot died this morning, and if J
were to lose you I should be too wrelched.”

Heine's quaint comment was, ‘‘ It was an order, and I obeyed and kept alive, when such
good reasons are given, you know."
The naif form of speech of his unsophisticated wife was always a pleasure to him; and

his tender, protecting care of her. was such, up
to the last, as to render not only tolerable, but
would otherwise have been insufferable. *¢ She
bas never read a line of my writings,” he
merrily cohfided to Madame Jaubert, ‘and

does not even know what a poet is!”
Notwithstanding his desperate condition, he...
took upon himself all the many worrying cares
of their household, the payment of bills, ete.,
leaving her free to mind her parrot and her

flowers.

He

was

most

ancing the accounts of

scrupulous

his

in

bal-

expenditure;

and

we owndo having been touched to the quick at
Madame

Jauubert’s

account

of the

blind

and

paralyzed poet paying the maid the slight sum
she required, from a small bag that he would
draw from under his pillow, fumbifog at it till
he had opened it, ard taken thence the requisite amount,
Madame Jaubert tells also of
the generosity of his nature, and of the ingenious delicacy he would show in offering

appropriate gifts and souvenirs to his friends on
the authorized occasions of birthdays and fete
days; but above all, and over and over again,
does she tell of the fearful torture borne without
any
loss of self-posssesion.—Blackwood's
Magazine,
0 WW

ie

of a wealthy

noble,

had been

educated at the Imperial School

Artillery

Cadets.

He

graduated

of

honorably,

but instead of being placed in the Guards, he
was sent -to a lonely post in the interior.
Here, with nothing but trivial details demanding hiz attention, and cut off from all con-

genial society, the young lieutenant became
melancholy and reflective.
duties, wae forted to resign,
ceeded to Moscow. Here
Tourgueneff, Aksakoff and
all enthusiastic,

and

all

He neglected his
and at once prohe met Herzen,
others, all young,

devoted

students

of

Hegel. Their days were spent in perusing the
“Logik” and *‘ Hsthetik” of their eracle,
and thelr nights in animated discussions as to
his meaning. Friends, who in other respects
had been inseparable, fell out for weeks together over their various conceptions of the

nature of Absolute Intelligence, and of Das
na und fur sich sein.
We need not'speakof Bakunin’s life during
the eventful years of 1848 and 1840.
He
in the thick of every insurrection.
Paris he went to Prague, from Prague to
den.
He advised the insurgents to burn
den in order to save it from cupture, and

taken prisoner himself,
tors: “In

politics

declared

was
From
DresDreswhen

to his cap-

the issue alone

determines

what is a crime and what is a noble
The Saxon Government handed him

action.”
over to

Austria,

Russia,

Austria

transferred

him

to

burg, the

of

Russian

His chief romances were written by
ments, “The ‘Mysteries of ‘Paris”
stance, appeared as the daily feuilleton
Debats, and it often happened that he

was

sent to

He

instals
for ine
of the
would

into extradordinary and

impossible situations in the feuilleton that was
to appear on the next morning without having
any idea of how he was to get them out in the

feuilleton that was to appear on the next
morning but one. On these occasions Legouve

would receive a note begging

him

to read a

proof of the feuilleton inclosed and to hit upon
some way of continuing
the story. Sue
would be with him at 6, and they could talk
over the’ matter. Legouve would read the
feuilleton, and when Sue arrived would commonly be obliged to tell him that he had landed
his story in a perfect cul de sac, and that there
was no way out of it. * Bah!” Sue would say,
‘let us talk it pver a little. Suppose my characters to be real people, and that they really
were in this position. They. would get out of
it somehow, would they not?
Well, we must

find out how they would do it.” Then would
follow an animated discussion of about two

most

the hupless
escaped

dreaded

Helegelisn
under

circumstances

prisons,

Sibefis.
which

in-

volved that violation of his parole from which
men of honor shrink. When be returned to
Europe, his welcome was a cold one. He
alienated all shades of the revolutionary party
by his cynicism and inconsistency. When, in
1867, the International Society was formed,
Bakunin

joined

it,

but

soon

formed

from

among its more advanced members a new body,
L’Alliance de la Democratic Sociale. The
programme of this new society was at variance
with the programme

of the International.

It

demanded “ the abolition of the State, the extirpation of all religion, collectivism not communism, an 0.
is of society from below by °

its own in

above by authority.”

Even within this alliance ‘Bakunin organized a

smaller and more select body, * The Secret

College of Brethren,” which carried on the
organization after his death. Itis these secret
brethren who teach that * killing is no murder, but a just punishment,” who threaten:
kings on their thrones and ministers in the
cabinet, who demand the ‘ suppression of
God,” and proclaim that their immediate ob--

hours’ duration, each suggesting, arguing and
making objections to the other’s suggestions.

ject is anarchy.

The ‘field of action of Baku-

Finally, after all this travail, Sue would see his
way clear, and go offid high spirits to supply

people

simple-minded

his next installment of “ copy” for the inevita.
ble printer’s devil.—Pall Mall Gazette.
*4
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YEAR ‘AFTER YEAR.
Year after year the cowslips fill the meadow,
Year after year the skylarks thrill the air,
Yeur after year, in sunshine or in shadow,

nin’s society is Russia, because there it finds a

there
geots
tices,
faith

at once

Love we with love’s own

mp

youth,

“Devoted Ones.”

Loved in a hundred ways, éfich in a different
fashion,
Yet loved suprentwly, solely,
love

but one,

as we ‘never

~D.M, Clark.

fanatic,

Daring the Crusades, Hen-

ry, Count of Champagne, visited the Syrian.
chief of the Assassins, The Frank prince
rs;
boasted of the.courage of his fellow-Crusade
his Jol-

the Assassin made signs te two of
| lowers to leap from the towers of his cas. Je,
and they plunged down to certain death. arePete)
the
I. of Prussia
and Freder
‘Let us see)”
the Great
story.
Cinilar ick
2H ENC
gob

sid the Czar, * which of us is obeyed the best.

this
Order one of yout troopers to jump to ¢ dowy
Fo homo
Slorlek Eve lb

that never | ang

tent 0ofof age
content
¢ ofof man manjo d,ood content
wer hope
age be-beStronggum,
z

and

it finds a nation honeycombed with secret
of the wildest tenets and strangest pracand because there it can command the
of disciples as self-sacrificing as Hassan’s

mold,
Year after year,in work or mirth or mourning, | Po Dice a

£

that

inexperience

pleasant, the ignorance and

from without, as a sort of accident.
It was in
this fashion that all his novels were written.

He was a drunk-., Sweetheart and lady-love, queen of boyish pas.

ard, and wholly unreliable. Five years
have passed since then, but I have not

pa-

in the Schlussel-

put his personages

days, but had damaged the work, and set
it-back two full weeks.

creeping

and after long confinement

- Rolls the world round, love, and finds us as
we were.
|
until midnight on Saturdays, but then I
a8 sure #s birds’ returning, |
year,
after
Year
must stop. ** Well,” he replied, ‘‘say |
Or field flowers blossoming above the wintry
nothing about that.” I went to work,
in my position who had worked

hideous,

BAKUNIN THE NIHILIST.

should find it hard to send you that, as I don’t
know what it is goingto be myself. I wrote

all heard the last broken words as they

them yet.”
“I can’t stay,” answered Edson,

see you again.

the

ralysis, which was finally to make a living
corpse of bis poor frame, had robbed him of
sight, he only said, “ Je perds la vie, may

Ivan Bakunin, the son

I

continuation,

to-day his title is, ‘‘ Novelist.of the People.”’ I

ing the door, ‘but I'll

s to treat seriously whathe took himse]f

so lightly. , When

SRR

truly delighted with

‘Iam

Sue wrote back:

and I intended to pay you for
of the property at first, but—
no use talking it over. Of ‘to the dust of unbelief, when our goed
didn’t know, but I kept think- neighbor like an evangelist, and giving us
ing you might have known if you wanted of her own brave strength, gained at the’
to. But there, never mind that now. foot of the cross, said wisely:
Did you know that Midland Bonds are
‘¢ Be content. ‘God has only borrowed
going up? I'll make a good thing out of the baby!” —Selected.
open-

witha jest that rendered it difficult for bi,
friend

Mysteries of Paris.’ My answer may be guess* Enormous success, the greatest you
ed:
Send me the continuation.
have ever had.

we

Biddy's tales ofthe “old country” till propose to have strangers going halves 4nd discovered that he had placed a man

night came and she hadto go to bed, but
oughtfully, taking up the tumbler and she slept with one hand ori the bottle in
fragrpnt things, ha Where | which her treasure was.
About midnight she was roused from
country village in Con- strange dreams of great forests of beauti-

«J

accordingly.

read the pages, I devoured them.
Fleur de Marie, the Chouriueur,

THE BORROWED BABY.

“Mr, Clark brought them down

That is the

it

hands trembled as I held the paper.

stick to your principles, but my work
husband and baby lived. Biddy was sitstooped and quickly gathering them up must be done, and if you can not do it I
ting nedr the window rocking the baby
laid them reverently in his pocket-book. do not need your services any longer.”
Clark told him he had broken the fra- in her arms when the child entered.
—Christian Union.
* But, Mr. ——, have I ever disobliged
““ Whisht, Meg! The baby’s awful
grant branch.
you
before? and have not I done your
sick!”
.
¥ “I wonder,” he soliloguized, ‘* whethwork well?” ¢¢ That is nothing here nor
¢ Don’t he get any better, Biddy P” asker it is anything like that meadow where
“Please ma'am, I've come to borrow there,” he replied, ‘* you need not come
—pshaw! what am I thinking of! Ina ed Meg, creeping softly to her side.
"back again.”
:
the
baby.”
:
“No,
he
don’t.
Oh,
if
I
only
had
him
case of ejectment—wonder if I could sing
‘This blow came upon me in the dullest
The speaker was a rosy-cheeked girl
* Annie Laurie ;’ used to know that tune.” home in the green fields of ould Ireland,
he'd be well entirely; but how can he ‘who lived with the family across the way. season of the year, and my wife and chilAnd he hummed softly to himself:
It was a regular nuisance, this ‘lending dren weresick ; the shops were everywhere
breathe: in this shtifling room ?”
“Gave me her promise true”—
* Look here, Biddy. See what I've got.” the baby all the time. = She did not' seem discharging their men. ButI went out,
Just as the door was thrown violently And Meg took off her hat and showed the to belong to us at all, any more. I sup- and for eleven days diligently sought for
open and John Edson, the most quarrel- precious spray of apple blossoms.
* Do pose we were all
a liftfé Jealous, because work, determined that I would not violate
some man in New York, as his friends ye think that came from the green fields she really loved these new people so God’s holy command. On the evening of
~and enemies both agreed, burst in.
ye spoke about?
:
much, and they took so much pains’ with the last day, while crossing the ferry, 1
*¢ What's the matter now, Mr. Edson ?”
Biddy gazed at it in wonder and de- her, teaching her little cunning ways and lifted my heart to God in prayer, saying,
asked Mr. Castor, rising to ofter his cli- light.
‘“ Oh, the'purty things!” she ex- pretty sayings ; and I must say they were “Now, Lord, I have done all I can; thou
ent a seat.
:
claimed. ‘‘It’s just the picture of those most judicious, never giving her sweet hast promised that my bread should be
“ Matter? Matter enough, sir! But I've seen many’s the time growing in the things to make her sick, or letting her given to me, and that my water should be
if he thinks I'm going to submit to "be orchards in the ould country.’ Le’ me’ take cal . So, for the hundredth time, I sure; now thou must do the rest.” I
robbed by his knavery, he'll find himself take it, Meg.”
| rolled little Dudu up and kissing her went home and told my wife. The next
mistaken! My brother, sir, my own
She held it close to her face and drank good-bye, sent her off to act the part of a morning came. After working-hoyrs bebrother—-think of that, sir! —is trying to in the fresh, sweet perfume eagerly. borrowed baby. When John came home gan who should enter my home but my
cheat me out of my shure of our paternal Then she put it down to the baby, and he to dinner and found the baby gone again old employer, asking if I had any work
property. I want you to take steps im- feebly smiled.
: yet. I answered, * No. But I do not
3 he was just as angry as could be.
médiately to stop his proceedings. He:
* Why can’t they get a baby of their suppose you want me?” ‘ Well,” said
“See!” cried Biddy. ** He knows the
threatens to bring in a bill against the es- swatethings! He'll be better now. Take own, and not alwaysbe borrowing ours?” he, ¢- I think you were very stiff in your
tate that will swallow up every cent— it away and put it in water, Meg, and set he said, crossly. ‘‘They could go over opinions, but I want you to take up that
but what's that? Apple blossoms! it where he can see it.”
to the asylum and take their pick of ba~ job where you left it.” ~¢* But you know
Where did you get those?”
Meg ran off and soon returned with an bies.”
I can not work on Sundays. I will work
’

‘morning. Sweet, though rather out of which she stuck the precious twig,

it?

real story began, when I read the first, the
I felt
second, the third, the fourth chapter,
My
as if J had received an electric shock.

saw,

‘“Desus loves me—dis I know.”

read

, Legouve

The first chapter was a sort of prologue,
But when the
which interested me but little.

and there stood our neighbor over the
way, whom she at least, sweet darling,

fell in awful distinctness from the
lips:
id

to read

amuse other people
question.”

grave that yawned for our darling! Just
at the last there was a moment's peace.
It was not on us that - her last look fell.

and

illus-

him ‘an English

ed a letter from Sue, along with a little brown
note-book containing about 200 pages of manuscript. The manuscript was the first part of
“ The Mysteries of Paris,” and the letter was
*‘‘It
to ask Legouve’s opinion on the story.
has amused me greatly to write it; but will it

death, and not one hope, one word of
comfort, only the cruel, dreary, unlighted

recognition was in thé wan face,

publisher

Shortly afterward M. Legouve receiv-

work.

and the end, the parched lips and the
fever, bright eyes—the awful realm of

meeting after

Parisian

enterprising

an illustrated serial—which was what the offer
amounted to—but finally decided to set to

than

she

an

sought out Sue to show

a day—of anguish; the awful suffering

We turned to see who or what

.

trated work on the Mysteries of London, which
He suggested that a
had recently appeared.
work of the same sort on Paris would have every chance of success, and asked Sue if he
Sue was not much
would write it fcr him.
tempted by the idea of providing the text for

not, ree

as well have been a &ouple of Frenchmen
¢“ There, there, John,” he said,

In 1841

Sue

which

one

could probably have done without.

:

call it now—the days— hardly more

but

truly,

great compliment

why

the weary little hands, and a glad look of

actly the same way he used tospeak when
they were boys together, ‘I've been

would be less hard if it came under the roof
of the man who loves and defends us.” A

as

had loved a§‘fiersell, and then she lifted

elder was the first to recover himself.

rooms, no one ever knew how, for the purpose
The man, who was
of hanging himself there.
quite dead, had a bit of paper clenched in his
hand, on which was written, * I kill myself
It seemed that death
in despair of the futures

when

might
The:

it, Sue lights a candle, and what does he see?
The two legs of a man who had got into his

forgotten text
grace is suffiand down the
the evening.
noticed that
eyes seemed

baby

touched

as he

moved

which

jectin the dark,

There was lots of diphtheria in
the

Every successive and aggravated ill thas

fell him was accepted bravely, gaily, indeeqbe.

nd
ade | taking flight toward the unknown futurity.”
Her magnetic power over him was, he ‘said,
One evening as he was entering his rooms after irresistible. Ome night when he was shaken
a walk he knocked against some swinging ob- by a spasm of so terrific a natare as to seem

the place, but she had not been exposed
to it in any possible manner, our neigh-

bors who borrowed

HEINE.

miration for Sue sometimes took strange forms.

Hey, wee Willie Winkie,
j
’

Somehow just then an old
flashed into my mind, ¢¢ My
cient for thee,”and it ran up
garret of my thought all
When I put Dudu to bed I
her hands were hot, and her

The enthusiastic sympathy

er had.

be

of winning her for me ?”
For a minute or two the Edsons
separation.

the most intimate friend that strange being ev-

John came home told him of the message
I had sent.
** That is right, my little woman!
1
guess we know enough to take care of this
little blossom.
don’t we?”

probably

from boyhood to manhood, and was

“Not b-e-l-i-eve them!" gasped the
gil.

Sue

Eugene

knew

therefore

M. Legouve

er.

I do not believe in them, nor do

chance

long

ly devoted to both her brothers, and supplied
the bond of union which brought them togeth-

I'ititend that she shall.”

you mean to say you gave up the

a

relation whatever to each other. ‘Neither M.
Sue nor Mdme. Legounve cultivated each other's acquaintance; but this girl, beautiful and
charming creature who died young, was equal-

girl,

little Dadu

don’t care a cent- about

you.

Flora Sue was ister to two men who were no

my

words could, * I've had a hard life, and I

ily, and with a cordial hand-shake they
wife.
i
parted.
Theragged little girl meanwhile ran on
Thé younger brother went straight
for quite a little way till she came to one
home-and put the precious branch of apof those narrow, filthy courts crowded
ple-blossoms, which had been a diviningwith tenement houses and steaming with |
rod
to him, showing him where the richest
horrible odors in the warm May sunshine.
treasure of a brother’s love lay hidden,
She entered one of these tenement houses
into a glass and set it where he could see
and ran lightly up the steps to her especit often. The elder as he turned to-his
iul domain, a little room where, besides
desk again saw three petals lying on the

herself, enly Biddy Macarthy

lonely. Tell your
compliments.”

Thus

Legouve,

second marriage Was Ernest

possibly do witheut her’; the house is too

to

a ragged little girl who saw him ventured
There were none, there could be none,
to ask :—
i
:
*“ Please, mister, what is them posies?” | except those with Lucy Baird, who had
been for one short year his own wife,now
‘« Apple blossoms.”
laid
away in Greenwood. He sprang
‘‘ Does they grow on-the trees that has
forward, ¢¢ George, did you care for her?
apples on?”
You could have won her if you had tried,
3 Yes”
and
you know it. She cared for me first,
“Oh my! ‘wouldnt I like to see ’em
because
I was your brother. Did—do
once! Say, mister, would ye give me a

When we barter pearls for pebbles
And our error find too late,
Then how vain are tgars of sorrow,

APPLE BLOSSOMS.
Monday morning in May

down

what I can get, whether you
not,” started as Edson came in.

“I've lost one promising case

meant to go together. I think I'll take
them home to my wife before they do any

«We won't be able to lend the baby

tle hesitation.
The brother, a man older
than Edson, with one of those stern, self--

over a

my mind that law and flowers were never

He lives to learn, in life’s hard school,
How few who pass above him
Lament their triumph and his loss,
Like her—because they love him.

}

POOR

again, M. Sue’s son by his second marriage
Eugene Sue. Mdme. Sue’s son by her
wus

any more, Mary; her papa and I both
think it isn’t a good plan, and we can not

baby!

‘his brother’s office and entered with a lit-

through them already, and as for keeping
my own mind on anything legal, it’s an
utter impossibility. It’s quite evident to-

Still memory to a gray-haired man
That sweet girl-face is showing."
+s: Dear girl! the grasses on her grave
Have forty years been growing!

my

Mr. Edson, for his part, went

Edson’s departure ‘with a comical smile
on his countenance.
‘“ Those apple blossoms are doing sad
work in this office,” he said laughingly to

‘I’m sorry that I spelt the word;
1 hate to go above you,
Because”—the brown eyes lower fell—

Oh,

my baby !”

and banded it to him, but he watched Mr

As if a fault confessing.

and as I took her from the girl I said :

but it’s I that's glad to see these purty

Baird, the pret-

Mr. Castor willingly broke off a branch

He saw her lift her eyes; he felt
The soft hand’s light caressing,
And beard the tremble. of her voice

and Mr. Castor

of blossoms where he is now, the darlint,

spare mu
twig with a few of those
blossoms du it, could you P”

To right and left, he lingered—
As restlessly her tiny hands
The blue-checked apron fingered.

work at ‘his law cases.

Miscellany.

«Oh, my

at least., I—I guess I'll go see him.
And say” —rather shyly—‘ you could'nt

Pushing with restless feet the snow

smiled,

baby,

ya

few hundred dollars! Castor, youneedn’s
do anythimg about this matter—just yet,

Where pride and shame were mingled.

Clark

to Lucy

that now we should

For near her stood the little boy
Her childish favor singled;
His cap pulled low upon a face

One

do

tiest girl in school.. I'fell from the top
branch, and my brother—I never had but
one, sir— picked me up and carried me
home. He was real good to me all the
long time
I was. sick, too. I think he'd
have died for me then, and just te think

When all thé school was leaving.

—Mary Eastman

‘what:

an old apple-tree for blossoms

like that to give.

winter sun
setting;
window-panes,
icy fretting.

.It touched the tangled golden curls
And brown eyes full of grieving,
Of one who still her steps delayed

"48

But

=

school, utterly devoid of the foolish superwant me to do?”
stitions
of any religious faith, and we in«Wait a minute, can’t you?” said Mr.
EUGENE SUE AND HIS WORK.
Edson, impatiently. * You ‘lawyers are she could to comfort her, but what could tended to bring up our child in the same
The veteran critic and dramatist, M. Ernest
a
child
do
for
a
broken
heart?
severely
moral
atmosphere.
It
did
net
always in such a tearing hurry.”
“The next day the body was ready, for once occur to us that ours was the Legouve, has recently published in the Temps
Mr. Castor raised his eye-brows, but
some chapters of a forthcoming work to be
the
funeral. The mother sat on the floor, strength of youth and presumption, or entitled Etudes
made no verbal answer to this rather inet Souvenirs de Theatre.
consistent remark,
while Mr. ‘Edson beside the little pine coffin, in stony de- that our ignorance could not pull down in Some of these chapters have been devoted to
leaned back in his chair and’ looked at spair, when Meg crept softly up and laid a day what knowledge had been a thou- Malibran, others to Berlioz; in the last he tells
the apple blossoms, In a minute -he her cherished branch, now reduced to two sand years building. We felt that we us some curious anecdotes of Eugene Sue.
He
started up and brushed his hand across faded blossoms and one just bursting pink were sufficient for ourselves and our were andno Sue had the same sister, but
relations,
This little genealogical
bud,
in
the
baby’s
hand.
Biddy
looked
child.
:
his eyes.
puzzle is thus explained:
The original M. and
‘ap
and
burst
into
tears..
‘*
God
bless
you,
The
baby
came
home.
She
was
nearly
«It makes me think of old times,” he
Mdme. Sue
had
e daughter—Flora
Sue.
Meg,”
she
sobbed.
¢
Shure,
there's
lots
three
years
old,
but
after
all
only
a
baby,
They became divorced, and
|'said. «1 mearly broke my neck once
both married

IN SCHOOL DAYS.
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MORNING

dead!” and the low moan of anguish from
the stricken mother, She did the best

Still sits the school-house by the road,
A ragged beggar sunning;

Long years ago a
Shone over it at
Lit up its western
And low eaves’

vor

rr

-

=

"THE

A

ak

wife before making the

hh oh Pt wiete

“him

.

“ My sublets he

uch,: ondags to-day bois the
arrecsives:
To devo-

;

4

thies go outto these

I do not

with.

Benjamin

Franklin,

who was a member of the Federal Convention and strenuously opposed the pro-

elieve in coddling them or making pets
of them, but I believe in helping them to

help themselves, and te:remove as fast as
we can temptation eut of their way. One
thing more and Iwill stop. When the
poor wrecks come to me by
the score I
sometimes thank God I Joos no son.

have

story,

in

a

temperance

meeting

were:

« What are you laughing at over there?”
for when

the

meeting

of the

chairman

gave me permission to say a few words a
young man who knew me began to laugh.
+] am. as good as you

« | have seen
better suit of
your tailor to
laughing at?"
+ Look there;

are,” I continued;

the time I could pay for a
clothes than you ever got
trust you for. What are you
I held up my hand. I said:
are you laughing at that?

I can not hold my hand steady.

It is

pledge.”

1 did

Now I am going

drink that has done it.

to sign that temperance

the “signature is like
it, and although
Stephen Hopkins's on the Declaration of
Independence,

written,

it was

and

al-

though it is'a long time ago, that" act is
as fresh in my remembrance as anything
that occurred a week ago. I want to say
a word er two in reference to the intem-

perate.

What shall ‘we do for them?

‘The great aim ought to be to put tempta-

crush out the

tion out of their way—to

liquor, traffic, and save them from the
temptations to which they are exposed at
everyicorner.. You can see very readily
why we should do that ; but while we are
doing that do not let us forget these ungoing to
fortunate drunkards who are
perdition.
While we are “rorking for
prohibition let us labor for the restoration
of the drunkard, not by wishing him success, but by doing something practical to
help him.
There is not a temperance
man or woman who is not glad when
men sign the pledge; but how do many
of them manifest their gladness and encouragement ? “Now, my friend, 1 hope
you will stick to it.” Is that encouragement ? Ido not believe there ever was
a drunkard who signed the pledge but
was afraid he could not keep it. Perhaps
you want to shake hands with him, and
you seek to encourage him by saying:
*t Now, my dear fellow, it will be a good
thing for you if you only stick to it.” A
friend of mine stood by the pledge-table
in Exeter Hall, London, when a poor
drunken,

ignorant

sot,

a

touch

broken-down

prize fighter, a champion of the lightweights, thirty-two years old, signed the
pledge. My friend was a builder, and
he employed seven or eight hundred men,
and he wished to help this poor drunkard.
Did he say: * I hope you will stick to it;
it will be a good thing for you if you stick
toit?™ No; but'he asked : ‘Where are you

sounds;

he does not like the odor

of the

place; he puts his hands to his ears.
¢¢ Take me out of this, papa.
What are
these men doing? I don't like it. Oh!
take me away.” Bat in the social circle,
where’ the mother smilingly offers the

wine

to her guests,

and the

minister

one son and three daughters,
The son and
one daughter live in a
distant, State, only two
being present at the funeral, which was at-

chief. ‘A

lady said

to

me:

“My

the bay window and

watched

son,

him till he

then” she said,

‘‘I sat

down

and

lifted

his head in my lap. I tried to comb his
hair; it was all matted and damp; his
lips, that were so pure and sweet, were
cracked and dry, and his breath, that was
like the odor of newly-gathered violets,
was a horrible stench. My boy! The
eyes half closed, just showing the white;
the horrible breath pouring forth its pes-

tiferons

effluvia.

seemed to be

My

so

boy!

His

changed.

face

It was so

smooth when he went out, but now it
looks coarse. - Mr. Gough,” she said, “if

that had been the work of my

boy's" ene-

my it would have been a comfort to look

upon him and feel that it was the work
of my boy’s bitterest foe; but if that is
the work of my boys friends, God have
mercy on me! for I have but very little
hope for his future.” And she said that
was not the last time by many that he
came home to her drunk. Who gave
“him his first glass?
Baht
sno gut

tween *‘ nature” and *‘ grace,”

home

with

me.”
He told me that his wife had ‘to
burn the bed-clothes the next morning;
but what is a set of bed-clothes. compared
with the restoration and salvation of a
man? ° He did not mind the burning of
the bed-clothes so long as that man recovered sufficiently from the effects of
rink to go to work.
He was very ig
rant, and he went

The sharply

defined

OR

distinctions

be-

‘‘the

old

man” and *‘ the new,” are passing away
from our theology and some of our sermons. Well will it be for us if they are
not obliterated from our

that of our

children.

Our

i

experience

Lord's

ty of the

and

teach-

new

birth

d the testimony of Paul as to its reality,
remain unchanged.
There is a tendency
Just now to explain all depravity as neither desperate nor total. The. natural
goodness that exists in childhood’s innoput them together.
Two
wards he stood up in that
cence, the amiable qualities of bad mean,
are so much dwelt upon that in our pracand thanked God that he ever went there,
and to-day that man is one of the most tical belief the lines bétween a naturally
effective city missionaries in Whitechapel. kind disposition and. a heart supremely
That is the way to save men. These devoted to God fades away. What drops
poor fellows need help. Suppose one of out of faith and preaching, easily drops
these poor fellows signs the pledge ; there out of experience.
People neither seek
are a great many out-and-out temperance nor finda positively new life. They are
men and women who do not understand content that their children shanld grow
and do not know what that man has to up without any conscious supernatural
go through, Itis an easy thing to sign ‘¢ experience.” They are taught that the
the pledge. A poor fellow said: *I flower of grace is native to the soil of a
Or, if not exactly nawould sign that
pledge in a minute if human soul.
anybody wouldtake the next six weeks tive, it may be so early and uncon
from fie.” Kow does he feel the next sciously planted, that it can’ not be dismorning ? ‘Why when the man rises his tinguished from other aud spontaneous
mouth is dry and feverish and his hand products. . One reason for the insistence
shakes ; be has no power over his nerves. ‘upon this aspect of truth, to the exclusion
He knew this would come to him, but it of the older and more radical view, is
seems to be worse than ever.
Thereisa
that many ministers have’ themselves
glass of liquor, and he knows that it will grown
up from amiable
beginnings
steady his nerves if be drinks it. He's
through processes of family and seminary
shakingin every limb, and every nerve training, who were never consciously reis twitching and stinging; but the liquor generated.
They naturally and perpetuwill relieve him at once, and there is an ally justify themselves to themselves and
awful temptation to take it, and nine out others.
They exalt their want of religof ten’ men ‘can not resist without human
ious experience toa law for other lives,
help.
When the man feels a horrible so that conversion, evidenced by a constagnation in the stomach, and when the spicuous change of feeling, principle and

blood won't flow, dnd’ he knows that a

glass of whiskey will ‘start the blood,
there is a strong tewptation.
That man
needs human help then and there.
I do
~do . not
ask
you to
take him "to
your house, but keep an eye
upon him just after he signs the pledge,
for men who break their pledges do
“80 before the first struggle isover. These

men know not what they need.

In Edin-

+burgh they have a club-room where temperance men invite men

to come who are

‘tryingto reform. A man went in there
one night very drupk, Mr. Cranston
said : ‘Do you know what place this is?”
“Yes, it is a teetotal club-room.” ‘Well
“

but you are drunk.”

+1 know I am; 1

life,

has become

the

exceéptionand

pot

not an exotic, to becarefully guarded and

nurtured into fruilage amid the - obstacles

of unfriendly climate and barren soil. = It

1s rather
a native growth that may be
safely left to develop itself.
Has not
this Hidary and tendency gone to the very

vergeof danger!
that deceive

[s not the danger this,

souls may

find

terribly disappointed when

judgment?
necessary
Spurious
nls, and
the name

Human

themselves

they come to

imperfections

and

evils damage the wisest efforts.
conversions may existin revivselfishness may be exalted. in
of God's glory, as in the boast-

Holy Spirit—seems to us far more

de-

help me God, I haven't touched a drop
: since, and I don’t
mean to.
(
I have co

plorable and dangerous.
lt makes an
atmosphere to which unfounded and unconfessed ‘‘ hopes” are natural.
The
appalling
indifference to religion; the
decay of reverence ; the want of revivals ;
the absence of conversions; the miserably small accessions to our churches;

Man needs,

upon this ‘*naturalism.” ' Grace is so
heavenly a plant that it will never come

had better go out.”

“Don't put

me out,

« gentlemen,” he said; “Iam a _teetotaler :
here is my pledge; I
signed it
the street about half an ho ago, t Sawn
‘here tor safety.” That is what » hey
‘and thatis what ‘every poor strugglin
I was glad to see my

frien

:» Joshua Baily in the char this mornin

these facts constitute

a sad

commentary

much lessto fruitage, Without
for he is doing as much as any man 4 toa flower,
divine
shaplantng
and a spiritnal
this il
for

L tell you

provide a place of safety

in their struggles to rise.
there ‘is nota

village

or a

town in. this country that bin ol and
_ Supports the liguor-trafflc but is bound in
honor to furnish places of refuge for

ministers.

the Senaté

the

position

to

Mrs. John Arnall, of Washington, Ohio, says
given up to die by four
&
phvsiclanaata that be vas afterwards cured PY

her boy was

ey-Wort.

She was truly a mother in Israel, a

greatest possible insignificance.
The
Vice-President.as President of the Senate
is scarcely more than a mere automaton
to announce bills and put motions. The
Senate treat him as a sort of constitutional nuisance. We think that it would be
better to dispense with him altogether,
and provide for the contingency of a
presidential vacancy by devolving the
duties of the office upon the President of
the Senate; or, it there be none, upon

its most devoted friends. ' One of her

the Speaker of the House of Representa-

tives, or devolving them upon the Chief-,
Justice of the United States.
Nothing
is guined "by having a Vice-President
that could not be otherwise better gained.
—N. Y. Independent.

last acts

For

H. DENSON,

Clerk

and

ay

where.— Reading Eagle.

excess over
gent by per-

MRS. SUSAN

NUTT

died

at

Apalachin,

Y., Nov. 19, 1880, aged 94 years.
Her husband,
Capt, David Nutt, died three years before, Sis
ter N. embraced religion: and was baptized
when but a girl, in Vermont, and was turned
out of home for so doing, by her father,
She
came to Apalachin with a company of friends;
was married about the year 1814. Bro. and
Sister N. were of the organic members of the
Owego F. B. church, organized in 1816. Their
home was always a home for the servants of
Christ and many a weary minister bas partaken
of their hospitalities and received their blessing. The F. B. church at Apalachin was organized at their home.
Truly it might be said
they had borne the burden and
heat of the
day. It was often my privilege to visit Sister
N. during. her last years. . She invariably bad
a smile of welcome and a word of cheer.
When no longer able to read or to engage in
any active occupation, or even to leave her
room, no look of despondency or gloom was
ever seen, though suflering much. Grace enabled her to come off conqueror over all, and

to

die

the death

of

the

righteous,

calmly,

sweetly, trusting in Jesus. Her last days were
tenderly cared for by her daughter and husband, Bro. and Sister Lane.
Although a dear
Mother's place is vacant, the sweet savor of
her hallowed influence can never depart from
their home.
G. W. MAYHEW.
CHARLES JEWETT died in Brownfield, Me.,
May 15, aged 71 years, one month and five
days.
He was converted and united with the
F. B. church in Springfield, Me., 52 years ago;
98 years since removed to Brownfield and united ‘with the F. B. church Here, remaining a
worthy member until death. He was confined
to his room several months, and was a great
sufferer, but comforted by a hope in Christ he
bore it patiently, trusting that he should soon
see his Lord and Master.
He leaves a wife

and two children to.mourn their loss.
W. H. TRAFTON.

hy.
Bro. Thomas Daws and wife,
removed with’ bis parents, early last spring,
from Stewart, Wis., to the Red River country

where

he had

taken up a claim.

-YHE

During

‘cultareto which both worlds continually
contribute,

;

Ray,

“Mf a'word spoken in time is worth one

piece of

money, silence

worth two.— Talmud.

in its

time is

follows
well

to

patient,

the

and

Influenza,

physicians, to die with Consumpiionisy Under these cir-

cumstances he compounded

this Elixir, was cured.
and lived to a good old age:

You can try it for the price)
of one doctor’s yisit.
For sale everywhere.

PHYSICIAN WRITES:

HENRY
&
JORNSONS
ARNICAZ OIL

“It does not dry up a cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the case with most

preparations, but

loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles bearing similar names. Be sure you get
BALSAM

OF WILD

LINIMENT

CHERRY.

Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Bos-

ton, Mass.

BE AT
T
Aa-Illus.

For Man

Sold by druggists and dealers generally,

Y

ORGANS, 18usefal stops; 5 sets

Sprains,

reeds only $65. Pianos #
Sup.
Catalog.
Free.
Address
BEATTY,

S. M.

Weeks,

of Milford,

are bound;

enrich-

also

the

has

from

Quarterly,

1833

Master of Pulpit Eloquence,

&c.,

to

1852

2
2

vols.
vols.

&c., which

of

Author,

Noted

College,

Preacher,

Ohio.

He

and ull Skin Diseases.

Price

‘in

Paper

covers

Rheumatism
Permanently
Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as a man could suffer.
Was treated by some of
the best physicians in this State, and afterwards
Six bottles of Clarke’s
benefit.
in Boston, without
Rheumatic Elixir cured him, and he has had

and

re35

no return

They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason-

ic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, a
16-page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.
1y15

«The first bottle has done
reat deal of good; her food does not disress her now, nor does she suffer from that

sale

For

of the disease,

T. D. WALKER
died
April 24, aged 68 years,

several important

offices

wens acm SAN

SAS
3

ER

Menasha SH

NY
LY

Only 23 Cents.

a

'in Fairport, N. Y.,
Mr, Walker had held

in

the county

and

twenty-five Sundays during the time and then
On the day of his
on account of sickness.
death he attended church, made the opening
rayer before the Bunday-school and taught
In the evenPr class With his usual interest.
ing he retired while Mrs. Walker was engaged
Her attention was soon drawn to
in wiiug,
his room by his heavy.breathing ; upon entering
it, she found him ‘unconscious, from which
He died with
condition he mever rallied.
Bro. W. is greatly missed: the
apoplexy.
loss of his excellent wisdom, jovioe and peacemaking spirit, self-sacrificing devotion to right
as shown in Jesus Christ, can not at once be
made up to the people of the town and the
church of his heart. His oft expressed confi-

dence in his security in salvation was always
sustained in his practical life, and while we
extend to his deeply bereaved family the sympathy of our hearts, ‘afflicted with theirs, we
* Him that overcometh
repeat for their hope:

will I make a pillar in the temple of my
and he shall go no more out,”

God,

Com.

of

ISRAEL HOSEWORTH, one of the deacons

of

the Middlegrove (Ill) church, died July 17,

dropsy, aged 66 years and 6 months. He leaves

a Christian wife'and a large family of children,

and as an old settler, a; large circle of friends
to mourn the loss of one that ‘we dearly loved;
He was
though what 18 ‘our loss is ' his gain.
born and brought up in Penn,, came to this
State nearly thirty years ago, was converted
and joined the Middiegrove church about eight
ears ago. - Funeral sermon by the writer, to a,

arge and’ attentive congregation ; text, 2 Tim.

pt

e

S. T. BODGE.

DOROTHY, witow of the late Jacob Grapham

and sister of the Rev. 8. P. Fernald, died in
Corinna, Me., at thé residence of her son-in-

June 25, after a‘

| long illness, aged87 years and'10

days.

Sister

@G. movedto Maine more than B60 years ago;
experienced religion between66 and 70 years
ago, A8 Near as we can learn,

and

united

Pre-

proprietor of the
Buxton, Me.

Walter Clarke,
iared by Rev.
uropean Cough Remedy, West

Sold by all druggists, Price 1 a bottle or
six bottles for §5. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
& CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

was highly esteemed by his fellow‘townsmen
for his integrity, excellent judgment, wisdom
and Christian character.
For
about thirty
years his religious interests were identified
with the Fairport F'\. B. society and never more
deeply manifésted than at the time of his death.
years he taught one class in
For twenty-five

4167, 68,

by all Drug-

bottles, $5.

six

per bottle;

Price, $1

ists,

COUNTRY, |
GEOCRAPHY O F THIS
WHO 1S UNACQUAINTED WITH THEC THIS
|
MAP, T HAT THE
WILL SEE BY EXAMININ

extreme tired feeling which she did before
taking HOOD’S SARSAPARILLA.”

Hood's Tooth: Powder,

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Sold by all druggists.

cents.

”
“That Extreme Tired my Feeling.
daughter a

Rub

it in well with the hand.

nounced
Masonry
soon after his conversion to
Christ.
Messrs. E. A. COOK & CO. 13 Wabash

Avenue, Chicago,
Ill,

Y

Strain,

he

ByjRev. €. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished

|Scalds
Sores,

Corns,

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!
late President of Oberlin

Ulcers,

Galls,

would gladly sell, being in poor health.

My little girl had the diphtheria last April.
The disease left her very weak, blood poor,
with no appetite, and she could not seem to
rally from its effects. HOOD’S SARSAPARIL1A was recommended by a neighbor. After
she had been taking it a few days we noticed
a change for the better —she began to eal
with a relish. It seemedto take out the
poison the disease had leftin her blood, the
change being very noticeable in her face.
She took it two months and fully regained
We now
her health, much to our delight,
recommend HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA witha
great deal of pleasure. Very truly yours,
J. R. SMITH
19 Butterfield Street.

‘Bruises,

Cuts, ff WARRANTED

the

6 vols.

Oldshausen’s Com. on the New Testament,
Bromfield’s Greek Testament, with notes,

MAsS.

Wounds,

for

1836 to 1880, 18 vols.

Register

bound, first
8 vols. of F. B.

Mass.,

and Beast.

cure

Burns,

THE STAR AND BOOKS FOR SALE.
Morning Star complete, from

sure

A

Washington, N. J.

Rev.

Colds, Whooping

Downs was given up by his

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,
including
"CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN

remedy for

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season.
Fifty years ago, Elder

|

-

Every affection of the

Messrs. C. I. Hoop & Co.: Gentlemen—

|

Coughs,

|

and

a.

Js a sure

Asthma,

Croup,

neutralizes and
eradicates the poisoned matter from it,
bringing to the convalescent the color, life
and vigor of robust health.

|

MARIE AAC
Sp
Liquid Feo:

|

Whooping Cough,

Sarsaparilla ing the blood it

LOWELL,

x

Sore Throat, Bronchitis,

xy vias
ing

Rochester,

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,

known to all who have had any experience
with this terrible disease,
The following letter shows how the restoring and invigorating properties of

Hood's

& CO.,

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIABLE"
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
THE CURE OF

.

are

clings

H. WARNER

DR. WISTAR'S

with

it

$1.25

Try it.

with the signature of “1. BUTTS” on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.

Diphtheria, and the persistency
which

at

time of high water he attempted to cross the
river in a skiff and was drowned in sight of
his aged father.
A resolution of sympathy
with the bereaved family wus recently passed
by the church in Stewart.
9.H.T.

law, Bro. Daniel ‘Bradbury,

oo

which

Dealers

[2

:

PROSTRATION

and

bottle in the market.

wh

DIPHTHERIA!

N.

Draggists

Largest

% PERMANENTLY CURES
2d KIDNEY DISEASES,
'
' LIVER COMPLAINTS,’
Ml Constipation and Piles.

|

HALF A CENTURY OLD

Recorder

sons who do not patronize the Morning Star it
18 but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmissible,

by

2

GET IT AT THE DRUGGISTS. PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s@
(Will send the dry post-paid.) ‘BURLINGTO,
VT.

@hbituaries.

BRIEF and for the public, For the
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those

Sale

per bottle.

on earth was in behalf of the church.
A ready
and helpful friend to the needy and suffering,
she
especially endeared herself to many outside of her own happy household, while she
was held in high esteem by all who knew her.
In poor health for several ‘years past, she
seemed to live much of the time almost in the
presence of death; but through it all she was
hopeful and courageous, anxious always about
others rather than herself. Becoming suddenly unconscious, as the end drew near, she
could not then speak of her contidence in
Christ; but all who knew her life agree that
4t was indeed of that kind over which the
Saviour has declared he will pronounce his
¢* well done.”
Her husband, three sons with
their wives, one daughter, brothers,
sisters
and other relatives ‘sorrow over their great
loss, but not as those who have no hope.
CHAS. 8. PERKINS.

SAMUEL G.. son of Dea. Thomas and Eliza
Haley, died Jan. 14,in Oshtemo, Mich. He
was born in Charlestown, Mass., and at a very
early age moved with his parents to ‘Andover,
N. H., where his remains were taken for burial. He was
a man of fine talent and education.
He graduated at Dartmouth in 1860.
He professed faith in Christ while in College.
He was an earnest worker in the cause of his
Master, being ever found at his post in the
Lord’s house.
He leaves a wife, father, brothers and sisters, and
a large circle of friends
and acquaintances, who deeply mourn their
prove rapidly until I was cured.
If you see
loss. Funeral services by the writer.
J. G. MUNSEY.
fit you can use this for the benefit of sufferers.”” | EE
Fall information about this new Treatment for
Chronic Diseases sent free by Drs. STARKEY &
Regulate the Secretions.
PALEN, 1109 and 1111 Girard
Street, PhiladelIn our endeavors to preserve health it is of
phia, Pa.
the utmost importance that we keep the secretory system in perfect. condition.
The wellknown remedy Kidney=Wort, has specific action on the kidneys, liver and bowels. - Use it
instead of dosing ‘with vile ‘bitters or drastic
pills. Itis purely vegetable, and is. prompt
but mild in action. It is prepared in both dry
PARTICULAR
NOTICE, , Obituaries should be
and liquid form and sold by druggists everyMR. Jos.

—

Is made from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
Value, and is a POSITIVE Remedy
for all the

diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
NaowMI G., wife of Mr. W. A. Carlisle, died | body—for Torpid Liver—Headaches—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of
in Malden, Mass., July 11.
She was born in
the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For
Lebanon, Me., Dec. 3, 182H; was baptized by
Female Diseases, Monthly Menstrurations, and
Rev. John Brooks and united with the Free
during
Pregnancy,
1t
has
no
eqnal.
lt
restores
the
Baptist church in Acton, Me. In 1842 she
organs that make the blood, and hence is. the best
came to Boston, in and near which she resided
Blood Purifier.
It isthe only
known remedy
until her death. Becoming at once interested
that cures Bright’s Disease.
For Didbetes, use
in the Boston church, she was always one of
Warner’s Safe Diabetes Cure, |
;

the

:

M. M. B. Goodwin, an editor in

says he was not expected to live,
I*§ beyond belief, but
Kidney-Wort
© Anna L. Jarrett of South

woman of prayer, and had strong faith in God.
She leaves an aged husband and two children,
who are Christians, also ten grandchildren, of
whom six have been recently converted.
The
church and community feel that they have met
with a great loss,
:.
‘H. F. DICKEY.

There is ‘no reason

reduce

Rev. Stephen - Leavitt.
Middlesex was organized
became members of it
her death. She was an
Freedmen, also of the
house was
a home for

Al

sal
f Ii| ll

the rule. Fhe entire spiritnal culinre:
takes its color from this view,. Grade ise the Surday-school, not being: absent more than

never denied I ‘was drunk, . did I?" ings which *‘ young converts” ure some‘ What business have you here then?” times encouraged to make. Bat the oth“1am a teetotaler. I know 1am drunk er evil—the silent, general abandonment
Did you never see a drunk teetotaler, be. of any expectation of positive and eonfore
? because, if you never did, here is scious salvation as the direct work: of the
one.”
They thought he was feigning
drunkenness, and some one said: + You

Qusudy
baptized ‘by
hen the church at
she and her husband
and remained so until
especial friend to the
mission cause. Their

WHAT PEOPLE SAY:
;
Ee
B. Stork, of Junction City,
ys, Kidney-Wort cured him after regular Physicians had
trying for four years.
qwe-%

turned the corner, and then drew a long of Sevier County, Arkansasysays, in a recent
letter: ‘I have forgotten whether I wrote
sigh of satisfaction.
‘*My boy, sweet, you
concerning the almost marvelous effect the
pure, clean, lovely! I was proud of him.. Compound Oxygen Treatment had on me. I
I thought of him all day.” Atnight came was suffering from Bronchitis, and had been
a rimg at the bell, a strange sort of a ring for three months—had almost despaired of reand instead of permitting the servant to covery—when I commenced the treatment. I
feel a marked change on the first night I
go she went herself, and there she be- could
took it.
I had only enjoyed a good night's
held two young men holding up her rest for something over three. months; but on
drunken son. She said: ¢* Bring him in.” the night I first took the Treatment I slept
splendidly, and afterwards continued to’ imThey laid him on the carpet. ‘ And

belong to us;

going

LosENA, wife of Ichabod Cummings, died in
Middlesex, Vt., July 8, aged 76 years. She
experienced religion in early life, was subse-

why the House of Representatives should
choose its own Speaker that is not just
as goodto show thai the Senate should
choose its presiding officer, other than to
ive the Vice-President something to do.
is position in relation to the Senate is
anomalous. He presides over a body of
which
he is not a member. The rules of

eighteen years of age, came from his
chamber one New Year's morning and
said: ‘Happy New
Year,
mamma.’
While seated at his breakfast he said:
‘Now, mamma, I am going out for the
first time in my life to make New Year's
calls, and I mean to make a business of
it; good-morning,’” and he kissed her
on both cheeks. She said she stood in

THE FLOWER OF GRAOE—NATIVE
EXOTIO ?

are

beequally divided.

ivel

tended by the writer; text, Ps. 17:15.
B.S. GERRY.

without any vote urless the Senate should

under whose preaching the boy has sat
gives assent to it by a smile, ‘there he
will take his first glass. So if we wish
to prevent this evil we must assail the
drinking customs of society that are made
fashionable and respectable.
The moderate drinker tells us we are very bard
on him. I do not pretend to say that the
moderate drinker intends to do this mis-

going to sleep to-pight?”
‘‘ Where I
did last night.” ¢ Where was that?” “In
the street.” ‘No, you don't; you signed
the pledge, you joined our society, you
you

of

2 Because it acts on the LIVER, B(
and KIDNEYS at the same

in-law.
She longed for the time to come to
depart and be at rest. She leaves, to mourn,

vision which creates this office, characterized the Vice-President as ¢ His Most
Superfluous Highness.”
The theory of
the framers of the Constitution was te

his mother’s knee, fresh from Sundayschool exercises, into such a den as that
I would frighten him. - He hears strange

' peen able to make their life better, noble,
and truer. The first words I ever uttered

the

WONDERFUL
CURES!

with

fil
sali

i

by hearing my

some

are

his pure home, fresh from

DOES

in Corinna

Co

thank God I know

men who,

there

that

but I

logic,

and

not education

I have

know

I

[ have been telling it ever since.

church

a worthy and faithful

a murmuring word. She was watched with
the tenderest care by two daughters and a son-

late National Temperance Convention,
as reported in the National Temperance
provide for a vacancy in the presidential
:
office, in the event that it should become
Advocates
One
Scotchman
said:
‘I
am
a
lest
ladPut me in any business and I should rdie.” And so many of them ‘are lost? I vacant by any of the causes named.
ruin it. ‘The only ability I haveis to tell sometimes thank God I have no son to be They foresaw that, unless such a vacancy
astory. From the night I signed ; the lost; but ifI had, I would rather take should occur, the Vice-President would
pledgeI began to tell the story. It wasa him to the vilest and dirtiest grog-shop have nothing to do with the administra
story of privation and suffering, of strug- that could be found, and keep him there tion of the Government, and they set
gle and victory—a stor of gloom and for half an hour than to take him into the themselves to work to invent an employsunshine, one which I felt in the deepest most respectable social drinking circle in ment for him. The best solution of this
depths of my own soul—a story of God's Saratoga. IfI took my boy fresh from: _problem of which they could think was
to-make him President of the Senate,
Itis a simple story, and

infinite mercy.

B.

she remained

member till called to join the ehurch triumphant and though suffering much she uttered not

A)

il

h, TS

speech of Mr. John B, Gough, before the

be dispensed

where

=

the

from

men.

But my sym-

with the Christian Baptists; she subsequently

- united with the 1st ¥,

-

=

are

following

I work with all my heart.

qv. fice of Vice-President
United States we regard as a part of our
political machinery that might very well

O jy T

= NAVY

AR

The

well as prohibition, with regard to which

STORY.

extracts

as

eS

"

ee
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THE TEMPERANCE

Convention’
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Pe

Dr. GROSVENORS’®
~But

LIVER

Such

the East and the West \
is The Great Connecting Link be ween Cars
for sleeping
purposes, and
Palace
Its main line runs from Chicago to_Council
Bluffs, passing through Joliet, Ottawa, La Salle,
Geneseo, Moline, Rock Island, Da;

AID

1S NOT A PAD,
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,
as

‘Washingto

ULOUS

SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RUBUM.
The Liver is the Largest Organ of the dluman
‘Body. It is the largest-becanse it has the most to
do. "Tt is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous systems, consequently any dsrange,
ment in the Liver produces Constipation, and a

Grosvenor's

Liver-Aid

is

a

wonderful

Dr,

medicine

for immediate action upon the Liver, and thonsands of testimonials have beentreceived as to the
benefit it has given.
:
Liver-Aid has been a Dlestingto my poor, af:
flicted. mother.

many,

She tried

many

her sick headache, but never found aby
til she took ‘the’ Liver-Aid.

It

invaluable to her.. She is now
bottle.

I told our

druggist

how

has,

using

relief un.

indded,

her

exce lent

beert

fourth

it was

and assured him that hie might safely recommend
it-as the best known. remedy for. sick headache.
Hosazs, t to, ROK advertised hay enough. I hope
i
etter known.
Deco!
rot

you vil le

me

Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER,

447, W-22d St., New

Yorks

For sale by all Druggists it $1_per bottle, or six
bottles for $b.
:
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operates a through line

road, which owns, and

for

things

East and
th.
At Be SOD

from Chicago into the State of Kansas.
xpress Passenger Trains, with Pull-

hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without ‘number;
resulting,
if

insanity, or death.
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A number of Jesuits, expelled from France,

Arrest of Bradlaugh.

There were $135,225,902

ney

setts board of education and State senate, presjdent of the State University .at Ann Arbor,
president of the Northwestern University, and
His career,
a bishop of the Methodist church.

though not brilliant, has

:

exceedingly useful.

The

Railway

don, Wednesday.

agement of the naval part of
The New Hampshire
nitely

sives that others have to make fire-arms.
The
government investigation with a view to the
guilty

the

hill

providing

the despera-

Irish agitators and their unfitness to
might ac;

and the French.

treaty which

the French

the governor of Tunis last spring practically
destroys the independence of that regency and

the

occupation

of Tunis

may

interfere

The

fact

President’s

has

not

yet

SHADE FOR POULTRY.

-

Poultry need

:

A public-safety committee has

has placed in the

hands of the district attorney a petition re‘questing to be released on bail is not considered of much importance in legal circles,
‘When applied to for a copy of the document,

:the District Attorney Corkhill said: * It is not
yet the proper time to make it public, besides
there

is nothing

new

in

it.

It will be

with the court eventually; then if shy

Next New

York

New

York

city

two

representatives

and another representative to/ succeed Warner Miller, also resigned to accept the office of

senator of the United States.
There are also
in the various counties and cities important lois a sheriff to be chosen, and
klyn. a mayor

county

there

in the city of

is to be elected

haying the

wer of absolute appointment of the heads of
municipal departments.
The

President.

The intelligence from

London

magistrate

Friday

refused

+ (Monday) morning is not as favorable as the re-

of the

condition

All the business houses in Truckee,

many places, the

ofthe

natural

stroyed

8 by
Forestry
M.D.

ing

quietly. "The attending physicians attribute

weather, although

other

causes, as

covered, may have occasioned it.

yet undis-

A thorough

examination is to be made this morning.
surgeons declare there is no cause for alarm.

©

Califor-

were also burned at Deadwood, D. T., Wednes-

day, destroying property valued at $100,000.
Extremely hot weather is reported from various parts of New England, New York and
New Jersey, the thermometer registering in
the neighborhood of 10) degrees in the shade
Friday in most places from which reports have
been received. Many cases of sunstroke are
reported. In Kentucky
there is a severe

drouth, and the

farmers are in despair.

The report of the French Academy of SciA Deadly Bolt. .
On

Thursday

x

afternoon a group of twenty

men, all road hands, were standing cloé& to a
house

near

Hartsville, Darlington

county, 8S.

" C., when a stroke of lightning killed four and
wounded twelve of the number. The men had
stopped under an oak tree to rest und shelter
themselves from the sun, Clouds were visible
at a distance
and rain was falling some miles

ences publishes the engineer’s statement of the
preliminary investigations into the ‘geological

structure of the Isthmus

sky
was clear, and
nce of electricity.

Bothing indicated the
One of their riumber

ad stepped off a few yards for water, when

suddenly

a terrific

turning he beheld

crash

startled

him, and

his companions, some dead,

womé completely paralyzed, and others wounded and struggling in the throes of death.

British Politics.
At a banquet to the English ministry in Lon-

don, on Saturday, Mr. Gladstone spoke at
length on home and foreign politics, dwelling
more particularly on the Irish and Transvaal
foreign affairs he.
questions, Referring
Referrin to npiscarriages,
we besaid: * In spite of some
lieve we are
Hoke Te Te

fin

)

tra

he 4
"the

on’ the wa; Joward gene
ho ati a
wl lesvietion

was an

united and independent
our, course will

hence-

of Panama

at the

art to be traversed by the canal.
The result
s satisfactory, and M. de Lesseps calculates

that the work can be done considerably
the originally estimated expenses.

under

Latest News.

away, but in that locality the sun was shining,

the

not

only

reproduction,

de-

but

conditions of the
even
the trees,

their removal.—From the Relation of
to Agriculture, by John A.
Warder,

eases
ff fl eff eres
sm———.

‘THE FARMER AS A STATESMAN.

80 ‘easily managed, that it has become the ex-

It is predicted that the French harvest will
be:

much

this

smaller

last.——A

year than

meeting was held in London on Saturday, at
which a committee was appointed to make

rangements

ar-

for holding”
the international tish-

eries convention in that city in 1883,——Ayoob

ample

which

They

all

republican

established
provided

for

a

governments

public

an easy

transfer of landed estates

from

fol-

registry of

took its place gave every prosperous member of
the community an opportunity to establish his
own little kingdom, and to dispose of or change

it at his pleasure.— From The Problem of Ameri=
can Land-Holding,
Massachusetts.

by Hon.

George

B.

Loring

of

TERT
+

Our best farmers are beginning to learn, and, in
fact, mostof them have already learned, that the
time spent in destroying weeds in the antumn is
well spent, and that if they would save time in
cultivating hoed crops they must keep the weeds
from seeding as much as possible in all parts of
the farm; a little carelessness in this respect will
soon cover a farm with weed seeds.
A smgle

root of tnilk weed in a mowing field, if left unmolested, will spread over and take postession of a
large fleld in a few years.
id
:
Wrap your water jug'in a wet. woolen blanket
and the water will remain cool for half a day in
the field. The evaporation from the blanket pro-

Khan is preparing to advance on Cabul.—The "duces cold in the jug. Keep the blanket wet.
Pope’s allocation, just published at Rome,
Keep a wet cloth or cabbage leaves of any kind
comments with great warmth on the responsi- in the top of your hat these hot days when you
bility of the Italian government for the recent work longin the sun, as a preventive of sun.

disturbances in that city.———A London Standards Rome correspondent says serious proposals have been made Joventiy, to the’ Pope

iat he should transfer the seat of the Holy
to America, where an i
t
position
will be assured him.~~Two
large mills with
contents, belonging to the Old Colon
i Company in Kast Haun
Mass. , irri
Sunduy morning, involving
a property
of between $150,000
and 508.000, Near]

p
olu

heii avian
in

it is reported

ance

fn

Chi

ulio pid

‘secret conclave of Irish reve
is still in session, and

iat Hoots

among them

co

al

eS

ega

aurb-

-

another with being a spy.~—There vee a
reduction in the
r-ro
and steamboat
mail service during July of
$314,664.

stroke. -

:

‘A mixture of buttermilk and water, two parts
of water to one of buttermilk, is
for the fieldin warm weather,

a

healthy drink

A little cold eoffeein water is a good tonic and
a refreshing drink in warm weather.
: There will be a larger quantity of hay more
less injured by rain this year than

{ years

or
for a number

past. There
is no doubt but that prime

Wi will pas
bring a good price the coming winter.
hay
An alarming drought is prevailing in the. island
of Jamaica. The cattle are dying for want of wat.

er, whichis goldat six cents per gallon. The sugar

cane ib suffering, and: gerious tears
tained for the, fate of the coming crop.

| ih

are enter:

DHUGHTS THAT -BREATEE
DEAN

it is a dangerous

With a Note from Dean Stanley.

FAMILY MEDICIN E.

remedy.

orates the Whole System,

received

from

the

- GENERAL
Débility

use

mend it to others.”

Women that have been bedridden for years have
been entirely cured of female weakness by the use
of Lydia E.- Pinkham’s Vegetable. Compound.
Send to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 233 Western
Avenue, Lynn, Mass., for Pamphlets.

2t31

KEEP IT ON HAND.
No
Farmer or Teamster
should be without Henry & Johnson’s Arnica

Oil Liniment.

Itisinvaluable in cases of

Singers

and

Public

Speakers

Downs’ Elixir, as it removes
mgcreases the power of the voice.

should

use

hoarseness

and
vi

Bitters.

which they were

.

side

and

mon

The Rev. Charles E. Piper, formerly of
Pittsfield, N. H., but now of Wakefield, R. I.,
writes: ‘I have used Baxter’s Mandrake Bitters
in my amily for over two years, and as a result
have not
called a physician in the whole time. My
wife had been an invalid for years, but these Bitters have cured her.”

The recent death of this distinguished author,
the Dean of Westminster, awakens anew and
deepens the interest felt in his literary productions,

breast,

BOSTON:

D. LOTHROP & CO., Publishers.

or

There is no Gough Medicine so well adapted to
the young as Dr. N. G. White's Pulmonary Elixir;
it relieves Croup instantly.
4131

Tlogranly Tait!

sy¥nptoms.

Would

Not

be

pound Sheraon
uate from the Telegtaph
partment,
New Hampton Commercial College,
New Hampton, N. H. Send for circulars.

Without

Vegetine
LJ

OYFUL

Joo

its favor.
1 believe it to be not only of great value
for restoring the health, but a preventive of diseas-

summer

seasons.

News for Boys and Girla!l

and

10

ITS COST.
FOR TEN TIMES
The great benefit I have received from the use
my testimony in
give
to
me
of VEGETINE induces

es peculiar to the spring and

as a great portrait

suggested,

“the living face which it portrays.

other parts of the body, are also frequent attendants upon the disease. The secretions are sometimes diminished. In females the menses are almost always either suspended or very partially
ormed. The bile is scanty, and costiveness,
with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels, an
dyspeptic state of the stomach, are extremely com-

4131

this chardac-

makes its power felt even by those who never saw

is a term used to denote a deficiency of

head,

Stan--

ter involves is felt in these extracts, even separated, as they are, from the historical events by

DEBILITY.

‘neuralgic pains in the

$1.00.

of Dean

pervades them, and the power which

watery part is in excess. Debility is of frequent
occurrence. It is incident to a variety of diseases.
The lower limbs are apt to be swollen. The.patient is feeble and cannot bear much exertion.
The circulation is irregular, but almost always
weak. Palpitation of the heart is a very common
symptom. Violent emotion often throws the heart
into the most tumultuous action. The vital func.
tions are languidl
rformed.
The muscular
strength is dimini
; fatigue follows moderate
or slight exercise. The breathing, though quiet
when at rest, becomes hurried and even paintully
itated under exertion, as in running, ascending
hights, &c. The nervous system is often froatly
disordered. Vertigo, dizziness,
ands feeling of
faintness are very common. - Violentand obstinate

2t31

Cloth.

ley, it need not be said how largely his character

blood.
The nutritive constituents of the blood are
in less than their regular proportion; while the

of Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure very
marked benefit, and I can most cordially recom.

16mo.

To those who know the writings

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invig-

Latin and

Greek in the University of Rochester, and was one
of the revisers of the New Testament, in general
conversation with a number or gentlemen, a short
time since, said:* I have

compiler:

* HEALTH RESTORER.

A Testament Reviser’s Opinion.
The eminent author, Prof. A. C. Kendrick, D.D.,

LL.D.;"who is professor of Hebrew,

STANLEY.

Introduction by Rev. PHILLIPS
- BROOKS.
Biography
by the

Adamson’s Botanic Balsam is a sure cure
every time, pleasant to take and works like a
charm,

Old!!

A NEW

IN-

jun patented for them,

I

would not be without it for ten times its cost.

AGENTS
Make from

$55

AND

EDWARD TILDEN,
Agent for Schomacher
gold string Piano.

CANVASSERS

to $50

per week

selling goods

for E.G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St,
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms.

Vegetine

himself in neglecting such a duty?’
. This teaching is emphasized by two Reports
on the past history
and
present condition of

Thirty-five

years

ago, a

and

WILL

Pennsylvania

Brooklyn was brought before

SOUTH SALEM, MASS., Nov, 14, 1876.

his

citizen

church

FOR

with Humors of any

:

ny in which

to insure.

SPIRITUAL

Vegetine

ment, is issued in two separate volumes.
The one for

SPRING MEDICINE.

CHURCH AND CHOIR,
Contains 1,086 hymns, an about half as
many tunes. “They constitute a choice
and comprehensive selection, having

BEST

those which are old and substantial, as
well as those which are new and stirring, including a large number found in
the Gospel Hymns. Price, $1.50; or,
when a church is supplied, $1.20, with a

FALL COMPAIGN,

Report.

8 , se.

silk-bgund, gilt-edge copy for the pulpit,
as one of the number.

FLOUR!

SPRING WHEATS,-

MMON EXIrAB. ceovesossecssssrsasenne 450

SUDREANEssss-ssreses.errsr

@

@

450

Wisconsin. .coeesveses a sasuansre aterel AT

$4 00

@

600

Minnesota, bakers...... seeienparns e500 @
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....650 @
WINTER WHEATS.
Patents,

Wwe

choice. cocsvsenees.

650
Patents, common to good
0
Ohio,eeees
Michigan.
600
Indiana..
0
Illinois...
50
sa d8 30
St. Louig..se.- sas veseves ssassennnnen
Corn Meal # bbliceecersarinesnneeen260
RYE FlOUr.. cee sroarssoosasinsessnesss?5
Oat Meal, commonto good Western...526

@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

500

670
8 00
77

675
650
637
675
700
700
265
625
6575

brands...c.o..eee. «++:587T @ 600
Oat Meal, fancy
CORN. There is considerble excitement in the

market and at the close it is almost impossible to
ive reliable quotations. The dry weather West
as injured the Corn crop to such as extent, thag
to arrive 85¢ is asked for high mixed. We quote
mixed at 64 @ 65¢c; steamer Corn at 6% @ 64c; and
no Stade at 50 @ 6c ¥ bu, the market closing un.
se(tled
0ATS. The sales of No 1 and extra white have
been at 50 @ 52¢; No 2 white at 48 @ 4c; and No 2
mixed and No 8 white at 4 48¢ ¥ bu.
Freep. There is a firm feéling for all kinds, The
gales of Shorts and Fine Feed have been at $16 a
179 ton, Middlings range from $19 a $20.
NEW NORTHERN, ' .
''
Burter.
Creamery choice# Ih... coee saievsenns
Do Fair to good. cceessnssivsane
Dairy lots, Franklin C’ty, Vt,
Dairy lots, Vermont choice, ¥
Do
New York, choice.

NEW WESTERN.

choice, #¥ Ib. coivriececcn 22 @
Crean.eries,
Do
do _ fair
sasssssissesasl8@

Dairy packed, choice.

Do fair to

Po Pio"

. Ladl

’

The smaller book contains half of the

CHEESE,
the w,

cho

ik

are

Latest Liverpool

quotation

53s

ada, choice, ¥ bu, $105
@ 1 10;
PEAS .
Canada, common, 75¢ @
90o.; Green Peas, North.
he
@ $1 50; Green Peas, Western, $150 @

POTATOES, Natives,¥ bbl $282 25; Long Island,
$175 @ $2.
'
:
0

a
LIGHT,

»

the price, and the hymns and tunes ard

selected for both purposes, and are especially devotional.
"When wanted for examination, with a

h far and long before finding a better
BEACON
Song bok than THE
(30 cts.) By TENNEY & HOFFMAN.

Or renT AND
MCINTOSH.

SCHOOL

M.

R.

By
(3 cts.)
psn

LIFE.

view of supplying the congregation, we
send one of either, or both, at one-third of
the retail price, 50, or 25 cents.

TEACHERS

as we know, every church that
So far

has used them is entirely satisfied with

will not fail to examine our new and superior
WELCOME

CHORUS.

($1.00)

By

W.

And the newest
Book, by L. O.
BELLS. (50 cts.)

High Schools.
TILDEN. For
School Song
and best Common
EMERSON, called SONG

8.

them.
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S——— Tn—
rr———
——————

THE MORNING STAR

CHIPS from the WHITE HOUSE,

‘no

$1.60

public

D. Lothrop & Co,

=

=

Boston,

BIG PAY to sell our Rubber Priduing Stamps.
Samples free. TAYLOR BROS, & CO, Cleve.
4t32e0wW
>
.
land, Ohio.
0
I
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Sot
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please notice the date
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hich it is paid unless

persons
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a
given. | mon...
tine shall have beebe made
in
ANCES must
a
or
le,
k-checks
ey-orders or
no

men

verte @ one lundred pages are devoted to ex{racts from the speeches and writings of

paid strictly

if

within She first thirty

the label of his paper, snd not
discontinued when the time
re-

of a

the
he", almost infl-

and

to

ear,

aid we will sénd the Star
eS conn rook]

style of

nite variety of questions with which
:
to deal

5% it pe?

three months on
.
riber will
Bach

l force and
ves an‘idea of the menta
d much insight into

our Swengy Ie

$2.

TERMS:

advance;

sations,
Or selections from the Speeches, Conver
of all the
Diaries, Letters and other writings
Presidents ef the United States.

prépared by J. CHAPLIN.

Send orders to
I. D: STEWART,’
Dover; N. H.

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.

4) . PRESIDENT GARFIELD,

| Ecas. Eastern, V dozen 16817%c; New Yorkan
@ 17i¢; Canada, 16% @ 16)c; P, KE.
16
:
' Xsland, 15; @ 16%; C.
¥
| Vermont,

made

SUNDAY-SCHOOL MEN

«

factory at 10% @ 10), and Yost.
marks
fine Northe
still held at10ic, but Joke is a full selling
for July make, and the Western can not be

ted over 06.

5
(75

12mo, extra cloth,

Some very

hymns and tunes of the larger one,” from
which it is abridged, and-is adapted to
both
THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL WORSHIP.
Some congregations prefer it to the
larger one, because it is furnished at half

Classes, and except in siz
on the same plan as THE

| i

fair to g00d....e0e02.12 @ 15
The market weakened a little early in
as ruled quiet sincé, with sales of

ern at 10c & 1b.

be no e

nearly
IDEAL

....ovsrsssennses..18 @
ssssemnesnsrssneasld
:
[}

FEAR

We share the ex-

press expenses with the purchasers.

BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Aug, 6, 1881.
Fliers

SONGS.

This book of Hymns and Tunes, recently offered by the Printing Establish-

MUSIC TEACHERS

Reportad by HILTON BROS & CO., Commission
rchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
‘ beans, dried apples
Cellar No. 8

with ten

Six copies

I. D. STEWART,

Mrs. L. F. PERKINS,

WILL NOW SELECT BOOKS FOR THE

oy Market, TD

is One Dollar,

tli

Mrs. H. W. SCOTT,
JOSEPHUS SLATE.
VEGETINE is a
t health restorer—composed
exclusively of barks, roots and herbs. It is very
pleasant to take; every child likes it.

MARKETS.

its

Dover, N. H.

Yegetine is Sold by all Druggists.

of

during

for $5.00, and 60 cents for postage.

fig-

indicate the Mutual as the compa-

Produce

which

kind, Dyspepsia, Nervousness

rifier.

ures clearly

work

cents additional as postage.

and

or General Debility, it being the Great Blood Pu-

$92,060,503.65
$78,730,354.00
$12,105,883.39

In its thirt pn years the Mutual has issued over 220,000
Policies, insured over $700,000,000; received over $206,000,000, and paid
to Policy Holders over $164,000,000.

Boston

of our

We the undersigned, having used Vegetine, take
pleasure in recommending it to all those troubled

Mr. Beecher further says, “ ‘‘ A
policy of
Life Insurance can not be taken for
debt, can
not be alienated from your heirs.and, if you
have chosen your company discreetly, is
subject to no commereial risk. It is as nearly
sure as anything earthly can be.”

THE

the book,

|

BERNARDSTON, MASS. 1875

ny in the world.

The obvious duty of every Christian man

M. PACKARD.

Dyspepsia;
Nervousness
General Debility.

man can justify a neglect of this obvious duty.
Under the Presidency of Mr. F. 8. Winston,
the Mutual, according to the official reports
just published, is the oldest and largest compa-

family is Life Insurance, and these ‘official

ble, the progress

successive periods.
ELEVEN STEEL ENGRAVINGS
of prominent ministers deceased, are
themselves worth more than the price of

Vegetin

for

}

~~

of great value for reference, and they
show in the most compact manner possi-

No, 16 Lagrange street, South Salem, Mass.

of

Beecher’s doctrine, that no Christian

Its assets are
Its liabilities are
Its Surplus is

TWENTY: TABLES,

Dear Sir,—I have been troubled with Scrofula,
Canker and Liver Complaint for three years; nothing ever did me any good until I commenced using
the VEGETINE. 1 am now getting along first rate
and still using the VEGETINE. I consider there is
nothing a
to it for such complaints.
Can
heartily recommend it to greryboay Yours truly,

“ distrusting Providence,” the evidence being
a policy of insurance in the Mutual.
To-day
the leading clergymen of all denominations en-

dorse Mr.

CURE

SCROFULA,
CANKER,
LIVER COMPLAINT.

Mrs. LIZZIE

leading

RECORD.

This book, just issued, is a historical
work. It gives a brief, but comprehensive view of the denominational work for
the century, including its Missionary,
Educational, Temperance, Sunday Schoo!
and Anti-Slavery work. It contains

Mr. H. R. STEVENS :—

the MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY of New York, made by the Superintendents of the New York
Insurance departments.

CENTENNIAL

403 Washington street, Boston,
VEGETINE has restorad thousands to health who
had been long and painful sufferers.

New
1y34

Henry Ward Beecher says:
‘Once the
question was, Can & Christian man rightfully
seek Life Insurance?
That day. is past.
Now
the question is, Can a. Christian man justify.’

to hand

—as- easy a8 the transfer of personal property. The State which they founded became not
only the home of civil and religious freedom, but
of small landed proprietors also. * * * * The
feudal tenure of England really never gained a
foothold here. But the commercial tenure which:

@

Delay is dangerous. Do not longer cling to
the old method of curing coughs and colds with

and recorded

hand

$6

Boston clear and backs are steady

IS THE

They established, in the earliest colonial days, a
system of land-holding, so sifiple, so exact,

deeds, and

the febrile rise principally to the excessive hol

have

which have escaped our cupidity and remain in
possession, are themselves suffering from the
change—they are dying in .Jarge numbers, and
compel us to extend oar inroads upon the forest

‘low.

101.2. © At 11-15, however, the pulse had de-creasad to 96, the President at that hour sleep-

undergrowth,

have so changed the physical
soil and atmosphere
that

ed by fire on Tuesday night, the property loss
aggregating $350,000. Twenty-five buildings

the patient's

is

streams give us warn-

all hopes of natural

nia, and many private residences were destroy-

At noon

shrunken

which

alréady, in

from

~ Vegetine

Sense of weight, Backache, Inability to stand
long or to walk tar, or to lift weights, are all re.
moved by Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills.

AN OBVIOUS CHRISTIAN DUTY.

ing that we have approached the point of danger
to the climate. Meanwhile, there has been no
reparationto the woods, the destruction of the
young trees caused by the browsing
and tramping
of cattle, and the introduction of grasses in place

day forenoon,
the increased fever continuing |
se was 104, the temperature indica
100.
pale o’clock at night the pulse still Sting 100,
at 104, while the temperature had increased to

it

bestowed upon

trees from the remaining forest,

ports during the week. The President’s pulse
and temperature both began to rise on Saturthroughout Sunday.

and

1t is to the division and sub-divieion of the land,
McGrath and McNevitt were convicted at almost as much 4s to their devotion to the instiLiverpool Tuesday of attempting to blow up y tutions of learning and religion, and their determination to secure all social and civil rights, that
the town hall in that city, and the former was
sentenced to penal servitude for life and the
our fathers owe their success in establishing free
latter for fifteen years.
government on this continent. They had the Anglo-Saxon love of land, but, above all this, they
The Supreme Court of Rhode
Island has
been petitioned to enjoin Trustee Chafee of had the Anglo-Saxon’s love of individual independence; and landed monopolies, entail and
the Sprague estate from selling any of the
primogeniture were especially odious to them.

to render an account of the financial
of the Quicknick company.

House this

Depot Lothrops &
LIN

drake

times,

thus greatly diminished in value; and

|

@ $18 50 ¥ bbl.

New, quick, complete cure 4 days, urinary affec.
tions, smarting, frequent or difficult urination, kid-

ney diseases. $1. Druggists.
Pinkham, Dover, N, H.

Country Catile ranged

at $21 @ $22 ¥ bbl.
BEEF. Western extra in fair demand at $13 @
$13 50 ¥ bbl. and family extra and plate command
$14 50 @ $15 ¥ bbl.
SMOKED HAMS. Sales at 10% @ 11c¢ # 1b, includipg Boston and Western.

BUCHUPAIBA.

too, to give the fowls comfort at all

to

The recent visit of the Russian court to Moscow was in consequence of the discovery of
fresh plot at St. Petersburg to assassinate the
imperial family.
Several persons of high rank

&

2

If you desire rosy cheeks and a fair complexion,
purify the blood
by the use Baxter's Man-

it becomes us to halt. Moreover, it is important
for us to recognize that, while clearing the land
for our farms, we have also culled out the best

nesday.
Lo
The cow-boys of Colorado ambushed a Mex+¢an trading train near Las Animas, Colorado,
on the 26th ultimo, murdering four of the
traders and capturing their train and $4000 in
‘
cash.

Lothrops

which have little, if any, shade during the entire
summer, with the sun pouring down on them with
the intensity it does in July and August, can not
thrive, while they are rendered much more liable
to disease and disorders. It pays, and pays well

to
It

“pFoperty of the estate; also that he be required

the White

yards

sadly—and now we have reached a point where

In a recent engagement in the San Mateo
Mountains, New Mexico, between Apache'Indians and Mexican ranchers, seven of the latter were wounded,
Four sheep-herders were
also found murdered in the mountains,

cept the office of senator of the United States,

In Kings

G. D. Sands was

Depot

hurts, either on man or beast.

destruction of the beautiful forests

were among the conspirators.

do Wood, deceased, and another in the place
Levi P. Morton, minister to France, resigned.
A representative in Congress is also to be
chosen to succeed Mr. Lapham, resigned to ac-

cal offices to be filled.

30th ballot last Friday night.

druggists.

in

stay

our land by the bountiful hand of the Creator.
Counting upon what we have considered an mnexhaustible supply of woods, we have wasted them

nominated for lieutenant-governor.

at

consequence.

DESTRUCTION OF FORESTS.

entrance into the House of Commons on Wed-

in Con-

the
Lhey

rite
Ap AA Ammer

grant Mr. Bradlaugh the summons demanded
for the arrest of the officers who prevented his"

gress are to be chosen, one in place of Fernan-

as

by making skeleton sheds of poles along the sunny
sides of the runs, and then .covering them with
boughs, cedar limbs, or almost anything chedp
and convenient, which will afford the necessary
shelter from the sun. These may not look very
handsome, but then the utility compensates fully
for the lack of beauty.— Poultry Monthly. '

for
the

$1,

and

to

druggist

Pinkham, Dover, N. H.

very imlosses in

Birds compelled

Ask

$7 75 ¥ 100 ibs, for fair to good, and $3 @ $8 75 for
remium lots, dressed weight.” Western sold at
A bad breath ma
result from acidity of the
Yroe
25 for good to extra, and $650 @ $6
70 ¢ stomach, or from. biliousness.
In either case a
100 Bs, live weight, for premium steers.
Working
few doses of
¥
BW
Oxen are beginning to bé called for, apd’we notice
sales of a few pair at $125 @ $145 ¥ pair. Milch
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient,
Cows have been in fair demand, with sales at $30
@$50 each, including calf. Veal Calves declined c¢ J
and sales
ed from 8 @5%c # 1b. Sheep and
administered according to direcdons, will sup.
1 mbs dropped
off another i; 8' 4c # 1b, and sold
lant this unpleasant companion with a sweet and
at 3 @ 5% c¢ for Sheep, and 5; @ 7%c ¥ 1b. for
ealthful one, It is a saline corrective, special}
Lambs. Fat Hogs sold at 7 @ T%c ¥ 1b,
suitable for warm weather, and leaves the system.
Pork. Market quiet for mess, with sales at $18
strong to do its work of recuperation.
:

SKINNY MEN."
Wells’ Health Renewer. Absolute cure for nervous debility and Weakpess of the generatye functions.

Receipts gre 8.918 head, about the same

as last week.

at last”

many of our breeders lose sight of this
portant fact, and suffer corresponding

been formed.

General Robert Lowrey “was nominated
governor by the Mississippi Democrats on

A

full legislature, the senators to hold office for
two years and the assemblymen for one. In

during
sun,

seems to thrive better there than the other kinds
named.
As these trees will not afford much shade
for a few years, temporary shades must be made

Blindness is affecting cows at Charlestown,

The coming November election in New York
State will elect all the State officers excepting
the governor and lieutenant governor, and a

the

costs but little to furnish the necessary shade, no
matter how large the runs may be.
Trees, such
as plums, peach, and apple, should at once be
planted in the runs, especially the former, which

Virginia

Ill, and at Lincoln, to such an extent as
cause consternation among the stock-men.
is spreading rapidly.
;

Election.

protection

In the brief period of our occupation, the energy
in New Orleans for the suppression of the
of our people and the demands of our civilization
lawlessness of the hoodlum element now so |
have accomplished a most ‘terrible and wasteful
prevalent there.

filed

one de-

sires to publish it there will be no objection.”
All requests at the jail to see the prisoners are
still refused, and the guard continues to be
maiptained, which would appear to indicate
that the authorities apprehend that there is
still danger of an attempt being made to capture the prisoner.
Intimations have been
made that there are organizations .in Washington, Baltimore and Philadelphia ‘whose members are ready to take the law into their own
hands if they could get hold of Guiteau.
The

Democrats: of

much

do in wintér from the severe cold, although far too

The Democrats of the second Maine congres-

conservative

as

summer from the fierce rays of

The Irish land league is to hold a national
convention at Dublin on the 15th of September, to consider the best means of obtaining

Thursday nominated the Hon. John W. Daniel
of Lynchburg for governor and passed stron
anti-repudiation resolutions. They also name
Mr. P.:P. Barbour for lientenant-governor,
and P. W. McKinney for attorney-general.

Assailant.

that Guiteau

the

General W. S. Hancock has ‘accepted the invitation to take command of the trqops at the

The

¢

for

rele
le le lp pres rrrree

in Italy’s

will follow.

fitted

quested the extradition of Hartmann the Nihil:
ist:
:

as a

behalf, but unless France proceeds too far towards Tripoli and the Ottoman state it is hardly probable that any present serious results

well

has a special advantage over other modes of treating the young trees.
x

government

sional district have nominated the Hon. Frankstanding menace against her kingdom, and
Garibaldi and ‘his adherents are calling fora lin Reed of Bath for the seat vacated by Mr.
war against France.
England also professes
Frye.
to be disturbed over the French acceptation
The State election in North Carolina ocecurand implies duplicity on the part of France.
But the fact js that French diplomatists were - red Thursday. The main issue was the questoo sharp for either Italy or England, and have
tion of prohibition, and the vote was oversucceeded in removing Tunis ‘from its long alwhelmingly! against it.
:
legiance to the Turkish empire.
There are

hints that Bismarck

spreadiog

re-

Russian

makes it subject to the French Republic.
The
England and Ttaly have resolved to send two
recent invasion of Tunisian territory by the: more iron-clads to Tunis, for the protection of
their ‘respective subjects, owing to the perFrench was claimed to be only for the purpose
of chastising rebellious tribes, but Italy re- | sistent complaints of the residents there.

gatds the French

are

The thing desired found

rum and molasses,

for

purpose. It is probable that a “frequent stirring
the surface of the svil about the trees would
answer nearly the same purpose; but as planters
generally neglect this stirring, or perform itjin an

The governor and council of Vermont after
a thorough hearing on a petition for the pardon of Miles, the Barre bank robber, unanimously refused to grant the pardon.

exacted from

dirt”

metiicient manner, while the action of the decayed
vegetable matter can not be hurt by neglect, it

Irish land for Irishmen.

Tunis

for

of “chip

crust on the surface, they

has indefi-

Yorktown celebration.

States is still in progress.

use any liberty of action that they
quire, than these murderous acts.

postponed

The

to destroy British ships and British government buildings by their use.
He claims that
he has the same right to manufacture explo-

could more clearly prove

the Yorktown

legislature

value

around young and newly set fruit trees, imparting
to them double vigor in growth, is simply the benefit derived from good mulching. Decayed chips,
leaf mould and dried muck are all quite eimilar in
their nature, and as they tend stronglyto hold the
moisture ia the soil below, and can not form a

purchase of the Concord Railroad by the State.

deadly missiles with a full knowledge of the plot

arties in the United

The great

celebration.

the infernal machines, is said to have confessed
to a Peoria, Ill, reporter that he made the

the

OHIP DIRT FOR TREES.

been

Admiral Porteris to have the general man-

Machines.

of

it will do no good, but will do a great deal ot harm.
— Exchange.

minister to France, presented his credentials
.to President Grevy at Paris, Friday.

market, depress

punishment

ing propensity it will be by mild not harsh treatment.
Never whip a
dow because she kicks, lor

The Hon. Levi P. Morton, the new American

Crowe, the alleged manufacturer of

nd

has

qualities.

‘ROUGH ON RATS.

al-

ly ruined. Never whip a cow for kicking, if she
dees kick the milk-pail out of your hand and sometimes upset and knock you over; but be kind and
gentle with her, and milk her out with as little excitement as possible, and if she gets over her kick-

The * crank * who threatened to kill Mr.

values, then buy heavily, stop the fight and
‘make money on the rise.
.

apprehension

There have

or frightening them whenever
they come in his
way, or if when milking a cow hoists her foot or

Tig

Forster, chief secretary for Ireland,
sent to prison for fifteen months.

alleged cause of the reduction, but it is more
likely to bea partof a plan of railway mag-

The

Ey

APPLES, BERRIES, &C. Currants,¥ guart 8 @
10c; Blackberries,¥ quart, 12 @ 15¢; Blueberries
Northern, ¥bu., $3 00 3 350; New Apples, #¥ bbl,
@ $3 00; Water
Melons
100 $1500 @ 8000,
daughter a great deal of good, her food does not $200
distress her now, nor does she suffer from that ex- Grapes, ¥ I, 10 @ 12¢.
HAY
AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern—
treme tired feeling which she did before taking
Choice, coarse $17; Good, $15 @ 16; Fine, $13 |
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.” A second bottle effected a .@ 14; Poor, $12 @ 13.
here has been a dull market for
LIVE STOCK.
cure. No other preparation contains such a con:
ay
Catile, and sales at the yard 8 on
centration of vitalizing, enriching, purifying and ‘Beef
and Wednesday show a decline of Xc.# Ib on the
invigorating properties ss Hogd’s Sarsaparilla.
higher grades, and 4 ¢ on the medium and lower

for Rough on Rats. It clears out rats, mice, roach.
It may not es flies, bedbugs. 15¢ boxes.

and unprotected by the police or the military.

versa at $5.
Competition between the different lines for freight and passenger traffic is the

Infernal

ar-

bondsman for Guiteau, provided he be released

enabled to go from Boston to Chicago and vice

The

always be so, but in general it is.

"A citizen of New York city offers to become

lines between

the past week, and travelers have thereby been

the stock

that

ways been many cows spoiled by the person
having the care of and milking them, by whipping

The International Medical Congress was: for
mally opened by the Prince of Wales in Lon-

the East and West. has been waged vigorously

nates to demoralize

cow,

grown up she will be mild abd gentle,

Twenty-five persons were killed, thirty in-

War.

The fight between the railway

paid

jured and twelve others are missing by the recent powder magazine explosion at Mazatlan.

honorable und

been

and

ry stock, from the young calf to the old

is being fed for beef, should be handled and treated kindly. If a calf is handled roughly and
becomes wild and vicious thereby, when . it
becomes a cow you may expect the same, bat if
bandled carefully and treated with kindness,when

The Hon, William G. Fargo, president of kicks (which is generally caused by pain), such a
the American Express Company, died in. Buf- fellow stops milking and commences whipping,
‘or worse, kicking the cow, and she
becoming enfalo, N. Y., Wednesday, aged 63 years.
raged, holds up her milk, kicks back/ and is final-

had been editor

He

collected

made on the 30th ultimo. His infantry and
tillery are in possession of the citadel.

of Ziow$ Herald, a member of the Massachu-

The

»

Extreme Tired Feeling.

Mr, Parcell, in the report of the New Jersey Agricultural Society, says: It is important that dai-

into the national Treasury by the internal rev‘enue department last year.
An entry into Candahar by Ayoob Khan was

Bishop E. 0. Haven,of the Methodist Episcopalchurch, died at Salem, Oregon, Tuesday of

tion of

“

A lady tells us ** the first bottle! hag, done my

HANDLE DAIRY STOCK KINDLY,

announced

has

his intention of retiring from political life.
The Baroness Burdett Coutts and husband
will visit this country in October.
Maud 8. trotted a mile at the Buffalo driving
park Thursday in 2.10 3-4.

Wedand atheist, attempted a second time last
nesday to take his seat in the British Parlia
ment, to which that body claimed he was not
entitled because he refused to take the prescrib* ed oath. On entering the building Bradlaugh
He became
was hustled out by the police.
The
- much excited, but was easily removed.
conduct of the officials in foreibly removing the
house.
the
was approved by vote of
pi
Death of a Bishop.

:

M. Rouber, the Bonapartist,

Mr. Charles Bradlaugh, the Boglish agitator

last week, aged 60 years.

Bural and Bomestic,

‘Miscellaneous.

have arrived in Quebec.
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